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35 CENTS

Business is picking up

Partly cloudy
Tonight: Partly cloudy and
, cool. Low 35 to_ MI West
around 10 mph.
Friday: Partly sunny. High 55
to 60.

NATIONAL

- BERLIN —Communist leader Egon Krenz has shaken up the country's leadership and promised swift and broad reform, but it remains to
be seen if he is gaining enough credibility to prevent thousands morecitizens from fleeing.
WASHINGTON — Philippines President Corazon Aquino meets
with President Bush at a time of growing uncertainty over future military ties and other key aspects of the relationship between the two
longtime allies.
WASHINGTON — Republicans are arguing among themselves
about the political impact of abortion and whether their 1989 election
debacle is an ominous sign about their prospects for the much heavier
ballot slate in 1990.
NEW YORK —Closer-than-predicted margins in Virginia's gubernatorial election and New York's mayoral contest may have a simple
explanation, some pollsters say: Survey respondents lied.
WASHINGTON —Major airlines officials are raising strong objections to congressional moves to reimpose government control over
their industry.

STATE
LOUISVILLE — The University of Louisville is checking allegations from an out-of-state freshman that she has been subjected to
racial harassment since school began in September.
LEXINGTON — Surface mining enforcement could suffer if the
General Assembly fails to provide money to replace funds from a federal program expiring in 1991, according to one state official.
LEXINGTON — Philip Morris Companies Inc. is under fire from
anti-smoking groups who contend that its television advertisements
may violate federal rules.
LEXINGTON — A University of Kentucky trustees committee has
voted to proceed with a plan to develop more that half of a UK farm
into a research park, with trustee Larry Forgy opposing the proposal.

SPORTS
CINCINNATI —Pete Rose will spend the winter golfing instead of
gambling, focusing more on personal rehabilitation than on baseball
reinstatement in the coming months.
CHICAGO — Near-unanimous selection as the National League
Rookie of the Year didn't make for a complete first major-league season for the Chicago Cubs' Jerome Walton.
NEW YORK — Fernando Valerizuela no longer is a Los Angeles
Dodger and his lawyer is talking tough.

BUSINESS

FINANCE

Murray Public Works employees (from left) Wade Kirks, Kenneth
Schroader, Kevin Jones and driver Bill Hornbuckle (not pictured) ran
the leaf-vacuuming truck along Vine Street this week during the
annual leaf pick-up. Burning leaves in the city limits is illegal, Mur-

By TERRIL JONES
Associated Press Writer

BEIJING — Senior leader Deng
Xiaoping has resigned from his last
Communist Party post, as head of
the powerful military commission,
clearing the way for his chosen
successor to assume undisputed
power after his departure.
Deng, 85, was replaced by the
protege, 63-year-old Communist
Party chief Jiang Zemin as head of
the Central Military Commission.
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to make that decision and go be a
candidate and riot be a candidate
from the governor's office. I take a
dim view of using taxpayers' funds
to campaign for office," Wilkinson
said.
Poore, whose title on Wilkinson's staff is public liaison, is
widely believed to be aiming himself for the 1991 governor's race.
Wilkinson is barred by the Kentucky Constitution from seeking reelection.
Poore was Wilkinson's chief
money raiser during the 1987 cam-

• FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gubernatorial aide Floyd Poore needs to
resign and be a full-time candidate
if he intends to run for governor, or
else "settle down and take care of
his ... office," Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said Wednesday.
"I plan to find out from him as
clearly as I can whether or not he
intends to be a gubernatorial candidate," Wilkinson said in a news
conference.
"If he intends to be a gubernatorial candidate, he's going to have (Cont'd on page 3)
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The move was approved by the ruling party's Central Committee in a
meeting that ended today.
It was announced by the official
Xinhua News Agency.
The architect of Chinese policy
for the past decade, Deng has been
seeking to make. way for a new
generation of leaders centered
around Jiang though apparently
meeting some resistance from President Yang Shangkun and his
allies.
Deng, who has served China's

Wilkinson: Poore needs
to resign or 'settle down'
Associated Press Writer

Sea serve unloaded regular
dollars per gallon Chrcago a ea

Staff photo by David Tack

China's Deng retires from last official post

By CHARLES WOLFE
MINNEAPOLIS — Star Tribune newsroom employees
approved a six-year contract
Wednesday night 233-70, hours
after their second strike deadline
in as many days, but union leaders could find little positive to
say about the deal.
Brandt said the contract covers six years and includes bonuses in each of the first three
years, and pay raises of 3.2 percent in the fourth year, 3.1 percent in the fifth year and 3.0
percent in the sixth year.

ray Fire Department Chief James Hornbuckle said — violators may
be subject to fines and citations. The leaf pick-up continues through
December 22.

Communist cause for six decades, by Comrade Jiang Zemin and it is
resigned from the party's ruling now already carrying out its work
Politburo and other top party posts effectively."
in 1987 but is still recognized as
He said he would now seek to
the ultimate source of power in the resign from the less important govcountry.
ernment body whose functions
In a Nov. 7 letter to the Politbur- parallel the party military commiso carried by Xinhua he said giving sion, which sets policy for the
up the last post while still healthy armed forces.
was his "long-cherished desire."
President Yang, 82, was named
In the letter, Deng expressed his the party military commission's
confidence in the new party chief, first vice chairman, a job left vacsaying party leaders had in June
elected "a leading nucleus headed (Cont'd on page 3)

Governor: special session
on education up to others
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

conference.
"What difference does it make
whether you pass it in January or
June?" Wilkinson said.
•A 22-member task force — 16
legislators and six Wilkinson
appointees — was created to draft
the necessary legislation after the
state Supreme Court in June ruled
Kentucky's entire public school
system unconstitutional.
The justices cited inequities in
the state's school -financing
scheme. They stayed the effect of
their ruling until the end of June to

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The General Assembly's two ranking members will decide whether legislation
for a new public school system is
handled in a special session next
year, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said
Wednesday.
Action during the regular legislative session that begins in January
"is not ruled out," if House
Speaker Don Blandford and Senate
President Pro Tern John "Eck"
Rose should say the time is right.
Wilkinson said in a news (Cont'd on page 3)

Mahoney trial off to slow start with jury selection
3B
5A-7A
128
8A, 9A

Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:34 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular °Mee hours are I a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 Lm. to 12 noon Saturday.

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Prins Writer

CARROLLTON, Ky:--=
. Fears
that publicity would make it impossible to find a jury for the trial of
Larry Mahoney proved largely
unfounded on the first day of the
proceedings.
Almost all of the 49 people
called as prospective jurors Wednesday said they knew of the May
14, 1988, bus crash that killed 27

people in Carroll County. But most
of the people also said they had not
made up their minds about Mahoney's role in whe crash.
Mahoney, a resident of nearby
Worthville, is char;ed with causing
the accident by driving his pickup
truck the wrong way on Interstate
71 and slamming into a church bus
returning from an outing.
In addition to 27 counts of murder, Mahoney is charged with 42
counts of wanton endangerment, 12

counts of assault and one count of
driving under the influence.
If convicted of all charges,
Mahoney, 36, could be sentenced
to 27 life terms plus 450 years in
prison.
There were 300 people initially
called for jury duty in the trial.
After eliminating people who had
moved or were no longer eligible,
the first 49 prospective jurors were
called to the tiny Carroll County
Courthouse Wednesday.

Assistant Attorney General Paul
Richwalsky said he was not surprised to learn that so many of the
first group had connections to the
accident, or were related to someone who did, because this is a
small town.
Carroll County is home to fewer
than 10,000 people.
"So far, everything is going
about as smooth as I could imagine
(Coned on page 3)
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25% To40% OFF
All Children's
Outwear

All Cotler', City Streets pants

Women's fall outerwear

Sale 18.99 Reg • $26 City Streets' pleated pants
of an-cotton twill. Young men's waist sizes 28-36
Sale 17.99 Reg • $24. Cotler° cotton canvas
pants with cuffs. Young men's waist sizes 29-36

All* men's leather jackets

Sale 51.75 Reg S69 Corduroy pantcoat of
cotton with nylon lining Misses' sizes S M,L
Sale 44.25 Reg S59 Color-blocked Jacket of
polyestercotton Juniors' sizes S.M.L Other sizes
and styles also available

I Sale 139.99 Reg $179 Hunt Club - distressed
leather Jacket Men's sizes 40-46
'Excludes JCPenney.Srnart Values
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25 0 TO 300/.0FF
Towncraft Suited Separates'
I Sale 66.99 Reg $90 Single breasted coat of
polyesterwool Men's sizes 36-50.
I Sale $30 Reg $40. Plain front trouser of
polyester/wool Men's sizes 30-46. •

OFF
%
25

All young men's outerwear

250/
DOFF
All Dingo

-

All men's Towncraft underwear

ii Sale 5.62 & 7.12 pkgs./3 Reg. 7.50 & 9.50.

Boots

OFF
cy.
25

I Sale $24 Reg, S32. Hunt Club - cardigan of
cotton/polyester. Sizes S.M,L.XL.
I Sale 19.50 Reg. 526. St. John's Bay' pullover
or mock turtleneck of cotton/polyester. Sizes M.L.XL

Sale 14.99 to 24.99 Reg. 19 99 to $34 styles
shown. Choose from a beautiful collection of
styles Ramie cotton. ramie/acrylic or acrylic,
'Excludes JCPenney Smart Values

OFF
,0
25

OFF
%
25

Sale $9 Reg. $12. Glorius' vinyl clutch with
detachable shoulder strap, Assorted colors,
Sale $12 Reg. $16 Lambskin-like vinyl handbags

Sale 21.99 Reg. $30 and $32. Jacquard blouse of
polyester or sweater of silk/nylon/angora S.M.L
Sale 19.99 Reg. $28. French canvas polyester
skirt or pants with front pleats, Misses' sizes 4-18

St. John's Bay , Hunt Club fleece

Sale 41.25 Reg. $55. Our cotton sheeting jacket
takes the chill out of the winter wind. With knit
trim. Young men's sizes.

OFF
cy.
25

OFF
%
25

White briefs and T-shirts of soft polyester/cotton.
or our popular pocket T-shirt of all-cotton.
Sale prices effective through Saturday. November 18th.

All* vinyl handbags

44
-4

All* juniors' sweaters

All* Worthington

'Excludes JCPennney Smart Values,

'Excludes JCPenney Smart Values.

%
OFF
25

25°

Young men's sportswear

Selected bras by Adonna

Sale $30 Reg $40 Leather boat shoe Men's sizes
Sale 41.25 Reg $55. St. John's Bay' kiltie slip-on
with leather uppers Men's sizes

Sale 22.50 to 25.50 Reg $30 to $34 American
Crusader' shaker knit sweater, long sleeve shirt
or twill pants of all-cotton. Young men's sizes.

Misses' cable knit sweater

I Reg. $9 to $12 ea. Figure-flattering bras of
nylon, polyester or nytonlycra - spandex A,B.0
cups. D cups priced slightly higher

Reg. $28. Christie & Jill' long sleeve cable knit
sweater with raglan sleeves Ramie/cotton in
brights and pastels Misses' sizes S.M.L.

All* St. John's Bay - shoes

'Excludes JCP•nney Smart Values
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Selected briefs and bikinis

All* women's casual leather shoes

Levi's denim jacket

Reg. $2 to 2.50 ea. Delicate lingerie to wear
under your favorite cold-weather fashions Bikinis
and briefs of all-cotton or nylon Assorted colors

Sale 25.50 Reg $34 Mixed Blues' moccasin
with leather uppers Women's sizes
Sale $27 Reg $36 Sutton Plaza' slip-on with
chain detail Leather uppers Women's sizes

I Stonewashed cotton denim jacket with sherpalike acrylic/polyester lining. Choice of colors
Young men's sizes

PreCore

Decorative

Brass Accessories

33
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Catalog Phan* 1-800-222-6161
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Deng retires...
(Cont'd from page 1)
ant when former party chief Zhao
Ziyang was stripped of all leadership posts for tolerating the prodemocracy movement.
The changes for the moment end
the power struggle diplomatic sources have reported between Yang,
who had been the commission's
vice chairman, and younger party
leaders.
Yang, a hard-liner, reportedly
sought to solidify his place in the
post-Deng era by winning the
chairmanship, but other senior party members apparently felt the post

Special session...
(Cont'd from page 1)
give the legislature time to enact a
replacement system.
The right time for action will be
whenever the task force finishes its
work and the votes to pass its
legislation are rounded up in the
House and Senate, Blandford said.
"I'm trying to avoid ... locking
ourselves in any time frame," he
said.
have always felt that it is
such ... a monumental issue that it
should be handled outside of a reg-

should be given to Jiang.
Yang was one of the principal
leaders behind the decision to
declare martial law in Beijing and
bring in troops to crush the prodemocracy movement. Soldiers
killed hundreds of unarmed civilians in. a June 4 assault.
Yang's younger brother Baibing,
the political boss of the People's
Liberation Army, was named
secretary-general of the Central
Military Commission.
The army's chief of staffN.Chi
Haotian, is said to be Yang's sonin-law, and there has reportedly
been opposition to what appeared
Yang's attempt to establish a family dynasty within the military.
ular session. But I certainly ...
don't lock myself into handling it
outside a regular session if the time
is right," said Blandford, DPhilpot.
Blandford and several other
House and Senate Democratic leaders met privately with Wilkinson
before the news conference. Rose,
D-Winchester, was not present
Wilkinson said the meeting had
two purposes: to discuss timing of
an tducation session-and-hovritr
present a budget during the regular
session, as the state Constitution
requires, if the education issue

to go be a candidate for governor.
And if he's not going to be a candidat
e for governor, then he needs
(Cont'd from page 1)
to settle down and take care of his
paign. But he incurred Wilkinson's
public liaison office and stop talkdispleasure by saying he thoupt ing abou
t wiretaps that don't
the ttlephone in his Capitol office exist,"
Wilkinson said.
— two doors away from Wilkinson
On other political matters, Wilk— had been tapped.
inson said he was surprised and
Wilkinson last week called the disa
ppointed ty the electoral
allegation "silly." He said Wed- defea
ts
nesday he had not talked to Poore Jeff of two longtime allies —
erson County Clerk Jim
in the meantime, but intended to. "PO
P" Malo
"If he intends to be a candidate ty Judg ne and Kenton Coune-Executive Robert
for governor — and he has never Alde
meyer.
told me that straight out, that he
Both lost by lopsided margins to
intends to be — if he intends to be Repu
blicans — Aldemeyer by
a candidate for governor, he needs 4,300
Votes to former state Sen.

Poore needs...

Mahoney trial...
(Cont'd from page 1)
it going," said defense attorney
William Summers.
The exception to the rule was
one man who, without any real
prompting, declared, "I don't think
I could convict Mr. Mahoney of
anything."

Murray resident
arrested, faces
drug charges
A Murray man was arrested
Wednesday‘on drug -related
charges, according to a Murray
Police Department report.
David Craig Wheeler, 30, 503
Olive, was arrested after being
served a search warren' by officers
at approximately 10:30 p.m. He
was charged with possession of
marijuana under eight ounces and
possession of drug paraphernalia.
He is lodged in the Calloway
County Jail. No bond has been set
at this time.

Under an order from Carroll Circuit Judge Charles Satterwhite,
prospective jurors are not identified
by name, only by numbers assigned
to them by a court clerk.
Satterwhite has taken numerous
precautions for the trial. Everyone
entering the courtroom was searched and had to pass through a metal
detector.
Satterwhite said there was no
evidence there would be a problem
at the trial, but he wanted to err on
the side of caution.
"We absolutely don't want to
have to do this but once," Satterwhite said.
Group questioning of the other
two pools of jurors will be held
this week. Individual questioning
of jurors will be held next week.
Summers said he does not expect
jurors to be immune to all of the
publicity, which Satterwhite said
had surpassed the attention given to
the San Fancisco earthquake and
Hurricane Hugo combined.
"I can't imagine anybody reading it and not beginning to form
any natural bias and prejudices,"
Summers said.

Liu Huaqing, formerly deput
y
secretary general of the commission and former head of China
's
navy, was named the commission's
second vice chairman.
"Basically, it looks like a compromise," a Hong Kong -based diplomat said of the changes,
with
Deng getting his way regarding the
ehairmansh'? and Yang getting his
way regarding his brother.
When asked if Jiang could use
the position to develop a powe
r
base in the military, the diplomat
said: "If Deng dies, he (Jiang) has
no chance ... I don't think the position makes any difference
whatsoever."
remains pending.
There was no consensus on the
budget issue, Wilkinson said. The
group will meet in again in 10 days
to two weeks, he said.
On Oct. 26, in response to a
reporter's question, Wilkinson said
he was committed to dealing with
education in a special session, free
of distractions.
Wilkinson said Wednesday he
had wanted a special session before
the end of 1989. _which be now
considers impossible, so "we'll
deal with it when (Blandford and
Rose) tell us that we are ready to
deal with IL"
Clyde Middleton and Malone by
nearly 13,000 votes to a previously
little-known challenger, Rebecca
Jackson.
Wilkinson said the defeat of
Malone, who was his Jefferson
County campaign chairman in
1987, was particularly stunning.
"I was shocked," Wilkinson
said. "Who was his opponent? I
didn't really realize he had an
opponent."

He personally campaigned for
Aldemeyer, but "I knew that that
was a tight race," Wilkinson said.
"I must say I was surprised by the
margin."
Topics of questions for the jurors
included their opinions about alcohol and if they would be swayed by
the knoledge that youthful victims
were involved.
Evidence to be introduced at the
trial shows Mahoney's bloodalcohol was more than twice the
legal limit in Kentucky on the
night of the crash, in which 24 of
the people who died were children.
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U.S. 'goodwill' to Iran not enough
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — An
"But surely, there appears
Iranian newspaper said Thursday a little sign of genuine goodto be
will
U.S. decision to release $567 mil- yet," it added.
lion in frozen Iranian assets is not
The editorial was the first Iraenough to persuade Tehran to nian comment on the relea
se of the
intervene on behalf of 18 Western assets earlier this week.
hostages held in Lebanon.
- The newspaper, which is close to
Iranian President Hashemi RafsanThe official Islamic Republic
News Agency, monitored in Nico- jani, did not elaborate on the
sia, quoted the English -language "goodwill" Iran is seeking before
Tehran Times as saying: "Iran has mediating a release of the hostages
held by Shiite Moslem zealots.
assured the U.S. it will use its good
offices with Islamic groups in
Rafsanjani, leader of the soLebanon to do all it can to help
called pragmatists in Iran, said last
free the hostages, provided it mont
h that Iran would help secure
shows genuine goodwill.
the release of the captives, includ-

ing eight Americans, if Washington
releases Iranian assets.
The United States froze the
assets after militants stormed the
U.S. Embassy in Tehran Nov. 4,
1979, and held American diplomats
and other personnel hostage. Fiftytwo captives were released 444
days later.
The assets being released are
only a small portion of what Iran
claims it is owed. Iran says the
assets frozen a decade ago are up
to $12 billion, including the value
of weapons purchased before the
1979 Islamic revolution but never
delivered.

Screening committee completes wo

rk

By MARK COOPER

is serving the rest of her term on
the staff; Don Chamberlain and
Murray Ladgor & Timm; Staff
sabbatical in Washington, D.C. Dr.
Writer
Fred Shepard, representing the
James Booth is acting president.
The Murray State University
faculty; Harold Doran, representing
The screening committee
presidential screening committee
the
alumni; Marilyn Reed Buchawrapped up its duties Wednesday includes Harvey as non -voting
nan,
chair
representing the foundation;
man; regents Willie Kendrick;
night and is ready to submit a list
and
Todd
Jame
s
Hamm
Barlow, tepreseninvthc
ack
of 20 candidates to the board_oi--anctrommy San - stude
nts.
—derr
, Donna Flemdon, representi
regents-Nov. 17.
ng
Mum's still the word on the chosen names, according to committee
and board chairman Kerry Harvey,
who said he was pleased at how
well the six-month screening process had been carried ouL
"On the whole, the process has
worked," according to Harvey, who
along with the other nine members
of the committee decided on a
majority vote process to keep
names under review. Those candidates not receiving five "yes" votes
from the committee were dropped
from consideration.
The large number of applicants
and nominees, ranging from acros
s
the country and possessing "extraordinary credentials," was narrowed to 20 Wednesday night in
executive session, according to
Harvey.
The board of regents will consider the names Nov. 17 and decide
how to proceed from there with
application reviews and on-campus
candidate interviews, Harvey said.
The board should narrow the list to
around three before making its
final decision, Harvey said.
The 10-member committee was
selected in June to screen candidates for the president's position'
left vacant by Kala M. Stroup who

McCracken Co. shooting
leaves one man dead
A shooting in McCracken County late Wednesday night has left
one man dead and two others in the
hospital, according to a report from
the Kentucky State Police
Shortly before 11 p.m., two subjects approached the trailer of a
IslcCracken County resident
(Names are being withheld at this
time, pending notification of kin).
For an undetermined reason, a
shooting ensued. The report stated
one of the subjects was able to flee
to a nearby truck stop to call for
help.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER, 1989

Members of the McCracken
County Sheriff's Department and
the state police were immediately
dispatched to the trailer. The report
stated upon arrival the officers
were fired upon by the subject in
the trailer. The officers then fired
back, killing the subject in the
trailer.
The deceased was taken to the
Western Baptist Hospital morgue.
The other two subjects were taken
to Lourdes Hospital. Sheriff Howard Walker said the investigation
into the shooting is continuing.
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Energy Saving Security Light goes on
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Vise
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Axe, maul or sledge hammer.
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Sale Prices Nod at Murray Story Oily
Otter Leeetleas—Suataa and Lake Oily
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You can ALWAYS get the BEST

tan for the

BEST price at The Tropics Tanning Sal

on.

5
8
10
15

(30 minute sessions) for

$10

(30 minute sessions) for

$15

(30 minute sessions) for
(30 minute sessions) for

$18

7

$2

Tan in the "hottest" beds in
town!

The Tropics Tanning Salon
901 Coldwater Road
Call 753-8477
Offer expires Nov. 30, 1989
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Hats off to the winners;
now let's work together
As we now put the races and the campaign strategies of the November
general election behind us and focus our eyes upon the future, we offer
our sincere congratulations to all those who emerged as winners of our
nation's competitive political process.
Several incumbents and some new faces will soon assume their new
terms as our elected public officials. As representatives of the public we
ask, and yes expect, each of them to work for the community, work
together and uphold the duites of their respected offices in the highest of
professional standards. We believe each of our newly-elected office holders will do just that, and they will represent the people of the community
in a fair and unbiased manner — ever mindful of those who voted for
them and supported their candidacies.
This year's campaign trail was a long, cumbersome undertaking for
some, but we salute every person for their smooth races and clean strategies, with a few exceptions.
Our congratulations to the following individuals: George Weaks,judgeexecutive; J.D. Williams,. sheriff; Pat Paschall, jailer; Ronnie Jackson,
property valuation administrator, David Harrington, county attorney;
Johnny Miller, coroner; Clyde Hale, magistrate district No. 1; Steve Lax,
magistrate district No. 2; Bobby Stubblefield district No. 3; Dan Miller,
magistrate district No. 4; Teresa Rushing, Calloway County clerk; Bill
Cherry, Murray mayor; and Leslie Furchcs, district judge.
We also congratulate Murray City Council members Danny Hudspeth,
Steve Trevathan, Ruby Hale, John Ed Scou, Charles Walston Mike Outland, Tommy Sanders,loretta Jobs, Bob Billington, -Charles Homra and
Chuck Foster; Calloway County School Board member Wayne Blackford;
District No. 1 constable Lai)? Roberts; District No. 2 constable Walter
King; District No. 3 constable Max Parrish; District No. 4. constable Billy
Balentine; Billy Hudson, Hazel mayor; and the Hazel City Council members Marla Thompson, James Latimer, Edward Hudson and Angela
Fleming.
On the issue of annexation we acknowledge with regret its defeat
because of our desire to see the community's economic base continually
grow and prosper. We urge our local officials to not lose sight of this goal
and to seek new measures by which we, as a community, can acquire
more and more industry to our industrial park.
It is indeed a privilege to live in a country where elections are free and
open and we certainly look forward to many of this year's participants
again running for office.

Taking time to remember Veterans'Day
Rich lived with his father, right
at the bend where Route 27 curves
and heads south, to New Brunswick and Princeton. Charlie was
the first son in a family of boys.
The Schultz's lived over on Upland
Avenue, not far from the tennis
courts and the Little League field.
Rich and Charlie were red heads,
but both had miraculously escaped
the inevitable nickname, "Red."
Charlie Schultz's picture is on According to the yearbook, Charlie
page 49 of my high school year- was known as "JFK" because of his
book. Rich Herold is on page 32. admiration for young President
The two boys knew each other, of Kennedy, who would be assassicourse. Acquaintance was unavoid- nated the next year.
able in my hometown.
Rich was tagged, "Nil," one of
I grew up in Metuchen, New those nicknames whose meaning
Jersey, a suburban community of has faded from my memory along
about 13,000. It wasn't so small with the words to "Runaround
that everyone knew everybody else, Sue."
but — let me put it this way — if
Of the two boys, I remember
you told your parents you were Rich Herold the best. He had a
going to the movies and went to pure tenor voice, the only boy in
the pool hall instead, it was guaran- the choir who was certain to
teed that a neighbor or a friend of remain on key throughout any
our parents would-see-you-arld'-given sully-. Taft-and- rangy7Rich
you'd be grounded for a month. was on the basketball team, and he
Rich Herold and Charlie Schultz ran track too.
didn't hang out at the Four Seasons
Charlie managed cross country,
Pool Hall or the Duchess Diner, the and • also helped run the audioway so many of the other boys did. visual club, delivering films and
Both of them were the oldest in projectors to classrooms, troutheir families, nice boys, kind of bleshooting when equipment broke
quiet.
down.

Like so many yearbooks of that
era, ours had a write-up beneath
each senior's picture. "Suppressed
Desire" was one of the categootes.
Rich wanted to play on the girls'
basketball team, according to his
entry. He was kind of shy with
girls, given to an occasional blush
that crept up from his collar until it
met — and matched — the roots of
his strawberry blond hair.
Charlie's ambition was more serious. He wanted to become President of the United States.
As far as I know, Rich Herold
never had the chance to play on the
girls' ;basketball team. After high
school, he went on to Rutgers University and Air Force ROTC. His
plane was shot down on September
2, 1972, on a reconaissance mission. He was supposed to be home
already, but had extended his tour
of utyliien? Vietnam
tnm
a
caub
r se he felt
it was the right thing to do.
Charlie?
never
dent. -1Te-16111
IvilriFies and
went to Officers' Candidate School
right after he graduated from Muhlenburg College in 1966. Charlie
Schultz came home sooner than
anyone ever expected. To be buried. He was killed in June of 1967.
Rich Herold never came home,
though he's finally been declared
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Today In History

— By The Associated Press

Business Mirror

Tax volatility out of stocks
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst

NEW YORK (AP) — In Lee lacocca's view, the remedy for extreme
stock market volatility might lie
more in tax reforms than in
restraints imposed by the
exchanges or regulators.
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Local bank commended
Dear Editor:
I would like to congratulate the
Bank of Murray on its 100th year
anniversary. It is not an accident to
stay in business that long and be
stronger than ever. I believe one
reason thc bank is successful is the
attitude of its employees. They are
friendly and respectful to their customers. I only have a small account
and yet every single need I've
requested has been cheerfully met.
I'm always treated like a valued
customer by the bookkeepers, tellers, loan officers, secretaries, vice
presidents and president of the

Li All

Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $54.00 per year.

0 All other substribers $59.50.

Name
Address
City
Zip

His suggestion: "How about a
40 percent tax on assets held less
than 90 days, 28 percent up to two
years, 15 percent up to five years,
and after that the tax rate goes to
zero?"
Iacocca expressed his views in a
recent speech to magazine
publishers and editors in which he
stressed the need for Americans to
take the long-term view in building
the economy, the better to compete
with Japan.
It's crazy, he said, "but the
whole country seems to be in a
short-term feeding frenzy — make
a quick buck and get out, look out
for yourself, live for today. And

the hell with the future."
The blunt-speaking chairman of
Chrysler Corp. said he would also
include a modest tax on huge pension funds, which pay no capital
gains taxes and whose trading practices are sometimes blamed for
volatility.
Such measures, he suggested,
would force Americans to take a
long-term view — to think as
investors rather than traders.
As importantly, a longer-term
view would allow corporate managers to develop their own longterm thinking, especially regarding
improvements that would strengthen a company but not pay off
immediately, he indicated.
"Do you think more companies
would be building research and
development centers if they didn't
pay a penalty in their stock price
for investing in such long-term
assets?" he asked, adding:
"We're upside down in the
world by penalizing savings and
investment and encouraging bor-

Letter To The Editor

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.

State
Phone (
)
a

It's related, don't you think?
Two young men who could have
stayed. at home but chose not to
because they fe-Firwas the right
thing to do, and voters deciding
that a trip to the polls takes too
much effort.
November 11 is Veterans' Day.
No matter what the weather, the
holiday can be observed in thought
and meditation. Now that doesn't
sound too tough, does it?

Looking Back
MANEUvERED 6E096E- f3U5)-1 INTO AN
AWKWARD PHOTO
riR51
(01-A RICA FOR OUR
Eckolv
Vic-rogy oF -the

Today is Thursday, Nov. 9, the 313th day of 1989. There are 52 days
left in the year.
Today's ,highlight in history:
On Nov. 9, 1938, bands of Nazis began roaming the streets of Germany
and Austria, looting and burning synagogues as well as Jewish-owned
stores and houses. The pogrom became known as "Kristallnacht"
because of the broken glass that littered the streets.
On this date:
In 1970, former French President Charles DeGaulle died at the age of
79.
In 1976, the U.N. General Assembly approved ten resolutions condemning apartheid in South Africa, including one characterizing the
white-ruled government as "illegitimate."
In 1986, Israel acknowledged it was holding Mordechai Vanunu, a former nuclear plant technician who had vanished while in London after
making claims about Israel's nuclear weapons capability.
Ten years ago: The United Nations Security Council unanimously
called on Iran "in the strongest terms" to release the American hostages
at the U.S. Embassy in Tehran.
Five years ago: A bronze statue by Frederick Hart, titled "Three Servicemen," was unveiled on the site of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in
Washington. The statue, depicting a trio of battle-weary soldiers, was
included in response to criticism that the memorial did not adequately
represent Vietnam veterans.
One year ago: Former Attorney General John N. Mitchell, a major figure in the Watergate scandal during the Nixon administration, died in
Washington at age 75.
Today's birthdays: Former Vice President Spiro T. Agnew is 71.
Sportscaster Charlie Jones is 59. Baseball manager Whitey Herzog is 58.
Astronomer Carl Sagan is 55. Senator Bob Graham, D-Fla., is 53. Actor
Lou Ferrigno is 37.
Thought for today: "Men always hate most what they envy most."
H.L.Mencken, American journalist and satirist (1880-1956).

dead. His family has pictures of his
downed plane, but no body was
ever retrieved. "He still could be
alive somewhere in Southeast
Asia," his sister, Karen, tells me.
But as each year passes the possibility gets dimmer and dimmer.
I started writing this memorial to
Rich Herold and Charlie Schultz
because of Veterans' Day. Seventyone years ago, on November 11,
marked the end of World War I, an
event that has already been reduced
to one chapter in most children's
school books.
Just the other day was election
day. Turnout was light. The weather was gray and storm clouds
threatened, but it was nothing serious enough to keep voters at home.
They just didn't bother to vote
because — who knows?

bank and I appreciate that. I'm glad
to bank at an institution that bases
its decisions not only on mathmatical formulas but also on people.
Obviously it works since..the Bank
of Murray has recently been voted
one of the top 100 Safest Banks in
the country. Thank you and keep
up the good work.
A special thanks to Ronnie Gibson and Ethel Jackson.
Sincerely,
Mark Randall
P.O. Box 1013
Murray, Ky. 42071

rowing and consumption."
He offered two other tax
suggestions:
1. Increase federal revenues with
a consumption law, beginning with
gasoline. In fact, he said, "start
moving our whole tax base more
toward consumption. Tap into the
underground economy for a
change."
2. "Stop all this (corporate)
takeover nonsense by requiring a
stock to be held for six months
before its voting rights can be exercised," and in addition eliminate
interest deductions on debt incurred
for hostile takeovers.
lacocca's attack on short-term
thinking was broadly based.
Educators, he said, were guilty
of permitting the highest functional
illiteracy rate in the industrial
world. It worries him, he said, that
one of every four Americans
"can't read our damn ads!"
He said the short-term view was
also a malady of politicians,
"because they're always running
for office." He observed that
elected officials must always be
prepared to answer one question:
"What have you done for me
lately?"
But many of his most penetrating
observations were in reference to
Wall Streeters, a "gang" that he
said were short-termers almost by
definition.
''Brokers and analysts make
money betting right on what a
company does every 90 days," he
said. "Whether that company will
be stronger than ever or bankrupt
in three years is almost irrelevant."
Iacocca made his remarks Oct
23 at a combined meeting of thc
Magazine Publishers Association
and the Association of Magazine
Editors. Hoping for wider distribution, Chrysler distributed copies of
the speech this week.

Ten years ago
Jana Jones, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Donald Jones of Murray, is
featured in column, "Garrott's Galley" by M.C. Garrott.
Pvt. Dwayne Martin has corn=
pleted a 13 weeks' basic combat
course at Fort Knox.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Max Underwood,
Sept. 27; a girl to mr. and Mrs.
Gerald C. Clayton, Oct. 30; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Lampkins,
Nov. 5.
Twenty years ago
Twenty members of Beta Club
of Calloway Cou
—My High School
and two sponsors, Myrtle Jones and
Betty Riley, attended a district Beta
meeting.at North Marshall School.
Ruth Ann Barrow, senior at CCHS,
has been selected song leader for
state Beta convention Dec. 5 and 6.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James Kendall, Nov.
2; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Max
Crouch,'Nov. 3; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Cavitt Jr., Nov. 4; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Fox,
Nov. 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Allen
and son, Scott, of Norwalk, Ohio,
have been the guests of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. S.V. Foy, and her sister, Mrs. Ted Howard and family.
Thirty years ago
Farm-City Week observance was
planned for Murray and Calloway
County at a meeting on Nov. 6.
James Garrison is the local
chairman.
Mrs. Bertha McLeod spoke
about her trip to the meeting of
Associated Country Womewof the
World held at Scotland last summer at Annual day of Calloway
County Homemakers on Nov. 6 at
Murray Woman's Club House.
Mary Hutson, Isabel Parks and
Mildred Hodge had high individual
single games in bowling in Magic
Tri Bowling League at Corvette
Lanes this week.
Forty years ago
Leroy Todd, 4-H Club member
from Faxon, won the Grand
Champion award at the eighth
annual Calloway County Fat Cattle
Show held Nov. 7 at Murray Livestock Yards.
Murray State College Athletic
Director Roy Stewart spoke about
"The Present and Future Prospects
of Athletics at MSC" at a meeting
of Young Business Men's Club
held at Murray Woman's Club
House.
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Vietnam Prayer Group will meet
The Vietnam Veterans Prayer Group will meet Monday, Nov. 13, at 7
p.m. at Memorial Baptist Church, 10th and Main Streets, Murray. The
purpose of this group will be, simply, prayer, according to Charles W.
Ward, group spokesman, and Director of Development for Murray State
University. "We will, intercede for those who still suffer froma the postVietnam stress syndrome; for those who have seen the break-up of families, and for those who just need others to pray for them with some understanding," Ward added. Before closing for the evening, the group will
remember those who gave their lives, as well as those still missing and
unaccounted for. The public is invited, Ward said.

Steve Hosford is now at home
Steve Hosford who underwent a heart transplant at Vanderbilt University Hospital, Nashville, Tenn., on Aug. 26, is now recuperating at
his
home at Lynn Grove. He and his wife, Vickie, go back to the
hospital
each week for tests and observations for Steve. The couple express
ed
appreciation to the general public for their many cards, letters,
gifts,
donations, etc. The Hosfords especially said they wanted to thank Bobby
Manning and David Foley who have coordinated the fund-raising events
for them.

OP6.-

,
Brooksapel Women to meet
Myra Cleaver will direct a program at a meeting of Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Church Women to be held tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m.
at the church, located east of Dexter off Highway 1346. Each 1)erson
should bring gifts for Western State Hospital, Hopkinsville, for the holiday parties.

Flu clinic at Center Monday
The Calloway County Health Department has a limited amount of flu
vaccine left. Another clinic will be Monday, Nov. 13, from 8 a.m. to 3
p.m. to give the flu shots. For more information, call the Health Department at 753-3381.
•

(Cont'd on page 6A)

Recital on Sunday

The annual Hollyberry Bazaar will be Saturday, Nov.
11,
a.m. at First Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main Streets. started at 8
ated trees, one traditional and one Victorian, will be givenTwo decoraway with
tickets selling for 50 cents each. Items will include all types
of crafts,
old linens and lace, jewelry and china. In top left
picture, Louise
Goode displays some crafts to be sold. In top right picture,
Carleen
Belcher shows one of the decorated trees. In bottom
from left, Jan Hough, Frances Matarazzo, Doris Long, right picture,
and Brenda Marquardt work in the bake show prepari Louise Goode
ng items to sell
in the tea room. The public is urged to attend this
special event.

Author Alex H
P aley
receives honor
by New Zealand

MURRAY TODAY

HEATING & COOLING

SIE414'

HEADQUARTERS

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Pulitzer Prize winner Alex Haley,
the author of "Roots," has been
designated a "Living Treasure" by
New Zealand.
"That title for certain is theirs,
not mine," Haley said.
He will represent the United
States in a celebration of the 1990
Commemorative Year of New Zealand in March and will appear in a
New Zealand television series,
titled "Living Treasures."
Melody Parker, left, and Nathan Hughes will present a joint piano
recital Sunday, Nov. 12, at 4 p.m. in Annex Recital Hall,
Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State University. They will be playing pieces
composed by Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, Schubert, Paradisi, Mozart
,
Bartok and others. They are both students of Mrs. Neale Mason
and
have been working for several months to prepare for this recital.
Nathan, 9, son of Dr. Bob and Dr. Joyce Hughes, is in fourth grade
at
Carter Elementary School. Melody, 12, daughter of Sam and Janie
Parker, is in seventh grade at Calloway County Middle School.
Refreshments will be served following the recital. The pubic is invited
to attend the recital.
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Reg. $45. Looking my best means
looking natural. So I tned the Cabo
Therm*" perm at the JCPenney
Styling Salon My curls are soft and
manageable, with a healthy shine
Also, save 20% on Sunglttz
highlights

SWEATER LOFT
TOUCHY SUBJECT
BONNIE & BILL
BONNIE BOERER
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$80 to $180

available in Black, Ivory, Royal and Fuchsia
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The Styling Salon at jcpenney
No Appointment Necessary
or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-6 & Sun
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Devaluation
By Shelley Sanders Gibson
In these times of soaring prices
And the declining value of the
dollar
It says a lot for the worth of man
That it can still lead him about
on a collar.
Just wave a bundle of bills
around
And speak of your friends and
foes
You'll likely be surprised how
fast
Comes an offer to remove your
woes.
Now money can't buy much gold
or silver
But a man's life it can still own
For the chance to be the master
Is the only real goal man has
known.
I am not saying this is moral;
Or trying to imply it is right:
But if you still want that taken
care of
I'll be available tomorrow night.

;l
e

GladysJ2rrett,
Director
Mother was in the kitchen
stirring a pot of something.
She looked up in mild
annoyance,
and there it was —
the "Wicked Mother" look;
her right eyebrow, plucked very
thin
in the fashion of the time,
was raised at least an inch
from its normal position.
I was chilled. Back out of the
door,
the image of the eyebrow in my
mind.
I re-entered quietly.

Writers' Potpourri will be Saturday. Nov. 11, at 9:30 a.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Gladys
Jarrett, director, urges all interested
writers to attend.
Mrs. Jarrett has released some of
the poems written by participants
as follows:
Thanksgiv ing
By Wilma Jean Sanders
I thank you dear Lord
The giver of life
The best you created
You have made me his wife
The children you sent us
Are my grateful hearts treasure
The grandchildren too
Gibe me added sweet pleasure
Each day as it dawns
May I stand very still
To seek Your dear face
-So I _can-live inYour_. will
When this life is over
I will kneel at Your feet
To thank you once more
For Your blessings so sweet
To hear You say gently
That earthly life's pleasures
Can never compare
To the Heavenly treasures
You have laid by in store
When life here is done
To bestow upon those
Who have trusted YOUR SON!

In Fall, Beauty
Is All About Us
By Linda M. Siebold
I delight in plumes of goldenrod
on their green-leafed stalks,
Feasted on by_iho_ small wild
bees,
when I go out for walks.
I seek out the wildflowers
as I stroll in a meadow,
And I admire woodland trees
dressed in reds and yellow.
1 love the color of bluebirds,
so pretty in the sun •
I'll watch them thrtiOgi the
window
though my housework isn't done.
I like slow-drifting clouds of
white,
and skies of clearest blue.
I love the beauty of nature!
I love its every hue.

The Look
By Shelley Sanders Gibson
I remember coming in the door
and slamming it
•

e
r

C,

1\.-TRE mi) 4
CHAMPION

my escape early
1 became all those faces. In
short, I became strong.

0
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By Marie Jarrett
I see a green faded mat
a golden-brown cover
a patchworth nature's carpet
that had blown to the ground.
Nature's waste
that multi-tinted carpet
spreads its warmth
and its life
to feed and nourish in the cold
the summer starved,
overworked soil.

Strength in Weakness
By Shelley Sanders Gibson
Two people present their faces to
the world
A mother — perfection embodied in secret slaughter,
A father — distant, cool,
'frnpertartable
Poetry Is
And I am the shy, eldritch
Jarrett
Marie
By
daughter.
silhoutte
a
Poetry
is
From where does my shyness,
of somethings one sees or wants
my strangeness come?
or a material need,
From intent, intention, unmensomething
felt
tioned pain
like sandpaper and velvet
Faced with lies perpetrated,
an image to whet _the senses
z
myths of mkt
taste or smell.
of
Unable to
de the truth, I
Poetry is a likeness of an idea
close my eyes in vain.
or expression of human emotion
Am I truly weird as family says
maybe created by seeing a conso often?
lion
crete
Star-gazer, rebel, well-behaved
his majestic lips,
licking
model, all say;
alligator
wallowing
a
or
Or is this multi-faceted image
jaws
clenching
and
nabbing
protection
by.
races
deer
a
as
Because in my souL 1 am_none
—Poetry is a signalof these, but fey?
of internal or external growth
Doorred to die, not in misery,
Poetry is what the reader- makes
triumphantly
For ultimately no one knows me, it
Yet is it is
nor are they wrong
what the author intended.
In thinking me odd, for I learned

5

ARTORVRINGSED 179
CLASS
Quales is the diffearrisr

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star met at
Masonic Temple, Coldwater Road,
on Tuesday, Oct. 10, at 7:30 p.m.
Sybil Lasater, worthy matron,
and Roy Clark, worthby patron,
presided for the opening
ceremonies.
Visitors introduced were Mary

10K GOLD ONLY

SAVE $62.05!

Cook's Jewelry

Offer empties Notaantbor 30. 1901
Diamond. CZ s and Drarnond Panels

Central Shopping Center
Murray 753-1606

are evadable for an extra charge
Noe good

carport-tor wrth err, °Chart offer

rguinn's
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Eastern Star Chapter
installs new officers

What are you waiting
for)ArtCarved Class Rings
Is offering selected boys' styles
at a tarnitc savIngs1

11(111 , l 101111)0(k

Fall's Fall
Bx Marie Jarrett
Leaves that hung
dressed in gold
were now nature's
cast-aways
They lumbered, haltingly
in angry, cold winds
as they bumbbled to the ground.
They lay on the ground
In wind, snow and ice
They lay in mounds
like a copper penny,
or a brick of gold
they return to dust
In golden, brown, grey death.
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Ann Cates, past grand matron; Bill
Cates, past grand patron; Josephine
Poynor, deputy grand matron, and
Roy Clark, deputy grand patron of
District 22; Twila Coleman, ambassador of goodwill for Eastern Star
Home.
Visiting worthy matrons were
Marjorie McClure, Clinton Star
Chapter 539; Dorothy Brown,
Alford Chapter No. 445; and Angie
Glisson, Temple Hill Chapter No.
511.
Worthy patrons were B.C.
McClure, Clinton Star 539; Ralph
Balentine, Alford No. 445; and
Hollie Alderdice, Temple Hill 511.
Sixty-day comittee members to
serve at Grand Chapter were luta
Hutson, registration, and Roy Taylor, transporation.
Officers for 1989-90 year were
installed with installing officers
being Peggy Taylor, officer, Roy
M. Taylor, assisting officer; luta
Hutson, marshall; Ruby Byers,
chaplain; Hazel Taylor, organist;
Josephine Poyner, warder; Cannel
Byers, sentinel.
Installed were Dorothy Bazzell,
worthy matron; Hardin Alderdice,
worthy patron; Dolly Clark, associate matron; Roy Clark, associate
patron; Twila Coleman, secretary;
Patricia Evans, treasurer; Betty
Dodd, conductress; Brenda Newberry, associate conductress;
Maxine Kaiser, chaplain; Sybil
Lasater, marshall; Louise Short,
organist; Helen Webb, Adah; Charlotte Wilson, Ruth; Susie Allen,
Esther; Janice Pritchett, Martha;
Karen Guthrie, Electa; Bob Bazzell, warder; Joe Lasater, sentinel.
The newly installed worthy matron and patron presided for the
closing ceremonies.
A social hour followed.
The next meeting will be Tuesday, Nov. 14, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Temple, . ,

Dave Hornback, second left, vice president and cashier of Bank of
Murray, spoke about "Framing Our Constitution" at the Oct. 14th
meeting of the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution held at the home of Mrs. Glen Wilcox, right,
chapter regent. Mrs. John Livesay, left, chapter vice regent, introduced Hornback. Mrs. Marvin McFarlen, second left, chaplain, gave
the opening prayer. Reports were given by Mrs. Leon Grogan, treasurer, and Mrs. Castle Parker, recording secretary. Refreshments
were served by Mrs. Wilcox and Mrs. Loal Cole, cohostess, to the 15
members and two guests. The chapter will meet Saturday, Nov. 11, at
2 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Livesay who will give a program on :•China Markings and Antiques."

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page SA)

Missionaries at Sinking Spring
Sinking Spring Baptist Church is participating in the, World Missions
Conference. Tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. Bobby Blevins, state missionary to Booneville-Irvine Association, will speaker. Friday 7 p.m. speaker
will be Thomas Hunter, missionary at Montgomery, Ala. Gerald McNeely, missionary to Spain, will speak at 7 p.m. Saturday. Sunday speakers
will be Carl Steele, missionary to Watertown, S.D., at 11 a.m. and David
Jackson, general evangelist at Dakar, Senegal, Africa, at 7 p.m.

Poplar Spring to hear missionaries
Poplar- Siring Ba tist Church is partici atin in the World Missions
trOnference. Geria McNeely, missionary to pain, will speak at 7 p.m.
tonight
Friday 7 p.m._ speaker will be Carl Noan
rm Steele,
. (Thursday).
_
missionary from South Dakota. David M. Jackson, missionary from
Senegal, Africa, will speak at 7 p.m. Saturday. Sunday speakers will be
Bobby R. Blevins, missionary at Booneville-Irvine Association, at 11 a.m.
and Thomas M. Hunter, missionary at Alabama, at 7 p.m.

Kenlake plans special weckend
Kenlake State Resort Park will have a special weekend,"Of Days Gone
By," on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 10-12. On Friday at 7 p.m.
"Antique Collecting and Collectibles" will be presented by Bill Price. He
will have an antique display and give tips for those who want to collect.
Events on Saturday will include: Car Caravan to Antique Shops at 10
a.m.; Edible and Medicinal Plants by Dr. Harold Eversmeyer at 1 p.m.;
Molly Ross, folloinger, from 6 to 7 p.m.; Trail of Tears Through Kentucky by David Riley, president of Christian County Historical Society, at
8 p.m. The charge will be $86 per couple for two nights for all programs
or $66 per single for two nights for all programs. All programs are open
to the prublic. For more information call 474-2211.

Group to meet at Rowlett home
All Playhouse in the Park Young YAAGGIES (students in grades 6-8)
are invited to a party on Saturday night, Nov. 10, at Erica Rowlett's
house. Right after the party, the group will attend a performance of the
musical, "Godspell," at Johnson Theater, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. For more information call the Playhouse at 753-1752.
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UMW District event on Sunday
The United Methodist Women of Paris District will have an Officers'
Training Day on Sunday, Nov. 12, at 2 p.m. at Martin United Methodist
Church, Martin, Tenn. All officers of local units are urged to attend this
training session where updated materials and new ideas will be presented,
said Norma Benedict, UMW member.

Dexter homecoming Sunday
Dexter Holiness Church will have its annual homecoming on Sunday,
Nov. 12. The Messengers of Camden, Tenn., will be the featured group
for the gospel singing at 1:30 p.m. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. and
worship at 11 a.m. with the Rev. Ricky Jordan, pastor, as speaker. A potluck meal will be served about 12 noon at Dexter Community Center.

ASCS office to close Friday
The ASCS offices in Bel Air Shopping Center will be closed Friday,
Nov. 10, in observance of Veterans' Day. The office will reopen on Monday, Nov. 13, at 7:30 a.m.

Church sale at Garland home
A churchwide yard sale by Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church
will be Saturday, Nov. 11, starting at 9 a.m. at the home of Jenna Garland, located on Highway 893 East, sixth house on right from Hazel Baptist Church. The sale will be cancelled in the event of rain. For more
information call Karen Coles, 492-8933, or Jenna Garland, 492-8378.

Murray Preschool sale Friday
Murray Preschool Cooperative will have a yard and bake sale on Friday, Nov. 10, from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the parking lot of First Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main Streets. All types of items will be on sale and
the public is urged to attend this fund-raising sale, a school spokesperson
said.
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Community events are announced
Thursday, Nov. 9
Calloway County La Leche
League will have a family potluck
at 6 p.m. at Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church.
Members of Murray Bands will
have a citywide sale of chocolates,
peanuts, cheese and sausage from 6
to 8 p.m. For information call
753-6839.
Prepared Childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
New Murray Singles Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. in New Life
Christian center, 408 Main Si For
information call Kenneth,
753-3580, or Mary, 753-1334 or
753-7994.
Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
5
a

AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center of Si Leo's Catholic
Church.
TV Auction, annual fundraiser
for Alpha Epsilon Rho, will be
from 7 to 10 p.m. on Channel 11,
Murray and Mayfield.
MSU Lady Racer volleyball
team will play Middle Tennessee at
7 p.m. in north gym of Carr Health
Building. Admission is free.
Comedian Lance Montalto will
appear at 7:30 p.m. in Curris Center Stables, Murray State_ UlltYCIStty. Admission is free.
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp No.
1460, Sons of Confederate Veterans, is scheduled to meet at 7:30
p.m. in Graves County Court
Room, Mayfield. For information
call 1-653-5951.

Thursday, Nov. 9
Missionary Burgle Laxton will
speak at 7 p.m. at Memorial Baptist
Church.
Missionary Dean Alan Carmichel will speak at 7 p.m. at Blood
River Baptist Church.
Missionary David Jackson will
speak at 7 p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist Church.
"Godspell," a musical, will be
presented at 8 p.m. in Johnson
Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Gerald A. McNeely, missionary
to Spain, will speak at 7 p.m. at
Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
Bobby Blevins, missionary from
Booneville-lrvine Association, will
speak at 7 p.m. at Sinking Spring
Baptist Church.
Friday, Nov. 10
Murray Preschool will have a
yard sale and bake sale in parking
lot of First Presbyterian Church
.from-1 am. to I p.m.
Bazaar by women of Immanuel
Lutheran Church will be from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. at Calloway County
Public Library.
Cottage prayer meeting will be
at 7 p.m. at home of Jean Fry.
ASCS Office in Bel Air Center
will be closed today for Veterans
Day.
"Antique Collecting and Collectibles" will be presented at 7 p.m.
at Kenlake State Resort Park.
PAWS (pets are wonderful society) will meet at 3:15 p.m. at Cat:
loway County Public Library.
Laryngectomee Support Group
meet at 4 p.m. in private
dining room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
at church. Each should bring gifts
for Western State Hospital.

Bill James and Wonder Band
will play for square and round
dancing from 7:30 to 10:30 p.m. at
WOW Youth Camp.

College Career Night will be
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at Calloway
County High School.

Murray Country Club will have a
catered dinner (reservation) from 7
to 8:30 p.m.

Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
• Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Murray
Masonic Temple.

Parents' Night Out will be from
6 to 10 p.m. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church.

Dealt)

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8

By Abigail
Van Buren

Special Parking Brings Special
Problem for the Handicapped

in
tr

1

DEAR ABBY: I am 2d'years old
and was diagnosed last year as having "myotonic dystrophy"- a form
of muscular dystrophy. My doctor
ordered a handicapped plate/card for
my car to enable me to park in spaces
for handicapped people.
Abby. I have had nothing but
trouble since I've been using this
placard. Everywhere I go-department store shopping, bank, grocery
store, restaurant, etc.- people tell
me to move my van out of the "reserved for handicapped" parking
space because I do not look handicapped.
I have trouble walking distances,
and on occasion must rely on my
wheelchair. My legs get weak and
give out on me. tam not crippled, nor
am I confined to a wheelchair - I
just cannot trust my legs to walk
long distances when I'm tired.
Last week,a man came over to my
van as I was getting out, and angrily
ordered me to move it out of the
handicapped parking or he would! A
woman demanded that I move my
van or she would hit me! Another
person asked to see my "permit" to
verify if it was really my name and
picture on it.
Why do people think handicapped
people have to be deformed or paralyzed? Please publish this in support
. of me and otherti like me.
I AM HANDICAPPED
DEAR I.M.H.:I have dealt with
this problem in my column before, but it deserves another
mention.
There are many people with
debilitating disorders (heart
trouble, for example) who appear to be strong and healthy,
but can't walk half•block without stopping to rest.
Ofcourse there will always be
a few chiselers who would steal
a preferred parking space from
a physically handicapped person; in a sense, they too are
"handicapped" - they suffer

Friday, Nov. 10
pm. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Candle Dipping
for Children from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Empire Farm; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Meet the Coyotes at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center.
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.
Murray High School Tiger Football Team will play at 7:30 p.m. at
Trigg County High School.
Thomas Hunter, missionary at
Montgomery, Ala., will speak at 7
p.m. at Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
Carl Norman Steele, missionary
at South Dakota, will speak akt 7
p.m. at Poplar Spring Baptist
Church.
H. David Coppedge, missionary
at Montevideo, Uruguay, will
speak at 7 p.m. at Blood River
Baptist Church.

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DEAR ABBY:Ijust returned from
my sister-in-law's home and am quite
upset.
She has an adorable little 2-yearold daughter who is a little spoiled
and often throws temper tantrums
in order to get her own way.
My sister-in-law told me that she
asked the pediatrician what to do
when her child had one of those
temper tantrums, and he told her to
splash cold water in her face to bring
her out of it!
Abby, what do you think of such
advice from a pediatrician? Don't
you think my sister-in-law should
get another opinion?
OUTRAGED IN RENO
DEAR OUTRAGED: I think
your sister-in-law should get
another pediatrician.
•••

CONFIDENTIAL TO "MADE
IT BIG IN MANKATO": If you
want to give some of it back in
appreciation of your own good
fortune: Offer employment to
someone who hasserved a prison
sentence. Extend additional
credit to someone who has suffered financial reverses. Give
scholarships-it's the ultimate
gift to a deserving student. Forgive your enemies. (Everyone
who's "made it big" must have a
few.)
•••

The facts about drugs. AIDS,and hos
to prevent unwanted prelpianey are all in
Abby's new. expanded booklet, "What
Every Teen Should Know."To order.send
your name and address, plus check or
money order for $3 34)4414 In Canada) to:
Dear Abby's Teen Booklet. P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, III 51014. (1Postage Is
Included
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Hospital lists newborn and dismissals
One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, Nov. 8,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Harris baby girl, parents, Connie
and Mark, 1882 Ctossroad, SC Rd.,
Cadiz.

Mrs. Beverly Perry, 210 Green
St., Fulton; Mrs. Cheryl Naulty,
1611 Kirkwood, Murray; Mrs. Fannie Sumner, Box 33, New Concord,
John Yow, Ri I, Box 154, Kirkscy; Anderson Foster, 1402 John-

son. Murray; Mrs. Thelma Parker,
809 Poplar St., Murray;
Ricky Rushing, Rt. 2, Box 64A,
Big Sandy, Tenn.;John Bell, Rt. 2,
Box 407A, McKenzie, Tenn.; Fred
Carson, Rt. 3, Benton.

DitMiltiii

Donald Burke, 2203 Gatesborough, Murray; Miss Aimee lmus,
Rt. 5, Box 794, Murray; Mrs. Josephine Broy, Rt. 6, Box 124,
Murray;
Ms. Dorothy Hughes, P.O. Box
102, Hazel; Mrs. Tabitha Travis
and baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 323-3,
Gilbertsville;
Mrs. Edna Underhill, Rt. 4, Box
565, Murray; Mrs. Doris Krieger
and baby boy, 316 High St.,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Donna McCarty and baby
boy, Rt. 5, Box 990, Murray; Brandon Ferguson, Rt. 1, Box 31,
Alm
Mrs. Michelle Powell and baby
girl, Rt. 7, Box 420, Benton; Norbert Byrne, 7141 Fitts Rd.,
Owensboro;
Mrs. Mable Cornwell and baby
girl, 1000 Poplar St., Murray;
Mrs. Brenda Keel, Rt. 3, Box
256-A-9, Murray;

Holiday Open House
Sunday November 12
1-5 p.m.

25%off storewide
(Nov. 8th-12th)
Layaway Available

Free Gift Wrapping
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Herbert Barrett, missionary to
Taipei, Taiwan, will speak at 7
p.m. at Memorial Baptist Church.

7

Pier I imports

Bobby R. Blevins, missionary to
Booneville/Irvine Association, will
speak at 7 p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist Church. '

Annual

ay Open House

Senior Ad-tilt Fellowship ot First
United Methodist Church will_meet
at 11:45 a.m. at church.

Novembir f2th, :00.5:0

Victoria Principal
produces programs
to get her roles
NEW YORK (AP)- "Dallas"
star Victoria Principal finds it
easier to get roles now that she
produces television programs in
which she can cast herself.
Principal, who played Pam
Ewing on the "Dallas" television
series, said in this week's US
magazine she is just hitting her
stride as an actress and producer.
"I'm also producing, frankly,
because some of the parts I want to
play I didn't think anyone but
myself would offer me," she said.
"So now I produce, and I give me
the part."
Principal, 39, learned braille to
play a blind woman in her production of the ABC movie "Blind
Witness," to be broadcast Nov. 26.
Off screen, her mcriage jo
Beverly Hills plastic surgeon Harry
Glassman, 44, in 1985 has made
her life complete, she said.
"I learned how to pretend to be
a woman," she said. "It was nice
when I finally caught up with
myself and most importantly, when
I met Harry, when I could finally
stop pretending."

Pier 1 Imports 1205 B Chestnut St.
Murray, KY.
ik
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A SPECIAL WEIGHT LOSS
PROGRAM FOR YOUR
HIGH PERFORMANCE BODY

C

hallenging career? Busy home life? Lively
social schedule? Fast-paced fitness
activities? Your active lifestyle demands
high performance from your body every day.
and excess weight may keep you
from functioning at your peak level.
Lighter Living, offered by the health
professionals at Murray-Calloway
County Hosital, is a weight loss program
specially designed for people on the go
who are only moderately (less than 30
pounds)overweight. Lighter Living can
help you lose weight and fine tune your
lifestyle for better performance.
, Lighter Living works because it is
' supervised by experts in healthcare. A
physician, dietitian and a nutrition counselor
work closely with you to set weight loss goals and
help you achieve them quickly and safely. And
once you've reached your goal, regularly
scheduled maintenance classes will give you the
skills and medical support you need to keep your
weight down. . . once and for all.
Call 762-1533 today for a professional evaluation
by a trained weight loss specialist. There is no
obligation and your initial consultation is absolutely free.
We also have a weight loss program to help people
who are more than 30 pounds overweight
. . . Weight Control For Life! To learn more
about this program, call 762-1533.
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from a character deficiency.
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An arnhated service of Murray-Calloa,ay County Hospital
Suite 173W •Medical Arta Building •300 S. 8th Street
Murray, KY 42071 (502)762-1533

Children's Fashion%

Southside Shopping Center
753-3454
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From the
AD's Desk
by Michael D. Strickland
A few years back, in a spirit of reform, the NCAA Presidents established a group known as the Presidents Commission to introduce legislation into the NCAA process
that would do a number of things to clean up and control
college athletics.
The original Presidents Commission came up with a
number of proposals including passage of Proposition 48,
introduction of the "death penalty" for repeat offenders,
more-stringent fiscal control on outside booster groups and
other kinds of reform acts that were overwhelmingly
approved at a special meeting in Dallas. Since that time
the Presidents Commission has continued to function and
express_ itself and to introduce legislationu impact on college athletes.
The second go-round of proposals from the-Presidents was not
received with the support that the first set of proposals received. The
second set of proposals dealt with matters regarding cost containment,
controlling seasons of play and financial aid issues. This turned into a
very contentious and argumentative session at the NCAA convention
and met with much resistance by a number of people and most of the
proposals either failed or were withdrawn for further study.
Recently the Presidents Commission has recharged itself and come
out with& new set of proposals which they intend to submit to the
membership at our meeting in Dallas in January.
The focus of the legislation to be presented will seek to reduce the
college basketball season by almost a month, will seek to amend freshman academic requirements relating to scholarship money and deal
with the issue of freshman eligibility and spring football practice. The
Presidents have proposed that the basketball season, which currently
starts practice on October 15, be pushed back to Novemb 15 and the
rglit di —season not begirr-until- December O.
In addition, they are proposing a reduction in basketball games from
28 to 25. Martin Massingale, chairman of the Presidents Commission,
stated that this action was spurred by a report that many studentathletes have complained that too much of their time is demanded by
their sport. Basically their argument and the premise here is that trying
to get sports back into a one-semester activity would be beneficial to
both the university and the student-athlete.
Other proposals deal with amendments to Proposition 42, which was
passed last January. Under Prop 42, freshmen who have the necessary
high school grade point average but who fail to meet the core curriculum or ACT scores would not qualify for any scholarship aid. Presently, these non-qualifiers cannot play or practice but can. receive scholarships. This received a tremendous amount of attention last year, particularly from the basketball coaches (led by John Thompson of
Georgetown). The President's Commission is recommending that the
partial qualifier would be eligible for need-based, non-athletic aid
(which is available to other members of the student body), but not athletic aid. This seems somewhat of a compromise between the original
intent of Prop 48 and the amended intent of Prop 42.
Another proposal of the Commission which will certainly create a
great deal of discussion is the proposal that spring football be reduced
from 20 days to 10 and that all work will be non-contact and instructional in nature. My understanding from talking to people on the
NCAA level is that there is some feeling that, if there can be a restriction on football and basketball related to the one-semester concept,
then it will be much easier to come back in the future and deal with
tennis, golf, baseball and other sports which currently have practice
and competition in both semesters.
Where do we stand on these issues? Are these beneficial to Murray
State, or are they harmful to Murray State? I think the first thing we
need to recognize is that there is a need for the Presidents Commission.
It is a very important function and if we are going to get a handle on
some of the problems we have in the NCAA, related to pressure on
athletes to compete in the whole school year, financial concerns and
academic concerns, it is imperative that the presidents be involved.
This is something that has been needed for a long time and you will
not find very many people who would be opposed to the presidents
being involved. You will, however, find a number of people who feel
that maybe the presidents are making some of these decision without
proper input from coaches and athletic directors who see the world
from obviously a different perspective.
As far as the restrictions on basketball, I think the concept of the
shorter season is a good one. The reduction to 25 games would certainly not hurt Murray State as opposed to Louisville, because those three
games, in Louisville's case, would most likely be home games and the
potential gate or TV opportunity is a tremendous asset. For us, a later
starting date of Nov. 15 for practice and 25 games would not create as
many problems.
I do have some concerns with starting that close to Christmas,
because I think basketball would somewhat get lost in the Christmas
shuffle. It seems to me that perhaps a better solution would be to begin
practice around the first of November, with the first game not being
allowed until December 1 and restrictions on the number of games that
could be played prior to Christmas. I think that by starting Nov. 1, you
could create, through four or five games, some track record for your
team to catty over through Christmas. Starting that close to Christmas
seems non-productive (just this past weekend, the commission has
moderated their original proposal to more-closely reflect this thinking).
Coach Steve Newton is certainly on record as favoring a later starting
date for practice and a shorter season and supports efforts to make
basketball a one-semester sport. Included in his thinking is maybe
moving the NCAA tournament back from early-to-mid-March to late
March, and have the tournament run into April. I would be in favor of
this also, given the proposed starting date and the necessity not to create more missed class time because of the advanced schedule during
the second semester.
The Proposition 42 argument is a more difficult one. There are many
people in the NCAA who feel that those athletes who do not meet certain standards should not be permitted to practice or participate or
receive aid in their first year. While I am certainly supportive of
academic standards, I have to say I come down on the side of potential
discrimination in this area. It seems to me that an athlete who doesn't
meet Proposition 48 is paying enough of a penalty by having to sit out
his freshman year and not being able to practice. The additional penalty of not allowing him to be on scholarship seems an unnecessary
hardship and certainly will close the door to a number of kids who
might have the opportunity to attend college.
The argument that people don't belong in college who don't meet
Proposition 48 is an argument that I think is unproven. The data is not
complete on the first class of Proposition 48 people and until we have
had a chance to see the entire cycle and follow these athletes who were
short of the required standards, but set how many of ahem progressed
towards a degree and how they handled themseives while in college, it
is short-sighted to make judgements. Certainly Proposition 48 is working and we are seeing better preparation at the high school level. People are more aware of the need to be better prepared for college
(Cont'd on page 9A)

Racers picked fifth, APSU first in OVC
"We are beginning a new cycle,"
Newton said. "We are in a reLedger & Times At. Sports Edltor
structuring phase. Our system is
intact and we like our basketball
NASHVILLE — The watchteam.",
words at the annual Ohio Valley
The Racers build around two
Conference media day were "interreturning starters, Chris Ogden and
esting", "well-rounded", and
Paul King, and a slimmer Popeye
"balanced," and the 1989-90 conJones, who lost 54 pounds during
ference race seems to be a "widethe off-season.
open" affair.
"We look for Popeye to be a
Austin Peay picked up the favorite's nod from the coaches and 40-minute man, instead of a 20-minute man," Newton said
sports information directors who
Following Peay, who knocked
select the pre-season OVC rankings
off the Racers in the 1989 tournaand all-OVC teams.
The Murray State Racers, who ment semifinals, was Middle Tenhave won or shared five of the last nessee, who advanced to the sec10 titles (including the last two), ond round of the 1989 NCAA
were picked fifth.
Tournament. Tennessee Tech, with
"I like that position," Racer Earl Wise returning as the confercoach Steve Newton said. "The last ence's best player, was picked
time we were picked fifth, we third, followed by Morehead State.
ended up playing (in NCAA TourAfter Murray. Eastern Kentucky
wament play) in Lincoln, Neb.:—and Tennessee State, each with
The Racers will be trying to find new coaches, rounded out the field.
replacements for Jeff Martin and
"I think clearly you have to give
Don Mann, who led the team to the nod to Austin Peay," Tech
Nebraska and other new pinnacles coach Frank Harrell said. "They
during their four-year careers.
have a veteran club. Everyone talks
By DAVID RAMEY

about our front line, but they've
The Murray State Racers will
got six or seven guys who played
hold
their annual Blue-Gold
20 or 25 minutes a game last year."
Saturday
game
at 8 p.m. SaturLake Kelly's Governors return
Arena.
Racer
in
day
Javin Johnson and Barry Howard
The Racers will conduct also
up front, Donald Tivis and LaMonfree basketball clinic for
a
te Ware in the backcourt, and Tony
youngsters
from 9 a.m. to 12
Brown returns from suspension to
Saturday
p.m.
morning in Racer
give Peay strength inside.
Arena. The clinic is open to
"I'm optimistic," Kelly admitted.
anyone from kindergarten to
"I like this team. They are gelling
12th grade.
together real well."
The Lady Racers will hold
MTSU returns Quincey Vance
their
Blue-Gold game at 5 p.m.
and Gerald Harris, while Tech has
on
Saturday
in Racer Arena.
7-0 Milos Babic and Jerome RodBetween
basketball
games, the
gers to go with Wise.
Lady
volleyball
Racer
will fact
"It's going to be an interesting
Tennessee Tech at 7 p.m. in the
season," MTSU coach Bruce StewCarr Health Building.
art said. "The league lost a lot of
good players, but we have a whole
with four starters returning from a
new crop of stars."
Tech has been picked anywhere 15-16 season. "I think there are
from second to sixth in pre-season going to be a lot of one- and twopublications. "This team has been point games this season," Eagle
saddled with the word 'potential' coach Tommy Gaither said.
since they were freshmen," Harrell
The pre-season all-OVC team
said, agreeing that "we could finish included Ogden and King, both
anywhere from second to sixth." second-team picks. Wise, Johnson,
Morehead is on the rise again (Coned OA page 9A)

Tigers,take
on Wildcats
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledger 4 Times Sports Editor

The Murray High School Tigers
have improved greatly since dropping their first game of the season,
26-6, to the Trigg County Wildcats
in Cadiz.
On the eve of the Tigers' return
trip to Trigg Friday night for the
first round of the IA KHSAA playoffs, however, MHS coach Jack
Cain knows that Trigg County also
improved since the two teams met
in the season-opener. The question
is, which team has improved the
most?
"That's a hard question to
answer," said Cain, who knows the
only answer that counts will be the
scoreboard's statement at the conclusion of the contest.
"They're a good football team,"
Cain said. "They've improved over
the season, and we certainly feel
like we've improved."
The improved teams each took
their bruises last week. Murray
ended the regular season with a
37-31 loss to cross-town rival Calloway County last Friday night,
while Trigg was losing their undefeated status and their statewideNo. 1 ranking with a 35-12 defeat
(Cont'd on page 9A)
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Murray fans celebrated another Brian Sowerby touchdown last Friday night against Calloway County.
Staff photo by Daniel T.

Parker

Walton named NL rookie of the year
CHICAGO (AP) — Nearunanimous selection as the National League Rookie of the Year

didn't make for a complete first
major-league season for the Chicago Cubs' Jerome Walton.
"Nothing will make up for losing to San Francisco" in the NL
playoffs, Walton said. "I wanted to
get to the World Series in my first
year."
The Cubs were beaten in five
games by San Francisco, about the
only setback Walton had to endure
in a season that saw him vault from
Class AA to major-league star in
one year.
Walton was named first on 22 of
the 24 ballots cast by members of

the Baseball Writers' Association
of America to finish far ahead of
teammate Dwight Smith, who got
the other two first-place votes. On
a 5-3-1 points basis, Walton had
116 points to 68 for Smith,.
thought I had a great chance,
but I was still hoping I'd get
named," said Walton, who batted
.293 and set a Cubs record with a
30-game hitting streak.
Walton stole 24 bases, had five
home runs and drove in 46 runs in
helping the Cubs win the NL East
title. Smith batted .324 with nine
home runs and 52 RBIs.

Do you believe in Magic?
Cavs do after Orlando wins
83 Chevy Custom, red, V-8, auto. transmis- II
MERCURY
sion & air condition, power steering & brakes.
LINCOLN

Now $4995

JotI

'88 Chevy Silverado, blue, 36xxx miles, tilt
wheel, cruise control, power windows & door
locks, stereo tape, air conditioning, 350 V-8,
auto. overdrive transmission.

MERCURY
LINCOLN

NOW $10,500

Many More Locally-Owned
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By The Associated Press
The NBA champion Detroit Pistons played like an expansion team
and the expansion Orlando Magic
played like champions.
The Pistons were held to their
second-lowest point total since the
NBA went to the 24-second clock,
losing to the Indiana Pacers 95-74.
The Magic, meanwhile, posted a
second consecutive victory over a
playoff team, overcoming a
25-point deficit and outlasting the
Cleveland Cavaliers 117-110 in
overtime.
Coach Chuck Daly said the Pistons "were never really in the
game" against Indiana. "They
took our offensive game away from
us and executed well."
The Pistons shot only 23 percent
in the first half, making just 11 of
47 shots, and trailed 48-25. It was
the worst half in their history, erasing the low of 32 points at Phoenix
in 1970. The Pistons' low production for a game with a shot clock
was an 81-71 loss at Atlanta on
Jan. 5, 1988.
Detlef Schrempf. starting in
place of injured Chuck Person,
scored 10 of his 21 points in the
first quarter and the Pacers never
trailed in winning their first three
games for the first time since joining the NBA in 1976. Vern Fleming led Indiana with 22 points and

Isiah Thomas had 17 for Detroit.
Although the season is less than
a week old, the Pacers lead the
Central Division for the first time
in their history.
"They're extremely well coached. They play with a lot of enthusiasm. They're a bunch of happy
campers," Daly said. "They re
improved. I think they're for real.
They're a team that's going to be
well in the hunt. I think they're
going to be a strong playoff team."
"We had a very hard training
camp, and it has paid off,"
Schrempf said. "When we play
together and get good contributions
from everyone, we're going to have
this type of success. Our defense
tonight helped us really get things
going."
In other Wednesday night games,
it was Chicago 96, Minnesota 84;
Portland 108, San Antonio 104;
Washington 112, Boston 103; Utah
102, Charlotte 98; Denver 102,
Sacramento 84; Dallas 123, the Los
Angeles Clippers 99 and Philadelphia 115, Miami 91.
*Murray State product Jeff Martin scored his first NBA points
Wednesday night for the Clippers
in their loss to Dallas. Martin
tossed in one of two field goal
tries; he has played in two of tluw
Clipper games and is 1 -for-4
overall.
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LEXINGTON, Ky.- Kentucky's Rick Pitino conceded defeat in his first recruiting with
Louisville, but he promised to be back.
Dwayne Morton, a 6-foot-6 forward fm
Louisville Central, signed a national letter of
intent with Louisville on Wednesday, the first
day of the fall signing period.
"I think Louisville was in a good, oldfashioned recruiting war and won out," Pitino
said. "We'll go in there next time and hopefully beat them out."
Morton, who averaged 25.9 points and seven
rebounds last season, had been promised a spot
on next year's roster at Kentucky. He is considered a leading candidate for the state's
coveted "Mr. Basketball" honor.
"Obviously we're pleased Dwayne has chosen the University of Louisville," said Louisville coach Denny Crum. "We always love to
have local players stay here. He's a fine young
man from a fine family. We hope he has a
great future here."

Murray State University Racer coach Steve
Newton announced no signings on the first
day, but the team does have one verbal commitment while two more are pending, he said.
Newton could not comment on any of the prospects, but speculation is centering around a 6-7
forward from the Washington, D.C. area.
Pitino, who can offer only three scholarships
because of NCAA sanctions, was disappointed
in losing Morton
"We wish him the best of luck," he said.
"He's a nice young man. We wish him all the
good fortune. He chose a good school."
Pitino, however, said that Morton's late decision hurt chances of signing Stephan Davis, a
6-6 forward from Corinth, Miss., who
announced he was going to Mississippi.
"We gambled, but we felt it was worth the
gamble," he said of offering the scholarship to
Morton ahead of Davis. "We felt very comfortable of having a chance to get Dwayne
Morton.
"I don't blame Stephan Davis one bit for not
coming to the University of Kentucky," he
added.

Pitino said that he didn't hear of Morton's
decision until Wednesday morning on the
radio, 10 minutes after the annoucement was
made at a news conference in Louisville.
Meanwhile, Carlos Toomer, a 6-4 guard and
teammate of Davis, was the first player to sign
a letter of intent with Kentucky under Pitino.
Toomer averaged 10 points and five rebounds
per game last season for Corinth High School,
which went 35-3 and won the Class AAA state
championship.
"Carlos Toomer is a very fine player," Pitino said. "I feel he is perfect for our style of
play. He has great size for a point guard and
can play 94-foot basketball. He has extremely
quick hands and goes by people to create good
shots for everyone."

SMU turned down chance to avoid Irish
By RICK WARNER
AP Football Writer

Attention, cynics. If you don't
believe Southern Methodist has
gone straight, consider this: The
school actually TURNED DOWN
an offer to get out of Saturday's
game against top-ranked Notre
Dame.
Remember, this is the school that
had to drop football for two years
because it cheated so much. Winning wasn't everything aLSMU, it
was the only thing.

But things have changed. Now
the university has a president who
has threatened to shut down the
football program for good if the
rules are broken again. And an athletic director'who thinks competing
against a respected team like Notre
Dame is a good thing, even if it's a
guaranteed loss.
"Notre Dame is the kind of
institution we want to emulate,"
AD Doug Single said. "We think
the game will be good for our
program. Notre Dame sets an
example we can look up to."

Tigers take on...
(Cont'd from page 8A)
at the hands of the Mayfield Cardinals, No. 1 in 2A.

Racers...
• 41.

91.

(Cont'd from page 8A)
Harris, Babic.__Brown and Elbert
Boyd of Morehead State were on
the first team, while Ware, Rodgers
and Tivis joined King and Ogden
on the second five. Randolph Taylor and Mike Smith of Eastern and
Trace Armstrong of Morehead
were honorable mention.
• • •
On the women's side, all of the
coaches were buttering-up Tech
coach Bill Worrell, who returns all
five starters from last year's OVC
Tournament championship team
that knocked off South Carolina
and played heavily-favored Iowa to
a two-point game in the NCAA
Tournament.
Angela Moorehead, Melinda
Clayton and Renay Adams were
first-team all-OVC picks and lead
the Tech attack, which is directed
by stellar point guard Shawn Monday. Arnett' Peterson and Cecila
Ramsey give Tech versatility from
the wings.
Morehead, led by Kelly Downs,
picked up the second place nod and
the Murray State Lady Racers,
under new coach Larry Wall, were
picked third.
"I'm certainly looking forward
to the challenge of playing in the
OVC," Wall said. "This is going to
be an exciting year."
Wall will build around preseason second-team all-OVC picks
Karen Johnson and Michelle Wenning. Freshman Mechelle Shelton,
6-4, will help give the Lady Racers
inside depth, while Melissa Huffman will probably be counted on to
pick up some of the scoring slack
left by the departure of career scoring leader Sheila Smith, now playing women's pro basketball in
Europe.
Following the Lady Racers were
conference power MTSU, resurging
Eastern Kentucky, Austin Peay,
and Tennessee State.

ing from 75 yards away, accumulating 152 total yards on 23 carries.
David Sholar is the Trigg quarterback and offers something in the
way of a passing threat, having hit
on approximately 30 percent of his
passes while tossing for six TD
passes.
Murray, meanwhile, has relied
on the scatback quickness of Brian
Sowerby complemented by a
steadily-increasing backfield of
possibilities. Steven Mayfield and
Jon Burkeen have been successful
carrying the ball for the Tigers,
while quarterback Robbie Danner
gives the team a true air attack.
The Tigers have also been
known to turn into "polecats,"
using an radically-overshifted
offensive line and snapping to
either Danner or Sowerby in the

From the AD's desk...
(Cont'd from page 8A)
activities.
Finally, in the area of spring football practice, I have to come down
on the side of being opposed to this. I am not sure I see any cost savings here and I see a negative side of this for those football coaches
who are in the position of being new coaches or bringing in a lot of
new players in a given situation. I do think this is one example where
maybe the college presidents don't understand completely the necessity
for spring football. I wouldn't argue that spring football does take
away from the student's right to enjoy the spring and probably one
hundred percent of football players, if asked, would like to get out of
spring practice if possible. However, I think that any objective analysis
of football will lead you to the conclusion that these 20 days of contact
in the spring have a great deal to do with preparation for the fall and I
can only see it as being beneficial to the program.
Those are the issues. The convention in Dallas promises to be interesting. These are complicated issues and there are certainly many different opinions. Hopefully for the good of intercollegiate athletics,
these issues can be resolved in a manner that will benefit the studentathlete.

Federal Materials Co.
C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray
753-3355
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National Football League

backfield.
Cain said the gadget-formation
might clear the air a few times in
Cadiz Friday night, but noted that
the game won't be won on tritks.
"We'll have to play an error-free,
an excellent ballganie," Cain said.
•With the playoffs beginning
statewide, it is interesting to note
that the Louisville CourierJournal's computer ranking service
shows defending state champion
Pikeville as the best team in IA
ball with a 73.6 rating while Trigg
is second at 68.6. Heath follows
closely behind at 62.5, with the
Tigers nipping at the leaders' heels
with a 62.0 rating.
.Noting that crowd attendance is
the only home field advantage one
team cat have over another, Cain
expressed hopes that Murray High
fans would make the trip across the
rivers and support the Tigers on
Friday night. "We're certainly hoping our fans go," Cain said. "We'll
need the crowd support to offset
Trigg's."
.The Tigers are relatively injuryfree in preparation for the Trigg
game,

CONCRETE
FL-Q

901 Sycamore
David King

Wedneedity • Garnett
Phis4.0Na '15 Mar" 91
Washington 112 Boston 103
OrlanOo 11 7 Cieretand 110 OT
Indiana 95 Dotal 74
Chcage 96 Minnesota 84
Portland 128. San Anton° 104
()envy 102 Sacramento 64
Ulan 102 Chadors 86
Dallas 123 LOG AVOWS Opp*" 99
Thursday', Gaines
New JerSey at New YOnt 6 30 p m
Samna al Milwaukee 6 10 pm

.11

The game will offer a contrast in
styles. The Wildcats, 9-1, have
been more of a traditional power
team, with tailback Greg Bridges
carrying the workload and following the gap-making blocks of
offensive tackles James Redd (6-3,
236) and Robert Siinson (6-5, 260).
Cain has respect_ica both
Bridges and the Wildcat linemen,
including defensive noseguard
Kenny Wirts (6-1, 265). "They're
good football players," Cain said.
"They're not just big boys; they
can play the game."
So can Bridges, Cain warns.
"He's about 5-9, I52...we know
he's really fast, and he finishes
runs real well," Cain said. Bridges
scored both of Trigg's touchdowns
against Mayfield, punching the ball
in from one yard out and scamper-

'Your more than one company agency."

Seanie
Sacramento
Golden Stale
IA Gloom
P1,0*.v.

Last year, Notre Dame athletic which is favored to beat the outdirector Dick Rosenthal gave classed Mustangs by 54 points.
Single a chance to pull out of the
game. Single declined.
.Spies are watching Miami's
"We appreciated the offer, but football team, but they're not trywe didn't see any reason not to ing to steal the Hurricanes' plays.
play them," Single said. "We
Some students at the university
think it will be a great experience are paid $4.25 an hour to let school
for our players."
authorities know whether players
After Houston humiliated SMU are attending class. The identities
95-21 last month, Coach Forrest of the "Hurricane Watchers" are
Gregg and his players accused the kept secret so that players won't
Cougars of running up the score. try to "bribe or intimidate them,"
Single said he doesn't expect a Anna Price, director of Nliami's
similar problem at Notre Dame, athletic support program, said.
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Kentucky also signed Jamal Mashburn, a 6-8
forward from Cardinal Hayes High School in
the Bronx, New York, who averaged 22 points
and 10 rebounds per game last season.
"lama] Mashbum is one of the more versatile players I've seen at the high school level in
some time," Pitino said.
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Pitino loses battle for Morton, signs two
Staff, AP Report
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Illustration exhibit opens in gallery

Memory of Rigsby to be honored

[he music-al -Godspell," a joint production of the music and theatre
departments at Murray State University, continues through Saturday
night at the R.E. Johnson Theatre on campus. Cast members pictured
aboe are, from top clockwise: Tiffany Cooper, Alvy Holloway, Laney
Howell of Murray, Kim Matibag, and Linette Darnall. Curtain time
for each show is 8 p.m.

A reception honoring the late
The history of art in the United
Joe Rigsby, former head of the States, according to many scholars,
graphic design department at Mur- is rooted in commercial illustration.
ray State University, is scheduled Many of our most respected and
at 7:30 p.m. Friday, Nov. 17, in the well-known artists made their repuClara M. Eagle Gallery in conjunc- tations — and their livings — by
tion with the opening of "Illustra- illustrating stories and articles in
tion '89".
books, newspapers. and magazines
The exhibition, which includes such as Vogue and Harper's. In the
work by 40 of America's best com- 19th and early 20th centuries, N.C.
mercial artists, is on loan from the Wyeth, William Glackens, Howard
Society of Illustrators Museum of Pyle, and others epitomized the
Illustration in New York City. It storytelling, or illustrative, style of
will be on display through Sunday, drawing and painting that characDec. 10.
terized American into the 1930's
Included in the show are works and 1940's.
by commercial artists Guy Billout,
At the event of World War II,
Amy Hill, Quang Ho, Anita Kunz, many European artists fled to the
C.F. Payne and Don Vanderbeek. United States, bringing Cubism,
Several of Rigsby's work will Surealism, Abstract Expressionism
also be on display in the gallery. and other freer, more abstract ways
A member of the Murray State of thinking and working. The art
faculty from 1977 until his death in world, artisularl in America,
was
1989-,-1te—ptevi
never to
the same.
Doe-Anderson advertising agency
Artists such as Thomas Hart
in Louisville. Rigsby often said Benton, Edward Hopper, Norman
that graphic design and illustration Rockwell, and Andrew Wyeth
were his "first loves."
maintained the illustrative style and
A scholarship has been estab- traditions from the 1930's until
lished in memory of Rigsby for today. Andy Warhol and other late
MSU art students majoring in the 20th-century pioneers of Pop Art,
area of graphic design. Alan Op Art, Minimalism, Color-Field
NIcNear, a senior from Campbells- painting and other contemporary
ville, is the 1989-90 recipient.
movements, began their artistic
Terrence Brown, director of the careers as commercial illustrators
Society of Illustrators, said the and designers.
show represents "the best art exhiAccording to Terrence Brown,
bited in the Society's 31st annual director of the Society of Illustraexhibition."
tors. the 40 works being shown in

Murray represent "... the best art
exhibited in the Society's 31st
annual national exhibition," held in
New York City.
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery is
located on the fourth floor of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at the

corner of 15th and Olive Streets on
the campus of Murray State University, Murray, Ky. The gallery is
open to the public 9:00 a.m. to
9:00 p.m. Monday-Friday; 10:00
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Saturday; and
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. Sunday.
There is no charge for admission.

Magic Silver Show
developing at MSU
The Magic Silver Show is Magic Silver Show was revived
returning to the Clara M. Eagle last year at the University of
Gallery at Murray State University Northern Iowa and will be sponafter an absence of several years. sored in alternate years by the two
Begun in 1975 by Associate Pro- universities. It will open at Murray
fessor A;if Photography Michaelrate University's Clara M. Eagle
Johnson and .students of the Gallery January 15 and continue
Department of Art's photography through February 11, 1990.
program, the Magic Silver Show
In a competitive exhibition such
developed a reputation as one of as the Magic Silver Show, prospecthe nation's most prestigious com- tive participants submit examples
petitive photography exhibitions.
of their work to be considered by a
Entries were received from the juror. The juror selects which
fifty states as well as New Zealand, works will be included in the
Australia, Japan, Korea, Canada, exhibition and which will be
Mexico and Europe. Limitations in awarded cash prizes. Entrants are
staffing and budget made it neces- notified of their works' acceptance.
sary to discontinue the competition
in 1985. In a cooperative effort, the (Cont'd on page 12A)

Playhouse to hold poster contest
The Playhouse in the Park will
a poster contest in conjunction
with its production of "The Nutcracker." The contest is open to
'children in third through eighth
grades.
hold

Each entry should be eleven-byseventeen inches in size. The post:r should contain the play's title,
The Nutcracker." Each entry
should state the production dates,

Dec. 1-3, and 8-10, that the play is
presented by the Playhouse's
Children's Theatre Company at the
Murray-Calloway County Public
Library, and that ticket information
is available at 759-1752. On the
back, please put the child's name,
address, grade, parents' name, and
phone number.
All entries should be received by
Mon., Nov. 13, at 4 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Public

Library. Entries will be judged
Monday evening and winners
announced Tuesday.
Judges for the contest are Betty
Hinton, owner ar Framers' Gallery,
Jerry Speight, Associate Professor
of Art at MSU, and Liz Bussey,
Playhouse Executive Director.
Contest prizes are donated by K
mart, Pier I Imports, and Santa's
Attic. Winners will also receive a

"Nutcracker" t-shirt and two tickets
to the production. Prizes will be
awarded when winners are
announced.
All entries will be used in the
viblicity campaign, and posted
around town.
For more information about the
center or performances of "The
Nutcracker," contact the Playhouse
in the Park at 759-1752.

SEAIRs

ILI
CT
AS.
It
AIR

PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS
Nov. 9 — 11
Murray State University Theater — "Godspell," admission, 8 p.m.
Nov. 12
MSU Department of Music — Chamber Singers, free, 3:30 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.
Nov. 14
MSU Dept. of Music — Phi Mu Alpha — Sigma Alpha Iota AllAmerican Concert, free, 6:45 p.m., Annex Recital Hall.
MSU Dept. of Music — Guest recital, Gary Miller on organ, free, 8
p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.
Nov. 16
MSU Dept. of Music — Chorale, free, 8 p.m., First Baptist Church.
Nov. 17
MSU Dept. of Music — Percussion Ensemble, free, 8 p.m., Annex
Recital Hall.
Clara M. Eagle Gallery — Opening reception for Illustration '89 (original works by 40 of America's leading commercial illustrators) free,
7:30 p.m. (exhibition through Dec. 10).
Nov. 19
Murray Civic Music Association — Kentucky Center Chamber Players, membership, 3 p.m., Lovett Auditorium.
If you have any art event you want to include, please contact Pam
Shay at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce (502)
753-5171.
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door
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Natural gas 5359 87
Our most advanced camcorder outfit
• F1.2 lens with 6x power zoom
• CCD image sensor shoots true color by condlight (3 lux)
•Edits cleanly with flying erase heads
•Includes telephoto lens ($149.95 value;, hard case,
adopters, 1 -hr battery. full 1-yr. warranty
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Kenmore - 20.6-cu ft.
frostless refrigerator

• 3 wash levels

5 cycles including
pots'n pans cycle
•t 3 HP motor

shelves
• AdiJstable
giass-top crisper
hold
• Door shelves
2 liter bottles

Sears 20-in. color TV
• Remote control
• Quartz tuning locks in channels,
no set-up

.

• Up to 181 cable-compatible
channels

handles heaviest
1 ,4 HP
toads
like some brands)

$634.87
1,18 monthiy•
iF NV 69151 1

$308.68

With automatic
icemaker
$704.87
monthlY.
(F,NV 79151)

$12 mO^MIY.
OD 155851
Was $353

• On-screen display

SHARP 13-in. color TV
• Up to 140 cablecompatible channels
• Quartz tuning no set-up
Kenmore
mid-size micr

cooking system
with our best
stirrer tan plus turntable
for even cooking
capaCity, 650 watts
8-cu ti
auto defrost
• 3-stage memory
hoidwarm key
• Delay start

s'•.%

Kenmore.
-Mote voc
4.1 peak HP Power
system
filtration
triple
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brushing suction
• Full 11 5.8-in
clean
action with edge
accessory set
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•
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32 11 cleaning
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5699 99 or more) monthly payments shown are frOrtlsearsCnarco or SearsChargePLUS ACtua
Appliances are white colors extra Items readily availabie as advertised
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FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Maple at Fifth, On the Square
753-3812

Bel-Air Center, Murray

50

sleep timer

•

evens startle, et $11$
We bare microwave

'On Sears Charge (of SearsChar9e PLoc
payments depend on existmg account ba 1n(P
See store tor warranty details

• 22-function remote
• Channel memory and

o you feel these
1
,
- emotions from time
to time? We do, too. And we've
found that they're easier to deal
with when we share
them with each
other and with
God.* We're
United Methodists.

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-6

Phone 753-2310
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Federal Reserve heeds request; rate goes down
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
AP Leenernies %inter

WASHINGTON — The Federal
Reserve, after weeks of complaints
from the Bush administration about
high interest rates, has nudged a
key interest rate lower in a move
analysts predicted would trigger
widespread declines in a variety of
consumer and business borrowing
rates.
Economists were looking for
commerical banks to cut by onehalf percentage point their prime
lending rate, which is used as a
base to calculate more than onethird of their business and consumer loans.
One bank, Southwest Bank of St.
Louis, said Wednesday that it was
cutting its prime lending rate from
10.5 percent to 10 percent. While
the move was not immediately followed by the country's largest
banks, analysts predicted that it
would be, perhaps later this week.
Many economists predicted that
the easier Fed monetary policy
would acceTeratea move to-Tc—
nver
—
mortgage rates.
Wall Street was puoyed by the
Fed's actions with stock prices up
sharply on investor optimism that
the central bank was moving to
keep the economy from slipping
into a recession. The Dow Jones
average of 30 industrial stocks
closed with a gain of 26.23 points
at 2,623.36.
As usual, the Fed made no
announcement of its decision to
move toward an easier monetary
policy.
However, analysts said there was
little doubt that such a decision had
been made, given the fact that a
bellwether interest rate, the federal
funds rate, traded again Wednesday
at 8.5 percent, down from 8.75 percent when the week began.
The federal funds rate is the

interest that banks charge each
other to make overnight loans.
Because it is directly influenced by
the Fed's decisions on the amount
of cash to make available to the
banking system, it considered the
best gauge of Fed policy intentions.
"It is clear that the Fed has
eased," said Allen Sinai, chief economist of the Boston Co. "The
central bank is acting to prevent
the economy from heading into a
seriOus downturn."
Federal Reserve officials refused
comment on a report in Wednesday's Washington Post that the
decision to ease was made during a
telephone conference call Monday
among members of the Federal
Open Market Committee, composed of Fed board members in
Washington and presidents of five
of the 12 regional Federal Reserve
banks.
The FOMC, which gathers in
Washington eight times a year to
map monetary strategy, will meet
Tuesday and some economists
expressed surprise that the Fed
took action this week instead of
waiting for the regularly scheduled
meeting.
The quarter-point drop in the
federal funds rate this week is the
fifth small decline that has
occurred since late May when the
central bank began to reverse a
year-long effort to drive interest
rates higher as a way to fight inflationary pressures.
President Bush and others in the
administration have been complaining that the central bank has been
moving too slowly to lower interest
rates. White House Budget Director
Richard Darman warned in August
that if the economy does slip into a
recession, it will be the fault of the
Fed's tight-money policies.
Some economists, however, said
Wednesday that the Fed was wrong
to buckle to political pressure,

Creation gets credit
in California seho-bis
By STEVE GEISSINGER
Associated Press Writer

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — New
guidelines on the teaching of evolution in California schools were
changed to give some credence to
creation theory despite the opposition of scientists.
The Board of Education was to
vote on the proposed science textbook guidelines today after they
were amended Wednesday by the
board's Policy and Planning
Commission.
The board has been at the center
of a struggle with national implications that pits religious groups
against science teachers and school
administrators who say the theory
of evolution is no more controversial than gravity or electricity.
In 1985, California education
authorities successfully demanded
that publishers devote more space
to evolution, and those revised textbooks are now being used in

schools across the country.
In September, the original guidelines were declared a "national
victory for science over dogma"
by Micheal Hudson, western states
director for the Washington-based
People for the American Way, an
advocacy group for civil and constitutional liberty issues.
Eugenie Scott, executive director
of the National Center for Science
Education, said the policy adopted
by the Policy and Planning Commission was "slightly weaker" on
evolution than a draft prepared in
September by the state Curriculum
Committee.
"It's a concession to board
members who are knuckling under
to right-wing religious pressure,"
Scott said.
Without the changes, which she
characterized as an "unfortunate
political compromise," the board
would not approve the guidelines.
she said.

'PARENTING TEENAGERS"
VIDEO SERIES

FIRST UNITED
METHODIST
CHURCH
503 Maple St.

Murray

'Your Teenager's Friends and
Peer Pressure"
Sunday, Nov. 12 5:00 p.m.
or
Wednesday, Nov. 15 6:15 pr.m.

warning that the action could make
Inflationary pressures worse in
1990.
"I am very disappointed in the
Fed and very pessimisitc about the
chances of keeping inflation
down," said Cynthia Latta, an economist with DRI-McGraw Hill.
"They may be thinking that they
can loosen, rescue the economy
and then tighten again, but experience has shown that doesn't usually work."

Sunday sessions held downstairs off social hall;
Wednesday sessions held downstairs in Room 106.

easy money, creating a bust-boom
situation."
Various analysts said they
believed that a hallmark of the Fed
under Chairman Alan Greenspan
has been a gradual approach to
either tightening or loosening
monetary policy and for that reason
they said that the 0.25 percent drop
in the federal funds rate would not
be followed quickly by further
decreases.
But even the Vest reduction
will be enough to prompt reduc-

le Ma

tions in the prime rate and other
business and consumer borrowing
rates, economists predicted.
Mortgage rates have already
dropped into single digits with
fixed-rate mortgages averaging
9.82 percent last week, according
to a survey by the Federal Home
Loan Mortgage Corp.
Some economists forecast that
rates could drop by another onehalf percentage point by the end of
the year in response to the Fed's
easier credit moves.
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(Sessions also held Sunday mornings at 9:45 a.m.
during Sunday School.)

Other economists were not as
pessimistic, saying that if the Fed
had waited to ease until it got inflation down further, it would have
run an even greater risk of dumping the economy into a downturn.
"Central banks in the past have
made big errors in fighting inflation for too long and then watching
as the economy tumbles into a
widespread, broad recession,"
Sinai said. 'That just intensified
the downturn and forced the central
bank to pump up the economy with
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Police seek
suspect in
bank scam

Creative Interiors
We're getting
rid of some
of our best

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) Police are still seeking a man who
has been trying to take money from
the elderly by masquerading as a
bank examiner.
On Oct. 27, a man identifying
himself as Mr. Morrison called an
elderly resident and told him he
was checking possible embezzlement at his bank.
Morrison instructed the man to
withdraw $600 and give it to him,
so he could put it back in the bank
and check the paper work.
The intended victim did not
withdraw his money and four other
people have notified police about
receiving similar calls, including
two on Tuesday.
Sgt. Jim Postlewaite of the
police fraud division said "this guy
using the same name took a woman
in Bardstown for $3,800."
The man applre.kly is choosing
his targets from the phone book.
Postlewaite said.

sNi

•

Magic Silver...
(Coni'd from page 10A)
This year's juror is photographer
Greg MacGregor of Oakland, California. Trained in both photography and physics, he is currently
Associate Professor of Art at California's State University, Hayward,
California. MacGregor has taught
both photography and physics and
has worked as an astrophysicist at
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory in
Livermore, California.
Chairman of the Western Region
of the Society of Photographic
Education from 1975 to 1978 and
coordinator Of that organization's
1980 national conference, MacGregor has worked with the Ansel
Adams Workshop in Yosemite,
California, and the Friends of
Photography in Carmel, 41ifomia.
He is a contributing editor to
"Darkroom Dynamics" and has
published a selection of his own
photographs titled "Ex Deus
Machina."
His work has been published in
"Popular Photography," "Latent
Image." and "New West," is featured in "Fantastic Photography,"
and has been exhibited at the San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art.
the Oakland Museum, the O.K.
Harris and Foto Gallenes in New
York, and the locus Gallery in San
Francisco.
MacGregor will be on campus
November 18 to select the work to
be exhibited in the 1990 Magic
Silver Exhibition. For more information about the exhibition, call
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery at (502)
762-3052. The deadline for submission of entries is November 13,
1989.
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Reputed gang
member caught
near Wickliffe
CLEVELAND (AP) - A reputed Hells Angels motorcycle gang
member wanted in Erie County on
a murder charge has been arrested
in Kentucky, the FBI said
Wednesday.
John R. Bonds, 33, of Lorain,
was arrested without incident by
T-131 agents near Wickliffe in western Kentucky, said William D. Branon, special agent in charge of the
FBI office in Cleveland.
Bonds was arrested on federal
firearms charges and also faces
state charges in Erie County in the
Feb. 27, 1988, kidnap-slaying of
David Hartlaub, 23, of Sandusky.
Hartlaub apparently was mistaken
as a member of the rival Outlaws
motorcycle gang, authorities said.
The charges against Bonds were
spotlighted last April on the network television show, "America's
Most Wanted."
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Not our people. Our floor samples. Those beautiful
pieces and groups displayed throughout our store
and in our windows. They did a great selling job
for us. But now it's time to replace them with new
styles. Because they've been around awhile, they
may be slightly scratched or soiled. But if you'll
accept them "as-is", they'll work hard to make
your home comfortable. And their pay is peanuts!
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:•:. CATNAPPER MODULAR
PARKPLACE SOFA
SECTIONAL
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size
sleeper and recliner
Steel-coil springs - Blue with :•:.
Textured
fabric with neutral
rust pin dot design
colors
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colors. Wallaways or
rocker recliners.
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with 2 leaves and 6 windsor .: :.: : 18" leaf, steel pedestal base,
if..: 4 comfortable tilt, swivel arm
style chairs
chairs.
Sugg. List $1699.95
:****
::•: Sugg. List $1499.95
Reg. Price $1199.95 :::
:
i..:.:
Reg.

•:.:
:••.•
.....
•:-.

DEA
to 350
will be
Kentuci
becaus(
mediurr
the con
Ford
said th(
Lion of
beginnii
in the

:.:.

Al
Hi

0 0$1298

•

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::5!:!:::!:!:::#:::::::::::::::!:::::::.:.:::::::.:;:•:;:•:•:!:!:!:!:!:!:!::4:::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;*:;:::::::;:::;z2::::::::*:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:•:.:.:•.............:: •:::••••••••••••••:::::
E
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i
:.:.
....
....:
:,..
• • • • LANErAmEgraQAK -:.: UNIVERSAL COUNTRY i.:: BLACKSMITH SHOPPE
5TRATFORD LOVE :.....
....:
LANE

:if:
SOFA
Steel-coil
springs/excellent
ff..:
••
.::.::
fabric
....:

.....

Seafoam, Beige & Lavender ::::
•:::
••••
Stripe
:••.,
.....:
....
...•
.....
..
Sugg. List $1099.95 :::.

..

:-. .-:

Reg. Price $699.95 ::::
,.....
NOW S498.00 :i:i.: :

,. .

.:::
•••:
::::

...•
::.:

Traditiona E
Sfy4;re/ Neutral
with peach,
Blue & Green Stripe
Sugg. List $729.95
Reg. Price $549.95
N

i::.:
....
chest
...•
:•::: Queen headboard & nite
••
stand
•:::
::-: Sugg. List $2399.95
:•:.
. : :.: Reg. Price $1499.95

ow $398.00 .. .::* .:

NOW $998.00

SIMMONSNNERSPRING

•

...••
...
..
. „. .
Nice wing chairs with cherry .: SEALY MATTRESSES
ni.
Mediumsp
firrmings,
mattress &
legs, reversible seat
;!
K: cushions and arm covers. :iii
15 Year Warranty
:K. Choice of several colors. i:i:
•••:
::::

. BEDROOM
Triple
dresser, 5 drawer

HYDABEDS

::::
:.:: Choice of several covers
...•
...•
and styles,
::•:.
. .:.:.: all durable fabrics, all with

.::::

Beautyrest innerspring

Q.AK

•:::

i:::
•:.:
:•:.
•....:•

:.:.::::
•••
:;
:-:
•:.
:!:
:-..:

K

NOW

$898.00 ..i:f

GENTRY SLEEPER &
LOVESEAT
Innerspring sleeper &

matching loveseat in 100%
nylon taupe colored velvet.

:::
••.•

Solid oak frames.
Mattress
Sugg. List 3349.95
:::: win Size Set ,,,I:..
..
40
:
Sugg.
List $1799.95
Sugg. List $1099.95
::.
Reg. Price $249.95 .
:
:
:
..i T •Full Set $248
S4 A° i:
:.
i.i Reg. Price $799.95 •:. Reg.Price $1199.95
,... ••
:•:.

.:.: NOW

....:
::::

$148.uu : : :
........•••••
...•
SINGER

Queen Set $298

::.,:: :i

...... ..
....

$498.00 .:.:1
.........•................
CATNAPPER

N 0W

BECTIONAL
:::: AMERICAN DREWWHITE i:i:
ENTERTAINMENT ...•
:...
5
Piecr
IeW
clito2sPower
....:
....
CENTER
:':.'
..
,••• Audio & video unit with glass c.:f Full or queen headboard & i:::: Seafoam, Mauve & Beige
.-...
:•••
nite stand
•:.:
...,
door
••••
:•:.
textured fabric

...:
Sugg.
List
$989.95
Sugg.
*0.::
List
$1099.00
:•••
....
. . Reg. Price $709
Reg. Price $599.95 ...:.::.
. . ::::.:.:ii'...:
.:..
NOW $398.00
NOW $498.00 : : :
:•::
•:.:
:-....

LOVE SEAT
Contemporary Style.

::::. SOLID BRASS DAYBED i:ii
...
..-.
-...: Complete With Mattress :•:.

:•:.

....
Sugg. List $1499.95 ::::
Reg. Price
$999.95 : .:.*:
. _.
.,,,,,rt
r,,
I,
‘•:-:

::::

Sugg. List $999.95

:.:::.

.
:.::
:::

High back velvet swivel
chair with arm covers and
reversible seat cushion.

:::

Choice of colors.

1498.00
..
::::

Sugg. List $369.95

$598.00

•:.
- LANE RATTAN LIVINQ

ROOM

.

Rattan sofa and matching
chair, square glass top

cocktail and 1 end table.
Choice of 2 quilted cotton
fabrics.
..:Sugg. List $1999.95
Reg. Price $1399.95

NOW

$990.00

ALLSLAMPS
LTAOMCPc IN

•
•.
••
•
••
•
••
•
••
•

Brass, ceramic, crystal

BUY ONE GET ONE
NOW $148.00
FREE! . . .
1ANei0;r:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::,:,:,:,:::::::::::,:!:::,:,:,:,:i:-..
Sugg. List $279.95
Reg. Price $179.95

NOW

LANE CEDAR CHEST
Pine finish with wood top

$798.00

..
::i: BEST SWIVEL ROCKER

Sugg. List $2999.95
Reg. Price $2199.95

...•
...•

5TRATFORD SOFA AND.:::.:
•••••

NOW

NOW

::::
:::;,

Camel back, floral print,
100% nylon fabric, 8 way

:.:.:.: hand tied coil springs, solid
oak frame.

Sugg. List $1199.95

.:.: . : BASSETT TABLE SET
:::: Pecan finish tables, glass
..i:
::i: over cane tops, square
::::: cocktail, rectangle end and
....
...,
hex end.
:•:.
:•:.
Sugg. List
ii:
Reg. Price $549.95
:i
' . .:.
.,

,.
.: :.: Reg. Price $299.95
Reg. Price $699.95
....
Art .-.•
.
Reg. Price $84915
4
NOW
$
.
NOW
NOW
:
.
:::::
:i.
n n .....
.UU
$498.uu
101U10
n ••••
:•::
,
%
:•:.
:•:.
:•:..
NOW
::
4
$398.uv
NOW
598.0u
:
:
.
:
:•.••••••:•:•;•;•,?:•;•
.--::4-.•.............•...
..4.-•:•:•;•;•;•,:•;•;•;•;•;•:•:•;•;•;•:•:'•eoikvp:re,,.:,-•;;;;;,:x.x.x.:•:.-:-:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•z7:::•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:,:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:.......-..........;•;•;•;•:•:•:•.•:•:•-•••••••••••-••••:••-••••••••••:t*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,:•:.
...•.....•-•.......•...•................• ,J•_•

Dozens more
priced to go!

_a.. . .•

..
•••
.
.
••
.•.
....•••••

.
.
.
• •••••• •••.•.
.•.•...•.•..•
.
.
.
.
• • • •.•.•.•..•

.................. ........................................•••••....................................

-

VISA & MASTERCARD - 90 DAYS SAME AS CASH • UP TO 36 MONTHS FINANCING
ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE

4#.

& files
from

Payless Drugs of Murray
Open when our
customers need us)
9 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sat.: 1-5 p.m. Sun.
Olympic Plaza
Hwy. 641 N. 753-2380

Creative Interiors
HIGHWAY 641 N. - MURRAY KY.

"ON THE SQUARE" - MAYFIELD KY

•
• •4

;
•

•••
rti.j14.

t

•
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The Purchase Area Arts Council
will sponsor its fourth annual Arts and
Crafts Fair Nov. 18-19 at the Mayfield-Graves County Fairgrounds on
Highway 121 in Mayfield. Over 50
exhibitors, from three states, will
feature a variety of home-made crafts,
including painted and unpainted
wooden articles, ceramics, fabric and
needlework items, stuffed animals,
and Victorian Christmas ornaments,
along with several regional artists
displaying their original paintings for
sale.
The booths will be open to the
public Saturday from 10 a.m. to6 p.m.
Lt. Col. James Vaughan (second from right), chairman of the Department of
Military Science at Murray
and Sunday from 12-5 p.m. There will
State University, and alumni of Murray State's ROTC program, discuss
the guidelines for the MSU
be a 50 cents admission fee for visitors
ROTC Memorial Scholarship with Dr. David Perrin (right), vice president
for
developmeni The $500 scholarship will be presented to a full-time ROTC university relations and
above
the age of twelve. Refreshadvanced ROTC program at the university. ROTC alumni include (from left): cadet about to enter the
ments will be available throughout
perud, '64; Dr. Robert H. McGaughey III, '65; and Charlie Sanders, '89.David Carr, '67; Bill Kopboth days. There will also be free
balloons for the children. For further
information,_ contact the PAAC at
502-247-6387. A few indoor booths
are still available. To rent a booth.
contact Mary Haugen at the PAAC.
A scholarship honoring the
Volunteers frotn the department Scholarship will be administered
The Arts and Crafts Fair is the
memory of former students of Murwill focus on adding to the scholar- by the MSU Foundation. Persons annual fund raising event for the
ray State University's ROTC progship fund during the 1989 College interested in contributing to the PAAC, recipient since 1985 of the
ram has been established by the
of Industry and Technology pho- fund may contact the Office of New Communities Grant from the
Department of Military Science.
nathon in November.
Development at Murray State-=- Kentucky Arts Council, a division of
The Murray State University
"We believe that this is an (502) 762-3001.
Kentucky Commonwealth governROTC Memorial Scholarship will
opportunity to ask our graduates to
be a $500 award presented to an
help those who are following in
MSU student who is about to enter
their footsteps," he added.
the ROTC advanced program. The
The scholarship coincides with
first scholarship will be awarded
milestone in the history of the
for the 1990-91 academic year.
program at MSU: established on
"The Department of Military
the campus in 1952, Murray State's
Science and our alumni wanted to
ROTC will commission its 1,000
do something in the name of those
graduate itriday 1990.
—
no longer with us, as well as recogMurray State's ROTC alumni
nize the contributions of all of include three genera's (two active,
Murray State's ROTC graduates," one reserve) as well as leaders in
Lt. Col. James Vaughan, chairman education, business and their
of the department, stated.
communities.
"Our graduates have taken the
leadership and management skills
that they learned in ROTC and
used them well," Vaughan
commented. •
The program has also honored
several of its alumni with the
DEARBORN, Mich.(AP) — Up
ROTC Distinguished Graduate
to 350 Ford. Motor Co. employees Award. Honorees include Charles
will be laid off at the company's Outland, director of facilities at
Kentucky Truck plant in January Murray State; Dr. Kenneth Winbecause of sagging orders for ters, president of Campbellsville
medium- and heavy-duty trucks, College and former dean of the
the company said Wednesday.
College of Industry and TechnoloFord spokesman John Emmert
at MSU; Maj. Gen. Bobby
said the plant will reduce produc- gy
Brashears; reserve Brig. Gen. Lindtion of the vehicles by 20 percent sey Freeman;
and retired Col. Bobbeginning Jan. 15, 1990, resulting by Freeman.
in the indefinite layoffs.
The MSU ROTC Memorial

ment. This is a challenge grant, and
the amount of money awarded to the
PAAC is based, in part, on local
contributions. The funds earned by
the PAAC are used to sponsor arts

Ledger & Times

workshops, scholarships, concerts,
and other activities as well as the
PAAC's own regional grant program.
All PAAC activities arc open to
anyone interested in particjating.

for electing me as
your new mayor.
I shall always be
grateful for your support
&
encouragement.

Memorial scholarship created

Ford:layoffs
in January
to affect 350

(2924 73)
96802

As AtIverItsisd
On
Notsonol TV

Ace 25 Outdoor Lights
Ul listed tot outdoor use 25 assorted color
7 watt light bulbs

WHILE
SUPPLIES
LAST

As Aare,tss•d
On
Ncstoonoi IV

Gourmet Sampler
3" parer/boner and 6" utility knife Taper
grind edge, walnut handles and quality construction Gilt boxed

"PI
A *
1 S

s

As Alves,h sod
On
No tonoi T V

3 Pack
Video Cassettes

High quality tape provides superior durability for replays and re-recordings
LA 1000\
\ 34412

VVI1111
SUPPLIES
LAST

M Adv,i,si4
On
Nolsonol TV

Ultra Brute
Personal Flashlite

Super'toughAA flashlight with Krypton bulb
Complete with AA batteries

Wilk E
SUPPLIES
LAS!

IMOS 6AC \
\ 31153 /

Ace 6 Outlet
Power Center

WHIT f
SUPPI1f S
LAST

Completely portable and perfect anywhere
additional outlets ore required Ut listed

Hook-Up Pals
Includes one 6', 3 outlet cord, one 9',
3-outlet cord and one 6-outlet grounded

*HEE
SUPPLIES
EAST

753-3361
208 E. Main

Specials
going on
each hour. . .
Savings
will reach

50

°on some items...

Shop early for Christmasselections are great!!

Paid for by Bill Cherry
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Prices Good
Nov. 9-Nov. 15
1407 Main

COW3101NIT
.
1Pocococi.
nimbi&WIEN :TM IreTer•TB11101114.1
Flay-O-Rich

Ronco Thin or

2% Milk
oke

F

gal.

$1
"

c`i Style Cut

Green Beans

3Is119
19
Golden Corn „oz.3/$1
Stoke/,
Sweet Peas
3/$119
Stokely C.S. or W.K.

Colonial Confection

7 oz.

RC, Diet RC,
Sundrop, Diet Rite

$2"

12 pk. cans

Purrniocr ram

Pepperid:;e

Stuffing Mix

1 lb.

16 oz $1.79
8 oz.

Ti

ssue

4 roll _pkg.

Nabisco

S239

Chips Ahoy

18 cz

Nabisco Premium Saltine

Crackers

1 lb. $1
1 9

Ocean Spr

Cranberry Sauce

69'

oz

9

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite.
Mello Yello
12 pk car '2"

$1"

64 oz

9:

You
for yo
for ma

Corn Meal Mix

59°
S 469

8

16

02

r

a busi
MCA
(Aug.:
You
today.
creath
tant pl
be up
LIBR)
(Sept.
Buy]
now. 't
to inci
feel a r
where
SCOR
(Oct. 2
You'l
advanu
tape m
Try not
against
SAG IT
(Nov.2
You
pound-1
tent in
monies
for imp
CAPRI
(Dec.1
You'l
ion at a
definite
today

Libby's Solid Packed

Pumpkin

16 oz.

Prairie Farms

Paper Towels
R. Diet RC,
Sundrop, Diet Rife

Whipped Topping

_re

Sunflower Serf-Rising

Angel Soft Bathroom

Sparkle Single Roll

Dinner Rolls

AIM
(Mar.
Tal
well
feedlo
conci
on hc
.TAUI
(APIPal
toged
pointA
today
Some
GEM
(May
It's
new
11111)01
life, I
expec
CAN(
(June
Bus
to yoi
attent
in wh
stand'
LEO

Cool Whip Non-Dairy

Orange Juice

2fi"
1
Chicken Broth 45 3/99c

HJOA

r 0
Turkeys, Pit Baked Hams
& All The Rxins From Us
Call 753-7811

Tropicana Home Style or Reg.

Sweet Sue

Sugar
Black

oo

1

Ye

MOM

Phone 753-4682
Store Hours:
8-7 Mon-Thurs;
8-8 Fri & Sat

wow°04

Spaghetti

We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

1% Milk

Oa!

69°

'1"

3 Diamond Juice Packed
Dt'p

Parkay

Pineapple

20 oz

2/89'

Sanfer's Automatic Drip

Spread
Swiss miss
Pudding

16 oz.

2/89'
99,

4 ph

Roc

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yell°
.2 Liter WV

$ 119

Coffee

13 oz Bad

I

Hyde Park Fancy Whole Sweet

Pickles

16 oz.

99°

Kraft Deluxe Mac S

Cheese Dinner

S 1"

ANNIVERSARY S
U.S. Choice

Clifty Farm or Harper's Whole

Emge Fully Cooked Yellow Wrapper

s Country Ham

Round Steak
69
Boneless S1 79 lb

Sliced Free

Hams

'129

149

lb.

Hyde Park Grade A .Celf-Basted

Whole
Owen's Best Sliced

Register For FREE
Bags of Groceries

W Pop-Up Timer

Slab Bacon

FREE Hyde

Park Turkeys
Owen's Famous Pit Baked Ham
10-16 lb. ay..6
9
° lb.

Drawing will be Thursday Not, ieth

BEST BUYS
IN OUR MEAT DEPT.
$3
49
lb.

Hyde Park

Hormel Cure 81

1/2 Ham

BEST BUYS
IN OUR DELI DEPT.

lb.

Owen's Best Boneless Pit

S389

Baked Ham

79°
$299

Super Sharp

Cheddar
Owens Best Hot or Re';

Pimento Cheese

Oscar Mayer Bun Length

Owen's Best Store Baked

Wieners

Pecan Pie

Eckrich Lite & Reg.

89

°lb.

BEST BUYS
IN OUR PRODUCE DEPT.

Ham Salad

Williams

Owen's Best

"
lb. $1

BBQ Beef

Red Ripe

Tomatoes

$3b9

4 Lb. Bag Florida

$79

Dole Golden Ripe

Oranges
Bananas

'429

ea

Owens Best Storemade

Smoked Sausage

Sausage

3-4 lb. pkg.

Cu

Gold Kist Boneless Chicken

Baking Hens

lb
4

Hen Turkey.

Breast Fillets

i

$239
lb

$329

Red Emperor

Grapes

59
99
4 $10°
89'

,

lb.

The
I
,•

deity
prey
Excl
relia
Plan

lb.

• Se
wa
• Se

lb

• Di.

Ltr
65

Fancy Washinotbri Rid oelicious

• Di.

57

Apples
10 Lb. Red

Potatoes

$189

I;
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Your Individual Horoscope

Fraaces Drake

FOR FRIDAY NOVEMBER 10, 1989
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Talks about financial interests go
well today, but you may not get the
feedback you desire about a career
concern now. Go easy when spending
on home entertainment.
'TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Partners make exciting plans
together, but you may be disappointed in a meeting with an adviser
today. Delays in travel are possible.
Someone you know exaggerates.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
It's a wonderful day for beginning
new work projects and to hold
important career discussions. Social
life, though, may not live up to
expectations, Watch spending now.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Business and pleasure do not mix
to your advantage today. Turn your
attention to creative interests, an area
in which you'll shine now. An understanding is reached with a child.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You'll be buying some books today
for your home library. It's a good day
for making important domestic decisions, but you may feel stymied about
a business matter.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
You're efficient and articulate
today. It's the right time to begin
creative projects and to make important phone calls. Social life may not
be up to snuff.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
Buying and selling are favored
now. You'll come up with new ways
to increase your income. You may
feel a relative just doesn't understand
where you're coming from.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
You'll express yourself to good
advantage now, but delays and red
tape may limit your career progress.
Try not to overtire yourself and guard
against self-indulgence tonight.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
You could be penny-wise and
pound-foolish today. Be more consistent in the way you handle your
monies'.'net the privacy you require
for important mental achievement.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You'll make a wonderful impression at a group meeting today. You're
definitely on the same wave length
today with a friend, but remember

also to be considerate of family.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb 18)
Inwardly, you may be harboring
some self-doubts today. However, it
still is a good time to meet with
higher-ups in business, Try not to sell
yourself short.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar 20)
wart
You could spend too much on
pleasure today and a friend may a_sk
you for some financial assistance.
CulturaJ interests are highlighted
now. Meetings with advisers are
favored.

YOU BORN TODAY are independent and creative. You're usually
found in a professional career and are
a person with natural leadership
abilities. An individualist always,
you'll stand out from the crowd as a
person who does his or her own
thing. The development of a sense of
humor will keep you from taking
yourself too seriously. Guard against
a tendency to be too egotistical.
Writing, research, and public service
are some of the fields in which you'll
find fulfillment. Birthdate of Claude
Rains, actor; Jan Vermeer, painter
and Jane Froman, singer.

WAL•MART

Calloway Middle takes first
Crock-Ette• Slow Cooker
•1 quart Capacity •Model 3205
By Rival
Reg. 7.67

Reg 48 96

Wood
Step Ladder

'4296

Sale

Jello
Gelatin

.3 FOOt
•Made In USA
Reg 9.94

.6 Pack
•Assorted
Reg. 4.44

Sale

(41IE

A

The Calloway County Middle School Speech Team won first place
sweepstakes honors on Saturday at the Calloway County High Tournament of Champions. There were 16 schools in the junior division
and 46 schools in attendance. The Calloway Middle School team totaled 245 sweepstakes points with Crittenden Middle placing second
with 90 points and Chrsitian County pacing third with 45 points.
Individual winners were: Storytelling, Michael Haney, second, and
Melody Parker, thrid; Oratory, Valerie Chapman, second, and
Melody Parker, third; Poetry, Bethany Call, second; D.I., Catie Bates,
third; Broadcasting, Andy Rose, second; Duet Acting, Kellie Carson
and Christina Thorn, first, and Mary Lough and Erica Vidmer, third;
Solo Acting, Alexia Schempp, second, and Valerie Chapman, third.
Others in the finals were Jared Lassiter, Jamie Pig*, Tom Richter,
Rebecca Tidwell, Molly Willis, Tammy Duncan, Stacie Collins, April
Letterman, Mary P'Pool, Josh Roberts, Erin Grogan, Paige Patterson
and Jasmine Van Volkingburg. Coaches for the team are Patricia
Lassiter and Lynn Melton.

52" Ceiling Fan
Roll Top Bread Box

•Cane Wood Blade
.5 Blades
•Stock #705A1DA
Reg 39.96

'
3296

•Model WM 2035
•Solid Wood

Sale

confidence
install
We
can't:
competition
in ways the
tires like
• Brand-name
Bridgestone and
RoadHandler
Pirelli, plus the
Michelin
by
made
tires
service from a
• Availabte
superior network of
nationwide auto centers

•free tire
A mounting
and rotation

leading battery.
• America's
only
and
one
the
Sears DieHard -

good, itsbikked by a
• A battery so
PLUS Emergency
warranty
great
(DieHard . Gold)
Jump Start service

TDK Video
Cassette Tapes
.5 Pack w/Free Head Cleaner
•T-120

24 Piece
Impromptu Glass Set
•Crystal Or Aqua Blue
.3 Different Size Glasses
Reg 600

GUARDSMAN
Response
a(l-season radial
Aramid steel belts.

Steel-belted radial
a match
000
th,an
e0
Mor4
Goodyear'
for

50,000 MILE

All -Terrain radial.
Belted construction
Aramid, steel belts

35,000 MILE
wARRAN"

WARRANTY
(not shown))
EACH'
SIZE
MS:
:
IV
E
L
sE
3 1
9
1
:
$60139
914
SIZE
L1195/75
EACH
73 75
12
P155809
915
LT215/75
$40 97
86 79
13
p155.809
915
LT235/75
52 92
31
41 999
89 71
913
P165430
50915
30X9
57 25
46 99
93 23
80R13
75+
PI
31X10 50915
59 78
48 99
97 75
P185/8013
50915
32X11
61 20
50 99
114 71
P185/70R14
50915
33X12
65 78
50 99
88 99
P185/75814
LT235185916
67 36
54 99
87 99
P195/75R14
8
75916
5
70 88
5699
102.85
14
P205/75R
5
50R16
71 91
9
59 9
99
9
P215/75914
72 98
'Shipping included
915
P205/75
72 98
6199
60
99
p215175915
to store
61 99
9225/75915
P235/75915

WARRANTY

iJIIIDGESfl

SIZE
P155801113
P165,80913
P17510R13
P185!80913
P185/75R14
P195/75914
P205175914
P205/75915
pi5115915
P225175915
P235/75915

S-471 radial
All-season tread
Steel-belts. 130-MPH
H' speed rating
40,000 MILE
WARRANTY from
BRIDGESTONE
SIZE
P175/70HR13
P185+70HR13
P185/701tR 14
P195170H914
P205,7011R 14

EACH
$54 88
59 96
62 03
66 11
69 97

Lil Miss
Dress-Up
By Mattel
"Outfit
Changes Color

Magic Cher Microwave Oven
.600 Watts
•12 Bags Microwave Popcorn Free
•Model Mi5C-5 WB

The DieHare Gold battery
delivers up to 33% more power than our
previous power leader up to 900 amps
Exclusive Electro Flow system for lasting
reliability FREE Emergency Jump Start
Plan included. ask for details

435249i Installed with
Irade-in (shpgi incl
fisted 72 month warranty"

WE'VE GOT THE BATTERY YOU NEED
• Sears 45 battery, 350 amps. Limited 45-month
warranty— (431304)
• Sears 60 battery Up to 500 amps
Limited 60-month warranty"(43160R)
• DieHard bjattery more power than ever: with up td
650 amps Emmet:1 60 month warranty— (43221R) •
• DieHard Light Truck battery Rugged design Up to
570 amps Limited 60 month warranty— (4315R I
GAL AT AUTO SF RVIC S • Tire installation
• Brake service
• Tune-ups
• Oil tube service

536.081

Visions Cookware Set

$42.99,

•V300N
-6 Piece Set-Sauce Pan Set

559.991
$59.99,

t installed with
trade in (Shp° inci
-See store tor warranty details.

WWI 90i Great low Prices Every Single Day, and we'il keep Mem low,

B&-Alr Center, Murray

Reg 26 96

• Electronic spin balancing
• Shock strut installation
• State wispier lion
• Wheel Ailaltinnont

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-6

Satisfaction Guaraaa

Your Money Back.

Phone 75 2310

WM:MART

Sale

23

Sale Prices Good Thru Sun., Nov. 12 NO,
Hwy. 641 North, Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. 12-6

00,
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Physical therapy relieves body ache
DEAR DR GOTT: My doctor has prtate therapy for all patients with
diagnosed me with fibromyositis and fibromyalgia
prescribed amitriptyline that causes
I suggest you discuss the drug's side
bad side effects He says this is the effects with your physician and obtain
only treatment known. Do you have the doctor's approval for physical
any ideas? Every muscle in my body therapy or other medicine, such as
aches, my eyeballs hurt, and I have Motrin or Clinoril. In addition, you
consistent pain between my shoulder
will want to make sure your doctor
blades. I feel lousy
has ruled out other diseases that
DEAR READER Fibromyositis, cause muscular symptoms, such as
properly termed "Iibromyalgia." is rheumatoid arthritis or polyrnyalgia
an affliction of unknown cause rheumatics If your physician is unmarked by pain and stiffness of mus- able to help you, ask for a referral to a
cles and surrounding soft tissues. Be- rheumatologist, a specialist in muscle
cause it is primarily a disease of oth- and joint diseases.
erwise-healthy young adults who tend
To give you more information, I am
to be anxious, depressed and competi- sending you a free copy of my Health
tive, many doctors treat it with anti- Report "Help I — Physical Illness "
depressant
such
as Other readers who would like a copy
drugs,
amitriptyline.
should send $1 25 with their name and
Also, fibromyalgia may be related address to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland,
to emotional or environmental stress, OH 44101-3369 Be sure to mention
particularly if occupational or recre- the title.
ational muscle strain is present. The
DEAR DR. GOTT My 3-year-old
disease is characterized by tender son has been diagnosed with a genetic
"trigger points" in muscles.
disease called ectodermal dysplasia.
Treatment usually consists of sup- He's in extreme pain, gets very little
portive measures: reassurance that sleep. and I don't want him to suffer
the discomfort is not serious, coupled anymore. We've been to five doctors
with stretching exercises, the applica- without success. Are there any other
tion of heat, massage and improved families out there with this disorder.
sleep. Aspirin and aspirin-like drugs, and do you have any information to
such as ibuprofen, are often helpful provide'.'
Injections of local anesthetics into
DEAR READER: Ectodermal dystrigger points may relieve symptoms. plasia is an inherited, genetic condiAmitriptyline has been reported to tion marked by: Hypotrichosis i scragAkisisitautx_and.reduce-Alur-sruptomsof --gly---anodont
fibromyalgia. However, the medicine malformation of teeth and nails) and
can cause drowsiness, fatigue, confu- anhydrosis(absent sweat glands). The
sion, low blood pressure and urinary affliction is due to faulty evolution of
retention. Therefore, it is not appro- embryonic tissue that forms skin.

—a

tus.

-SEMI
46.10111..

.tawiromma

There is no cure
Patients with ectodermal dysplasia
do not ordinarily suffer from pain and
insomnia Because they lack sweat
glands. they are unable to lose body
heat through perspiration Hence,
they are quite uncomfortable exercising and living in warm environments
You may be able to find a support
group for ectodermal dysplasia by
writing to the National Health Information Center at P.O Box 1133,
Washington, DC 20013-1133

ewe&I
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DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M D

American Heart
lion
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Doug Miller (right) shows Dr. Bob McGaughey of Murray State University the latest copy off the press of the Madisonville Messenger.
Miller, publisher of the paper which is part of the New York Times
newspaper chain, presented McGaughey with the $5,000 New York
Times Foundation Professional Travel Gram.It k thelhird year that
the Department or Journalism arid Radio-TV at Murray State has
received the grant. The fund is used for student and faculty/staff
travel to professional meetings and to bring professionals to the campus to speak to the students in journalism and radio-television.

We made a deal on
LAI-BOY & Lane recliners, the
two finest names in the industry.
Over 200 chairs in stock at
unbelievable prices!

e-tvif
These are just a sample
of what you will find...

A*,,i26995

ledefi'ye

yid

S i,

Enjoy the maximum in reclining comfort with
tufted round back and roll arms.

Mrs. Dukakis
hospitalized;
alcohol blamed
By ARLENE LEVINSON
Associated Prose Writer

BOSTON — Kitty Dukakis,
struggling against alcoholism, was
hospitalized for severe reactions to
rubbing alcohol, which she drank
while exhausted because of flu and
depression, her doctor said.
The wife of Gov. Michael Dukakis had been taking antidepressants prescribed by her psychiatrist, but tests showed the rubbing alcohol caused her
hospitalization, said --Dr. Gerald
Plotkin, the- family physician.
Some specialists in treating alcoholism characterized Mrs. Dukakis'
action as a "desperate cry for
help."
The Dukakis family removed all
alcoholic beverages from their
home after Mrs. Dukakis entered a
treatment program for alcoholism
last February, said Mindy Lubber,
the governor's spokeswoman.
Plotkin did not comment Wednesday on whether Mrs. Dukakis
had knowingly tried to hurt herself
or was seeking the effects of alcohol when she drank a small amount
of the poisonous substance
Monday.
The former Democratic presidential candidate spent Monday and
Tuesday at his wife's side,
canceled all appointments, and
refused to comment.
Mrs. Dukakis, who turns 53 next
month, was taken by ambulance to
the hospital on the eve of the first
anniversary of her husband's presidential defeat.

MSU team
ties for 4th
in contest
A team from Murray State University tied for fourth place and two team
members finished in the top 10 in
individual competition in the annual
fall Southeastern Regional Soil Judging Contest at Clemson University
Nov. 3.
Individuals who earned recognition were: Leona Henry of Clarksville, Tenn., who was fourth with 622
points; and John Potts of Kirksey
Route 1, who was eighth with 611
points.
The team tied for fourth with
Virginia Tech with 1,837 points in the
team event. Auburn University was
the first-place team with 1,856 points.
Other members of the Murray State
team who participated were: Rodney
Galimore of Puryear, Tenn.; Charles
Leonard of Hickory Route 1; Traci M.
Bratcher of Livermore Route 1:
Christopher Curtis of Owensboro;
and Joseph Peyton of Madisonville.
They were accompanied to the
competition by Dr. John D. Mikulcik,
professor of agriculture and team
coach—
.
Murray State competed against
teams from universities in nine states
in the Southeastern Region. Collegiate soil judging began in 1956 and is
sponsored by the Student Activities
Subdivision of the American Society
of Agronomy.
Besides Kentucky, states in the
Southeastern Region are Alabama,
Florida, Georgia, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia
and West Virginia, along with Puerto
Rico.

,
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Two from
university
at meeting
Dr. Stan Groppel of the Center for
Continuing Education and Academic
Outreach at Murray State University,
and Dr. Gary Boggess, dean of the
MSU College of Science, recently
attended a meeting of the Kentucky
Science and Technology Council in
Louisville.
"Technology Transfer" was the
topic of the session, which included
approximately 35 representatives
from colleges and universities, State
and local government and private
business. Kris W. Kimel, executive
director of the council, presided at the
meeting.
Groppel, who represented Dr.
James Booth, acting president at Murray State, at the meeting,is director of
the bachelor of independent studies
(BIS) degree program and adult student services in the Center for Continuing Education. A member of the
MSU faculty since 1982, he received
the A.S. degree at Lewis and Clark
Community College and the B.S.,
M.S. and Ph.D. degrees at Southern
Illinois University.
A member of the Kentucky Science
and Technology Council, Boggess
joined the Murray State faculty in
1966. He earned the B.S. degree at
MSU, the M.S. degree at Purdue
University and the Ph.D. degree at the
University of Tennessee.

QB:
FB: 2
TB:
WB:
T: 7
G: 5
C: 5
G:
T: 7
TE: 8
TE: 8

Newsroom ends deadlock
By TONY KENNEDY
Associated Press Writer

LA Z BOY

29995

Reclina- Rocker recliner handsomely
styled, tailored in plush velvet.

MINNEAPOLIS — Star Tribune
newsroom employees approved a
six-year contract Wednesday night,
hours after their second strike
deadline in as many days, but
union leaders could find little positive to say about the deal.
Guild Chairwoman Margaret
Zack said the vote was 233-70.
A lack of support from other
unions at plant helped spur the
reluctant membership to accept the
contract after several hours of discussion, union leaders said.
"It's a bad deal. It's a rotten
dal," said Jay Weiner, vice chairman of the negotiating committee.

bane

$2
9
995
Traditional La-Z-Boy' chair with saddle
arms and deeply tufted back. Available as
Reclina-Rocker* chair and Reclina-Way'
wall recliner.

$29995

FURNITL RE

There's No Place Like
HOMEPLACE

8C

Specials Good Thursday, Friday & Saturday

14 oz. T-Bone Steak
Choice of potato, salad
or slaw, Texas toast
$545

Call Early For
Thanksgiving and
Christmas Parties

2 Private Dining
All You Can Eat
Rooms For 35 and 75.
Boneless Fish or $495
'Catering Service
Catfish Steaks
Every tat. A Sun. Ill noon

33

Tha
insL

ti°

'2"

1906

208 E. Main

8
0

Goc
goo
goo

Country Ham Breakfast only

HOPAEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
Murray

4

FISH- SEAFOOD - BAR-B-0 - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST

Classic elegance in a button back recliner, pleated skirt and covered in comfortable fabric

Thurman"s

But Guild members feared they
would be replaced in a prolonged
strike, he said.
"We could have struck, but
without the other unions it would
have been extremely difficult,"
said strike coordinator Steve
Brandt, who characterized the contract as "punitive."
"It simply doesn't meet the
needs of people trying to keep their
standard of living intact," he said.
Star Tribune spokeswoman Bette
Fenton said the newspaper was
"back to work as usual."
"We had hoped from the very
beginning that we were able to
reach a fair and equitable settlement and we're pleased that we've
done that," she said.

753-4834

Coldwater Rd.
759-1861
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 5 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sun. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
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24 HOURS)
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McCLARD'S
•

601 Main St.
Day:
753-9132
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M

Cornplimcnts of

:A1

612 So. 9th

753-5719

KHSAA Class A Playoffs
MURRAY HIGH at Trigg County
Nov. 10 7:30 p.m.

liison

Thotog(apil

Thornton
Tile
and Marble

Night:
753-1234 or
753-1830
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GOOD LUCK
TIGERS!

Harry Allison
607 S. 4th St.

i

753-8809

Good Luck
Tigers

t
4

Tom
"Your Full Service
Tire Dealer"

11;;S?(?

.10:435,/,'•

FREE Computerized Balancing when you buy
your tires from us'
— mgt.
et. ion of ew & UseciTires—

•

HOLLAND

• •••

Tire Company
East Main & Industrial Road
753-5606 Mon Fri 8-5; Sat 8-12

me"

44
,

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

RENT
TO
OWN

COOK

V*0

PORTABLE WAREHOUSES

•

Your Authorized Dealers:

Ken & Donna Brown
Hwy. 641 N. by Seven Seas

753-4239

•

DARNELL MARINE
16:91k.4
Tiger tailback Brian Sowerby totaled 254 yards against
Calloway with Bart Crum (65) and John Mark McDougal (60) leading the way on this
play last week but it wasn't enough as the Tigers fell.
Sowerby and the Tigers are hoping to avenge an earlier loss to Trigg County as the state
playoffs begin this weekend.

1_ 7 •

Las
t Week:The Murray High Tigers dropped a 37-31 contest against Calloway County to complete their season at 6-4. The Tigers were
District One runner-ups, while Trigg County, who

Home of the
"Crappiemate by Bomber"
Team Champion Boats
Johnson Outboards
••••

lost their first game No. 1 ranked Class AA Mayfield. Trigg is ranked No. 2 in the
state in Class A and
finished the year at 10-1, and Second Distnct champs. Trigg beatatMurray
26-6, the first game of the year.

Hwy. 94 E.
Murray, Ky.
753-BOAT
, ••

When Murray has the ball ...
TIGERS
WILDCATS
QB: 9 Robbie Danner, senior.
FB: 22 Steve Mayfield, senior.
TB: 1 Brian Sowerby, senior.
WB: 44 Mitchell Fike, sophomore.
T: 79 Lance_ Allison, senior.
G: 55 Pat Tefft, junior.
C: 51 Brian Carroll, senior.
G: 60 John Mark McDougal, senior.
T: 75 Kevin Tucker, senior.
TE: 89 Trevor Knight, senior.
TE: 86 Joey Bazzell, junior

Go

DE: Jason Wilson
DT: Robert Stinson
NO: Kenny Wins
DT: James Redd
DE: Mau Ladd
LB: Jimmy Duffie
LB: Mike THornas
SS: Edgar McGee
S: Brian Futrell
CB: David Sholar
CB: Greg Bridges

Tigers!

5-

mama

Audu

When Trigg has the ball ...
WILDCATS
TIGERS
QB: David Sholar
FB: Jason Wilson
HB: Brian Futrell
TB: Greg Bridges
LT: Robert Stinson
LG: Mike Thomas
C: Jason Oakley
RG: Vic Haines
RT: James Redd
TE: Matt Ladd
SE: Greg Oliver

After The Game
Come Visit Our Winning
Team; Our
Deli Always Scores!
VCR & New Movie Releases Available
OPEN 24 HRS. FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

NO; 70 Monte McCuiston, senior.
DT: 55 Pat Tefft , junior.
DT: 70 Kevin Tucker, senior.
DE: 65 Ban Crum, junior.
DE: 73 Lance Allison, senior.
LB: 89 Trevor Knight, senior.
LB: 86 Joey Bazzell, junior.
LB: 7 Jon Burkeen, senior.
CB: 1 Brian Sowerby, senior.
CB: 22 Steve Mayfield, senior.
S: 9 Robbie Danner, senior.

800 Chestnut, Murray 753-8850

;,4;

Good service,
good coverage,
good price -

.....

•
•II•

512 S. 12th MURRAY

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

Larry Krouse Insurance
1Q5 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

759-9888

753-9600

iAA
114
4

753-4563

Good luck 'Akers & Tigers
.We Install Auto Glass
-Parts
All Makes 8 Models

Purdom
Motors
INC.

ar

State Auto
Insurance

Soumsicie ert. Sq.

753-4451

REPAIRS

RENT-TO-OWN

We provide
repair service
on most brands
of t.v.'s, VCR's,
stereo's, -etc.

Whirlpool HeavyDuty Washer/
Dryer Set

$15.00 wk

753-7670
Over 4,000 Movie Rentals

•es

-Complete Line of Dupont
and R-k1 Automotive Paint

011151110
:
-71
Your One Stop Parts Center

Villagal
Pizza

Open till Midnight
Friday & Sat.

Look to us for the quality Business Insurance
coverages you need, including Liability, Fire,
Crime and special Package Plans. Call us today.

Dan McNutt

AUTO SUPPLY INC.

State Farm Insurance Companies
Rome Offices Bloomington Illinois

Central Shopping Center ,_
Italian r_,

Oldsmobile,
Pontiac,
Cadillac &
Buick
Satisfied Customers
ore our main concern-

Hwy. 641 Narth 753-1673

Lynn Ray - Mgr.

899

Cheese
v
plus 2 toppings A.
of your choice

BUSINESSZt7:::::::mt

1
71 1

D & W

That's State Farm
insurance."

Large Pizzas

PURDOM
THURMAN 8
McNUTT

.,
.,,,z.,
,
,,,
,
,rvre.v...yrwrerwryeormorar,teemw•VWX`

„Al
fr
f
!
--4•4

Party
Special

41%
4141,
4

Nobody can protect your

laWay

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
AUDI MAZDA INC.

Open 11 a.m.
Deliveries
4 p.m. til
Closing

Mon.-Sat.
10-9
Contrei awls
Net to Kroger)

121 Bypass

753-5315

Tackle
A Pizza
At Gatti's.
The best pizza in town. 7/Pielt

Sun. 1-8

A
Sallee 4 Ronlels
Of /

HOME TV

753-7670
753-HOME

APPLIANCE

753-6656
I.

et

s:.
•

Bar-B-Q
Ribs

We haVe
something
for every
member of
the family.

Every Thursday!

Bar-B-Q
Chicken
Every Friday!
with all the fixin's

KNOTH'S
BAR-1341
1st place...$50

Hwy. 641 N.
759-1712
Hrs: M-F 11-13

'Lawn Equipment
•Small Appliances
'Toys

+lobbies
'Paint Supplies
'Bicycles

'Wood Stoves
•Electrical
Lo

Hours: 7:30-6 Mon.-Fri., 7:30-5 Sat.
753-4110 or 753-2571
-N Chestnut St./

Teresa Wicker
2nd p1ace...$30

Debbie Ray
3rd place...$20

Congratulations Winners!

BONUS
BUCKS

Layaway Now
for Christmas
Only 20% Down
Naturalizer
Dexter
Fanfare
Keds
Auditions
Soft Spots
Metaphors
by Reebok
Nicole

When You Travel
You will receive BONUS
BUCKS to be used for
future travel when you
purchase:
*Airline Ticket 'Tour *Amtrak Ticket
*Cruise 'Hotel "Car Rental
For Full Details - We invite You To Call Our Highly
Trained Professional Staff. Stop By Or Call:

We would like to thank all the
other contestants who participated in our Who's Who-o-o
Challenge!

It's the
people at
Peoples
that make
the difference

•All Colors
•All Types
•Raised Letters
"Fine Quality at
an Affordable Price"

From

West Kentucky's Leading
Ladies Fashion Store

PEOPLES BANK
M URRAY /KY.
Member F DI C

795,

Per Person,
Two Sharing

*7 nights from Miami to Cancun Conzumaii;
Grand Cayman, Jamaica on the ship; Holiday
'All moais and entertainment
'Airfare Nashville to Miami, roundtrip
'Transfers from Miami airport to the ship, roundtrip.

FAR LANDS
TRAVEL AGENCY
le

753-4646

P

Friendly Faces
Sending You To
Special Places
Check with us for the
lowest available
travel rates.

Men's, Ladies and
Children's

"Your
Full-Service
Florist"

Fall
Merchandise

25% off
Storewide
Bugle Boy - Lee Jordache - Ocean Pacific

Holiday Arrangements
are as easy as a phone call.
Judy's of Murray at 753-1515

•
acatzon
Hwy 121 North Bypass
Northwest Corner of MSU Campus

753.8747
7534768

*fast Arrived: Holiday Dresses
for girls by Mini World

Mon.-Thur. 10-6, Fri. & Sat. 10-7

Chestnut Hills Center 753-2541

Family Stook House
753-0440
12th St. Bel-Air Center
Sun.-Thurs. 11-9 p.m.
Fr1.-Sat. 11-10 p.m.

*Home Owned And Operated
*U.S.D.A. Choice Steaks Cut
Fresh Daily
*Daily Lunch And Dinner Special
*Soup, Salad and Hot Bar
*Banquet Or Meeting Room For
70 People

"When you
see this face
you're in the
right place"

-Creole
Fried Chicken
-Deli
-Morning Fresh
Bakery

We Offer
The Best
Products,
Installation
and Service

"We Still Carry
Leaded Gasoline"
rrriiii Inf.)ItJtri5

Located S. 12th St.
(Hwy. 641 S)
Murray
753-9616

..2JJ

Alit,

OPEN 24 HOURS

612 S. 9th

753-5719

4TH & CHESTNUT

best deals
on
America's
best-built
cars and
trucks
come see us at...

1 HOUR
PHOTO
DEVELOPING
Open Mon.-Sat.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.

"Every Day's A Sale Day At
ej

•
AN tS

Varieties
on the square

• Western & English
Tack
• Boots and Jeans
• Toddlers to 2X
• Accessories
& Gifts
• Feed & Horse Care
Products
• Educational Videos

ww,
. ‘Vahli
Bridles to Britches
Everything for Norse and Horseman and their FIlinds-

"One of the safest banks
in the nation."

Jackets (Wool, Satin, Corduroy)
Sweaters, Caps & T-Shirts
Sewn On Letters, Transfers
Trophies, Appliques

Iffin Parker Ford arm
Lincoln-Mercury
Since 1928

701 Main St.

753-5273

Wholesale Prices Storewide
-Diamond Rings -Gold -Gold Coins
-Gem Stones -Nugget Jewelry
-Earrings -Charms -Sterling

MURRAY WHOLESALE\\\l,/

759-4408

J

W Et.-

Bel-Air Shopping Center

759-4912

%

Murray's

Nintendo
Headquarters
We have the largest selection
of decks and games.

"Making you look good makes us look good"

*zit OD, *MIT
Corner of
41Z,
Utli II Olive
Other Suzie
•Mayfield
•Wickliffe
•Ky. Oaks Mall

'Convenient
Drive Up Window
*Home Cooked
Pies
24 hour
Drop-off Box

Chestnut St.

HOME TV
Ciintral
Shopping

Center
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Minimum wage increase clears Congress
By JOHN KING
AP Labor Writer

WASHINGTON — Only President Bush's promised signature is
needed for the first minimum wage
increase in nearly a decade,-following Congress' lopsided approval of
a bill raising the rate to $4.25 by
April 1991.
The measure — which includes a
subminimum wage for teen-agers
new to the job market — cleared
the Senate on an 89-8 vote Wednesday, exactly a week after it
passed the House by an equally
overwhelming vote of 382-37.
Bush, who struck the compromise plan with congressional Democrats last week, is expected to sign
the bill before Thanksgiving, perhaps as early as next week.
"The nine-year logjam on the
minimum wage is finally broken,"
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, DMass., said after the Senate vote.
"The working poor are about to
receive an increase', although it is

not as much as they deserve."
Labor Secretary Elizabeth Dole,
speaking for the Bush administration, said "the 3 million American
workers currently on the minimum
wage will benefit." But she said
skills training was the best way to
help the working poor and urged
Congress to move ahead with legislation dealing with that issue.
"The minimum wage is not the
pulley to pull people out of poverty," she said.
The compromise plan will push
the minimum wage, $3.35 an hour
since January 1981, to $3.80 on
April 1 and to $4.25 a year later.
At the same time, it will create a
new, lower wage for 16- to
19-year-old workers who are new
to the job market.
Democrats and organized labor
long have opposed such a subminimum "training wage" but were
forced to concede that point to
Bush to strike the deal. In return,
Bush agreed to have the minimum
wage reach $4.25 nine months ear-

By N.C. CHILES
her than he had proposed and also
accepted a far more restrictive
training wage than he sought earlier this year.
Labor played down its concessions in calling on Bush to quickly
sign the measure into law.
"America's poorest workers
have gone nearly a decade without
a raise and this long-overdue step
will give them a chance to lift
themselves and their families out of
poverty," AFL-C10 President Lane
Kirkland said.
Even as they praised Bush for
agreeing to the compromise,
Democrats said they would seek
another increase heading into the
1992 presidential elections, when
Bush likely will be seeking a second term.
Both sides made significant concessions to reach the compromise
four months after Bush vetoed an
earlier Democratic minimum-wage
plan.
In addition to agreeing to a subminimum, Democrats and labor
scaled back their final minimumwage target; the measure Bush vetoed called for an increase to $4.55
an hour.
The White House, under increasing pressure from GOP lawmakers

seeking to avoid another veto battle
heading into 1990 elections year,
agreed to a timetable reaching the
$4.25 level nine months before
Bush had proposed.
Lush also accepted a training
wage that can only be paid to
workers 16 to 19 years old for their
first three months of work experience and for another three months
if certified training is provided.
The provision allowing the subminimum expires in April 1993.
Under the plan, the subminimum
wage will be $3.35 on April 1 and
$3.61 a year later.
Bush wanted to allow the lower
wage to be paid to all workers,
regardless of age, for their first six
months on any new job, regardless
of past work experience.
All eight senators voting against
the measure were Republicans.
They were Sens. William Armstrong of Colorado, Hatch andJake
Garn of Utah, Jesse Helms of
North Carolina, Gordon Humphrey
of New Hampshire, Connie Mack
of Florida, Don Nickles of Oklahoma, and Steve Symms of Idaho.
Three senators did not vote: Max
BauCus, D-Monrç Spark Matsunaga, D-Hawaii, and Malcolm Wallop, R-Wyo.

Philip Morris under fire from
groups saying ads are illegal
Children's Specialty Shop
2122 Broadway-Paducah
Mon.-Sat. 9.30-5:00

SPECIAL

CHAIN10%LINK
FENCE
Discount
Month of November
'Helps protect your children
and pets.
'
Enhances appearances of
your yard.
•Helps prOvide security and
privacy for your home.
'See store for details
BEL-AIR CENTER

SEARS

753-2310

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Philip Morris Companies Inc. is under
fire from anti-smoking groups who
contend that its television advertisements may violate federal rules.
The ads focus on the 200th
anniversary of the Bill of Rights
and appear on major news programs. Although the ads do not
mention cigarettes, the campaign
apparently is the first of its kind
since Congress prohibited the
advertising of cigarettes on television or radio in 1971.
One ad calls the Bill of Rights
the great American charter of personal liberty and human dignity.
Others feature the words of John
Kennedy, Franklin Roosevelt, Harry Truman and Martin Luther King
Jr., defending an individual's freedom of choice.
National and state anti-smoking
leaders met Tuesday to discuss
strategies for battling the Philip
Morris campaign, said Ahron

rnif BIGGEST EVER SALE ONTRUCKS!

Leichtman, head of Citizens
Against Tobacco Smoke.
Leichtman and other representatives of the anti-smoking lobby
lambasted Philip Morris, the
nation's largest cigarette manufacturer and the largest food company.
"The Philip Morris company is
using freedom and independence
for their own purposes," Leichtman said. Philip Morris began the
Bill of Rights campaign merely to
distract smokers from the adverse
effects that smoking has on health,
he said.
Philip Morris officials deny that
the campaign offers a clever means
of saying that smokers also have
rights.
"This is about the Bill of
Rights," said Mary Taylor, director
of special projects for Philip Morris in New York City. "There are
no cigarettes involved.
"Philip Morris has been a
responsible corporate citizen. We
look at this as a philanthropic
activity and to get information out
about the Bill of Rights."

\\"4100

ON A TON OF TRUCKS! There's never
a bigger truck sale in Dodge's
75-year history! Because we're
closing out the decade with big
cash back on the biggest selection of
truck models ever!*
been

'110 NALF-TON PICKUP
Now the most money back ever on our most popular
pickup - $2000, With package savings save up to $4100 tote**

THE

The book of Revelation was
written to unveil God's promises
and to encourage Christians, who
were experiencing anxieties, persecutions and tribulations, to face
their perils courageously, resting in
the assurance that God's children
are safe and secure from the efforts
of Satan to capture and destroy
their souls. While John was suffering banishment because of his
faithful preaching of the Word of
God and the gospel of Christ, he
heard God's voice directing him to
wtite what he saw in the visions
which God gave to him and send
the record to the churches in Asia.
Revelation 7:1-4
In his vision John saw four
angels standing at the four corners
of the earth to hold back the four
winds lest they break forth in
destructive power before the
appointed time. These angels represented providential delay in the
execution of judgment. Another
angel ascended from the east,
bringin_g the _seal of_ the living Gotl,
and commanded the other angels
not to permit the winds over which
they had control to injure the earth,
the sea of the trees until the seal
was placed upon the foreheads of
the serva:its of God. This seal was
a mark which denoted God's ownership and distingushed His servants from all others.
This chapter contains the record
of what John saw and heard in connection with the sealing of the
144,000 from the twelve tribes of
Israel. They were sealed in order
that they might not be harmed, but
carried safely through any and all
danger. The seal of God upon them
guaranteed their protection and
preservation.
Revelation 7:9-10
Two significant things are here

Today's South saw a way to flimflam West out of his natural club
trick. In his zeal to get the deed
done, he overlooked a surer way

3549
26" Diagonal STEREO
REMOTE CONTROL
COLOR MONITORRECEIVER
MODEL 26GC642
.1.4TS Broadcast Stereo
.0n-Screen Menu Selections
-Sleep Timer
•Auto start Auto programming

$1500
CASH
BACKIt
'90 DAKOTA
Americas only mid-size pickup
lust got better' Up loan unprecedented $1500 back to you'

26" Diagonal STEREO
NORTH
11-9-A
REMOTE CONTROL
•A K 9 7 5 4
COLOR MONITOR•K Q 7
RECEIVER
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MODEL 26GC641
4A 72
"Built-in Auto Demonstration
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.3-Jack Stereo Monitor Panel
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•64 3
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'Pine finish on fiberboard and select
•A Q 10 9 7 6
•8 5 4 3 2
hardwood solids
K 104
+865
SOUTH
•Q J 10 8 3
AUDIO RACK SYSTEM
V A8 5
•• K
MODEL 11-3015
QJ 93
-Dual Casssette Deck with
High Speed Dubbing
Vulnerable: North-South
-Belt-Drive Turntable
Dealer: South
•AMTM Tuner
The bidding
-Headphone Jack
South West
North East
-5-Band Graphic Equalizer
14
2•
4 NT
Pass
-31" Tower Speakers
5•
Pass
6
All pass
Opening lead Heart jack
BID WITH THE ACES
11-9-B

South holds
10 DAKOTA CLUB CAB
Now $1000 back to you on the new Dakota Club Cab'
most models in stock Also excludes diesels •32000 cash back
mbined with Advantage Pac III manual transmissan package
irigs, based on list prices of items if sold separately t$500 to
depending on model
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made possible by West's errant
opening lead.
Dummy's heart king won and
trumps were drawn in two rounds.
The queen and ace of hearts were
cashed and South cunningly led the
club jack, making two wishes. His
first wish was to find West with K-x,
and his second was to sneak the club
jack through without a cover. He
got his second wish but not his first.
West didn't cover the jack but
South continued with a low club to
try to drop the king. thus losing
two minor-suit tricks.
Given today's bidding, there is
much to be said for West's leading
the diamond ace. Had he done so,
South would have had no play for his
slam. Since West didn't, South had a
much better play available to avoid
the club loser. After drawing
trumps and eliminating the heart
suit, South should have led his diamond king to West's ace. West
would then have had to lead a red
card for a ruff and discard, or lead
away from his club king with a disastrous result.
Actually South had a second
chance. After West doesn't cover
the club jack, South should lead his
diamond king to West's ace. West
cannot lead safely, regardless of
how many clubs he was dealt.

98

$1000

BOBBY WOLFF
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"In great affairs we ought to apply
ourselves less to creating chances
than to profiting from those that
offer."
— La Rochefoucauld.
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noted about this group, namely,
their great number, and their coming from all nations and races in
the world. Notice that it will be a
great multitude, too numerous for
one person to count.
This innumerable multitude from
all races and nations of the world
will be standing reverently, confidently and triumphantly before the
throne and before the Lamb in
token of and in service to Him who
sitteth upon the throne. Their struggles will be over, the conflict will
have ended, and the victory will
have been won. In the hands of this
great company will be palm
branches as emblems of joyous victory over sin and trouble in the
world from whence they will have
come. Having been redeemed and
having emerged triumphant, heartily and joyfully they will be singing: "Salvation to our God Who
sitteth upon the throne and unto the
Lamb." While the multitudes will
be standing and shouting their gratitude and praise, the angels surrounding the throne will be prostrating themselves in the adoration
and worship of .Cfed,
Revelation 7:13-17
Where will this mighty host of
people come from? They will be
the ones who have been saved and
brought out of the great tribulation.
They will have been cleasned by
the blood of the Lamb, which is the
way all men must be saved in
every dispensation.
This great multitude of God's
children will be serving Him continually. Moreover, they will greatly
enjoy His abundant provisions,
which will satisfy completely every
need of theirs. They will have
divine guidance and everlasting
joy, and there will not be anything
to cause anyone to shed a single
tear. God will be their great comforter and they will be serving Him
continually.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE'

Choose

UP TO

$4100
IN TOTAL
SAVINGS!**

PROVISION FOR
REDEEMED

Your Best Buy in Home Entertainment.

IN TOTAL
SAVINGS!

UP TO

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

VHS HO TABLE
MODEL VCR
MODEL VG-7500
.Frequency Syntheseed Tunng
•110-Channel Cable Conutible Ip4-EvW14Osy Programmable Trne,
**Touch Recording wth Stand By
Nide° Scan and Freeze Frame

Ow/ accesa Remota Control

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street
753-1586
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4K 104
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14
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ANSWER: Three diamonds. Although it's usually best to pass when
a misfit is apparent. this hand is
worth one more try at improving
the contract
bridge gentians to The Acts. P0 ox
12343. Dallas, Texas 7$225, with nelf-arklreseed.
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EDITORS NOTE — This is last
part of a weeklong series on challenges Kentucky faces at the dawn
of the 1990s.

FREEBURN, Ky. — Just one
day out of the maternity ward,
Angela Wolford nervously smoked
cigarettes as she assessed her
future as an unemployed, single
parent of two small boys.
"By the time I pay the rent, and
buy their diapers, I've got nothing
left," said Ms. Wolford, dressed in
a hospital gown and with two hospital identification bands strapped
on her wrists.
A high school dropout living in
the Johnson Bottom trailer park,
Ms. Wolford, 21, gets by on welfare, food stamps and the good
nature of her mother and neighbors. Her monthly check is $196,
with an extra $165 in food Limps.
inc money vanishes after she
pays her rent — $175 for a trailer
in good shape. It's a big improvement over her previous residence,
which lacked running water.
She moved into the trailer only
after social workers insisted she
find better housing for her
18-month-old boy, Justin. The
social workers threatened to take
custody of the child if she didn't
find a better place to live, she said.
Ms. Wolford's struggle is but
one example of what federal and
state statistics show has been an
increase in poverty in Kentucky
during the 1980s, especially the
state's rural eastern counties.
Workers in homeless shelters
throughout the state say it's getting
wcrrse. They're serving more
women, children and single -parent
families as the decade winds to a
close.
"There's more of a need arising
out of here everyday," said Charles "Monk" Sanders of Phelps,
founder—of--the grassroots HOPE
Inc., or Helping Our Poor Exist.
His group started serving the
poor in eastern Pike County last
December and now provides food
and clothing to 400 families a
month. The heavy demand is complicated by a lack of volunteers to
sort out donated clothing and round
up food donations, Sanders said.
The homeless and poverty problem also is severe in northern Kentucky, said Michelle Budzek, operator of the Welcome House shelter
in Covington and co-chairman of
the Kentucky Coalition For the
Homeless.
"We have seen incredible jumps
in the number of people living in
our shelters," said Ms. Budzek.
Welcome House recorded a 30
percent population increase from
1987 to 1988 and another 24 percent increase for the first six
months of 1989, she said. Last
year, 597 women and children stayed at Welcome House, which
expanded into two buildings in
September to meet the demand.
"And that's true in shelters all
across the Commonwealth," Ms.
Budzek said of the increases in the
numbers of poor women and children. "The problem is we can't get
them out of the shelters and into
housing because the low income
housing stock has dried up."
Statistics: Poverty Rising
Federal statistics show the percentage of Appalachian households
below the poverty level has
dropped from 31 percent in 1960 to
14 percent in 1980, but still is
above the national average of 12
percent
A University of Louisville study
shows poverty rates were on the
rise in eastern Kentucky and other
rural areas of the state throughout
the 1980s, bucking a trend of
declining poverty since the late
1960s.
For example, the 1970 census
showed 42.2 percent of Harlan
County's residents earned less than
the federally defined poverty level.
A decade later, only 25.8 percent
of Harlan County's residents were
considered impoverished, but by
1986 that figure had jumped back
to 31.4 percent, according to a
study by C. Theodore Koebel of
the University of Louisville Urban
Studies Center.
In Owsley County, 66 percent of
the population was in poverty,
according to the 1970 Census. That
improved to 48.3 percent in 1979,
but shot up to nearly 53 percent in
1986, Koebel's study showed.
"If you do a map of these rates.
the Appalachia area is almost consistently at 30 percent or more,"
said Koebel.
In 1989, the federal government
drew the poverty line for a single
pawn at an annual income is
$5,980 or below. The poverty level

for family of four was $12,100.
Portions of western Kentucky
didn't have the rise in poverty'
experienced in the state's eastern
half. Poverty rates declined .4 percent in Carlisle County and 1.7
percent in Simpson County,
according to Koebel's report. But
as an activist in Paducah observed,
"It is definitely- not getting any
better."
"Our problem is the loss of
good jobs," said Jo Ann Ross,
director of the Paducah Cooperative Ministry. She said the poor
working in low-paying service jobs
found themselves "getting further
and further behind" in the 1980s.

trailer is heated by a single wood
stove, which does little to warm the
kids' bedrooms.
This family of four subsists on
about $600 a month in social security and welfare, and has about

'No Place to Raise Kids'
Mark Seekell of Kokomo, Ind.,
intimately knows the price a family
pays when a good job is lost.
In the spring of 1988, Seckell's
wrist became permanently disabled
after a nurse wrongfully inserted a
syringe into_his upper arm, striking_
e radial nerve.
Seekell lost his job as a bricklayer, which brought in between $500
to $700 a week, because of his bad
wrist. He now makes about $120 a
week cleaning carpets part-time.
He wound up in a Lexington
homeless shelter in September with
his wife, Anita, and three young
children after their car broke down
in southern Kentucky.
Seekel, 28, didn't know when
they could scrape together $96 for
bus tickets back to Indiana. The
family sold their car for $50 in
Williamsburg to pay for the bus
ride to Lexington.
"It's not the kind of life that I'm
used to," said Seekell. "I'm used
to going out every weekend for
pizza. It's not there now."
Back then, he recalls, the children wore new clothes, they rode in
good cars and Anita, 24, had freshly cut flowers in the house.
"We didn't have to live in this
environment. You know what I
mean," Seekell said, glancing
around the interior of the Horizon
Center, a homeless shelter in

downtown Lexington. "It's quite a
slap in the face."
"This place is driving me up the
wall," he said, rubbing -his neatly
crppç hair_ in frustration as his
childien — ages 4 years, 3 years
and 11 months — fussed and cried.
"This is no place to raise kids."
He has a ninth grade education,
two years at a trade school and
talks about enrolling in a vocational rehabilitation program so he can
earn a better living. But he hasn't
signed up yet.
"I'm afraid of that rejection,"
he said.
The trend of increasing poverty
in a time of reduced unemployment
and economic growth during the
Reagan years also is illustrated in a
study by the Center on Budget and
Policy Priorities in Washington,
D.C.
The center's survey of census
data in September, 1988, indicated
"the economic recovery has been
uneven, with the poor sharing less
fully in the gains than in prior
recoveries."
"The data confirm that the poor
have been growing poorer in recent
years," according to the center's
"Analysis of Poverty in 1987."
That survey shows eastern Kentucky poverty rates remain extreme

Stranded on the Tug Fork
And by any account, Gilbert and
Donna Fancher of Buskirk in Pike
County are struggling on the downside of the ell:Tent economy.
Gilbert Fancher said he has
applied for jobs in nearby Williamson and Pikeville ever since be lost
his job as a hot dog vendor in Cincinnati last Mrrch.
Gilbert, 31, Donna, 32, and their
children, a 15-year-old boy and a
12-year-old girl, moved to eastern
Pike County because Donna's family was nearby.

Top-Of-The-Line Fans ‘vith
• ntel
•

Fancher has yet to land a job,
even though he_has experience in
roofing, printing, lumberyards, and
restaurants. His job hunting was
put on hold at the end of August
because the family's 1973 station
wagon had broken down, essentially leaving them stranded inside a
substandard trailer on the banks of
the Tug Fork of the Big Sandy
River.
They pay $150 a month for a
home sparsely furnished with mattresses and tables donated by Mrs.
Fancher'S family or rescued from a
neighbor's trip to the dump. The
,
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$100 spending money after paying
the bills, he said.
"When I check jobs out, they
are just not there," he said, with a
discouraged sigh. "They can't say
I ain't been looking for a job."
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THE NEW INDOOR PLUMBING
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NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate Fiduciary
Appointments
have been made in the
Calloway District Court.
All claims against these
estates should be filed with
the Fiduciary within six
months of date of qualification.

dall-Holmes, minor child.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9:00 a.m.
November 20th, 1989, the
date of hearing.
Arm P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LOST Grand Prix CB ra
die Murray area SOCtill
Security 1402-66-5137
Reward 753-1596

Lavada Lorene Valentine.
828 Hurl Drive. Murray.
KY 42071, deceased
James T. Vakntine, 1802
Greenbrier, Murray, KY
42071. Executor. Appt.
10-25-89
Stephen C. Sanders, Main
at Seventh Si. Murray.
KY 42071, Attorney.
Mary Elizabeth Hutson.
733 Riley Court, Murray,
KY 42071, deceased
Ronnie Hutson, 1517 Canterbury.
Murray, KY
42071
and
Timimy
Overby, 621 Broad, Murray, KY 42071,Co-Admi.
.4,
Sid Easley, 204 S. Sixth
St., Murray, KY 42071,
Attorney.
Mary Jo Tidwell, Route 112
Box 184, Murray, KY
42071, deceased
Pam Wyatt, Route 02 Box
284. Murray, KY 42071
Administratrix, Appt.
01 -89
Sid Easley, 204 South
Sixth Si, Murray KY
42071. Attornio.
H.J. Bryan, 1302 Wells
Blvd., Murray, KY 42071,
deceased
Rosemarie Bryan 1302
Wells Blvd., Murray, KY
42071, Executrix. Appt.
11-03-89.

LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway
District
Cour; by David Poyner,
guardian for John David
Poyner, minor child.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9:00 a.m.
November 20th, 1989, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
020
Notice
GLIDDEN Latex wall paint
99 t3et at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 S 4th St. Murray
KENTUCKY Agent for
State Sales The latest in
tractor trailer five saving
safety equipment
1 800 845 6026

CAROLYNS
CORNER
Del-Air Center
Top Quality
New & Used
Furniture
Collectible
Dolls
Giftware
Lamp Shades
Silk Flowers
753-9234

James E. Rogers. Route kl
Box 116, Hazel, KY
42049. deceased
Barbara Rogers, Route kl
Box 116, Hazel, ,KY
42049, Executrix, Appt.
11-06-89
Sid Easley, 204 South
sixth St., Murray, KY
42071. Attorney.

OPEN for business
Grandma Miller's Bake
Shop At corner of Poplar &
12th St.. Murray, Ky All
homemade breads and pastries Days: Tue . Thurs
Fri. Sat 9am-530 p m
Call Cottage Grove, Tenn ,
901-782-3412, bake shop
759-9536

Eddie Lee Tidwell. Route
Lease For Less at
018 Box 2104 Coldwater
DWAIN TAYLOR
Rd., Murray, KY 42071,
CHEVROLET
minor
1990 S-10 Blazer
Connie Carr, Route k8
$329.83 mo*
Call Gene at 753-2517
Box 2104 Coldwater Rd.,
Plus Tax. Title 8 License
Murray, KY 42071 Guar36 Mo Closed End Lease
dian. Appt. 11-06-89
Dennis R. Foust. 908 PopPASSPORT Photos In
lar St., Benton, KY 42025,
stant passport photos avail
Attorney.
able at Allison Photography, 753-8809
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
NURSING HOME
accounts has been filed in
INSURANCE
the Calloway
District
Available ;Thro Age 84.
Court by Howard Morgan.
Executor of the estate of
Bud Morgan, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlewent must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before - 9:00 a.m.
November 20th. 1989, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilscrn,
Circuit Court Clerk

IsCerray Ledger & Times

Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skillec. Intermediate or
Custodial. Care. With
Medicarc's new guidelines for confinement,
Nasing Home Insurance is murc unportant
than ever. For free information

LEGAL NOTICE
call:
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
Jerry McConnell
the Calloway
District
Insurance
Court by Van L. Futrell,
753-4199
Executor of the estate of
"free local claim arvIce"
Ruby M. Futrell, deceased.
02=i
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Personals
Calloway . District Court
on or before 9:00 a:m. NEED CREDIT? INS Gold
November 20th. 1989. the Card $1500. credit No
turndowns No deposit re
date of hearing.
quired Free $80 gift carob
Ann P. Wilson,
cabal VISA/ MC available
Circuit Court Clerk
1(615)664-3005 anytime
LEGAL NOTICE
PREGNANT? Confused
A periodic settlement of
about your options? For
accounts has been filed in someone who cares call
the Calloway
District Opportunities tor Life, toll
Court by Eleanor Ken- free 1800-822 5824 anydall-Holmes Tipton, guar- time for personal confiden
dian for Keats Enid Ken- bal help!
ATLANTIC AMERICAN LIFE INSURANCE COSIPAN
Continental Casualty Company

CNA

'Fee All ttie Casammdma Yam Maki

Luc

100

EARN MONEY typing al 1000 WOLFF sunbeds
home $30.000/ year in- Toning tables New low
come potential Details (1) monthly payments!
Commercial Home Tan8 0 5 68 7 6000 Eat
ning Beds Lamps lotionsREWARD! Girls 26' B 10706
accessories Call today
10 speed Black frame with H OUSEPARENT, free
color catalog
pink and green stripes. pink
$187 20/week
room, (1-800-228 6292)
seat pink handlebars No
board 8 laundry Work 23
questions asked
days, oft 5 days Mature
110
753-2137
person required (School
and home tor mentally reInstniotion
tarded ) Stewart Home
School 4200 US 127
South, Frankfort, KY (502)
227-4.921

DISCOVER Placing Creels
Card Displays Commission
on applicants override on
monthly payments Call for
interview (713) 468-6440

Experienced
Meat Cutter
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-P,
Murray.

•PRE-HOLIDAY INCOME'
Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing novelty gift items
For more information send
stamped envelope to
DMM-IV, P0 Box 2297,
Miami, FL 33261
SHONEY'S INN Positions
available Must apply in
person

iiine,r
2
.An
wrusrancr c-ornpariv
American Republic
TRANSPORT LIFE
Union Bankers

Pioneer Life Insurance Company
What do all these companies have in
common? In Murray, they are all represented by:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
HopkinevIlle Fed. Savings Building
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Sports
Equipment

T.V.
Radio

Apartments
For Rent

KEROSENE heater 22,000
BTU $119 99 Wallin Hard
ware, Downtown Paris
Open all day Saturday s

REMINGTON 243 Rifle
Mohawk slang 3x9 scope
and high/ low mount $290
753 9775

40' OUAZAR TV Stereo
sound oak cabinet, excel
lent shape asking $1,000
489-2355

BEDROOM furnished
apt $15000 per month At
1602 Dodson Ave. Murray.
Ky Call 753-6564

OREGON Saw Chains %
inch pitch for 16 inch bar,
$899, 20 inch, $1099
Wallin Hardware, Down
town Pans Open all day
Saturday's

1 BEDROOM Apartment
Furnished some utilities
Mobile
paid, dose to university and
Arwood
Homee For Sato
hospital Call 753 4012 or
FIREWOOD for sate
10x40 MOBILE Home A/C, 753-8756
437-4667
immediate occupancy Call
1 OR 2 bedroom apartment
SEASONED firewood and after 3 30 p m 759 9798 near downtown Murray,
tree removal Free esti- 12x60 MOBILE Home 2 753-4109
mates
436-2562, bedrooms, $3,500
2 BEDROOM Duplex 1214
436-2758
759-1949 or 753-3870
Peggy Ann Murray Call
SEASONED Firewood
12x60 MOBILE Home 492 8225
$20/ rick picked up, $30/ 753-7521 after 5 30p m
2 BEDROOM Duplex In
rock delivered Minimum 2
Northwood Lease and dericks Call to place winter 3 TRAILERS All 2 bed
rooms Two 12x52. one posit 753-2901
orders, 492 8254
12x65 on big pnvate lot
APARTMENTS for rent
$19,500 Also, separate
Various sizes No pets Call
trailer on private lot with 3
220
753-5980
outbuildings, 2 bedrooms,
12x60, $10,500 753-7492 FOR Rent 2 bedroom
Musical
apartment in Northwood
6' BABY Grand 6 years
Carpeted appliances turn
280
old, $6,500 Call 354-8097
'shed, central heal & air
Mobile
before 3 p m
$260 month 759-4406
and
Homes For Rent
weekends
NEW Apartments* 2 bed10x50 MOBILE Home
FOR Sale Boss CE-3 Call, 474-8056, after 6p.m rooms, central H/A, 1,000
chorus box, with AC adap.1 •
•
—sq ft
ter Paid $102, will sell for 2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished Coleman
RE,
$75 Digitech PDS-1002 di- or unfurnished Some new 7534898
gital delay pedal with up to furniture, natural gasNICELY furnished 1 or 2
two seconds of delay and electric, air conditioned
bedroom apartment loAC adapter New, $145, Shady Oaks 753-5209
selling for $110 Both RENT or rent to own 2 cated near campus Phone
sound great and are in ex- bedroom mobile home in 753-6111 days or
753-0606 after 4 30 p m
cellent shape, I'm going Get-Away Bay Recrea
MIDI. Call David at trona' Development, near SMALL Apartment. All furn522-6725 6-10 p m
Aurora, Ky Recreational ished, on the Blood RIVOr
weeknights
facilities available to ren- Lake, $75/ month
ters or owners. For infcxma- 436-2427
240
bon call 753-2613
340
Miscellaneous
290
House*
For Rent
Heating
And Coating
2 BEDROOM and 3-4 bedJIM'S Heating & Air Condi- room home, dose to downtioning installing and serv
town 753 4109
icing all brands with 14
years experience! 2 BEDROOM A frame at
Panarama Shores Lease
Commercial/ residential
753-9518 24 hour answer- and deposit required AvailIts not too late to
able. Nov 15, 1989
ing After hours 658-3282
plant shrubs, trees,
436-5250
MUST Sell Coleman
roses, evergreens, or
electric furnace for mobile 2 BEDROOM House
bulbs. We have
Close to university, natural
- home, like new 753-0905
them all. A new
gas heat, stove and reshipment has arfrigerator furnished $225
300
rived and is ready to
per month plus deposit
Business
be planted--Call 753 6855 after 5p m
Rentals

POST frame building
30•x4049 save 8' centers
one 12'4' end slider one
service door, $5,295
erected Other sizes available
Blitz Builders
1-800-428-4009
SPAS-SPAS-SPAS - Season sale Dupont Acrylic
Spas - Factory Direct Save
$100's Quality guaranteed Whirlpool bathtubs
Calf . 205-486-7919 Southland Spa P0. Box 638
Haleyville, Al 35565

GOING Out Of Business
SOMEONE to stay days
Cash & Carry Sale! Tanwith elderly lady, do housening booth, personal
work References required
sauna, toning table The
NO
Gain!
Train,
No
Train
to
Come by Riviera Courts
Body pepper, 115 South
A LIGON contracto1-1:er office, 8-10a m to apply in -be—a--pietessienai truckdriver. CDI offers hands on' 13th Street, Murray, KY.
heves being home most person
training, financial aid, job 753-3492.
weekends 21-30 cents/
TRUCK
Drivers
Top
pay
&
placement assistance and STEEt Building sales Buy
mile and individual anenoon is worth looking at! Call benefits E 0 E Poole 6 week training Call Now! direct from manufacturer
Truck Line Company-paid 1-800-248-7364, CommerJon
and
Hoover,
save.
Call
physical/drug screen (502) cial Driver Institute certified
615-383-3398
1-800-234 9716.
or by the Professional Truck
8 26 - 8 7 1 9
AMERICAN Intercultural 1-800-553-9443, 8-5 CST, Diiving Institute of America STEEL buildings
Student Exchange needs Dept L-36
40x100x12, $270 sq. ft.,
responsible people to
50x100x12, $252 sq. ft.;
WENDY'S is now hiring day
SCHOOL
screen and supervise High
60x100x12, $2.44 sq. ft.,
help Apply daily between 8
School Foreign Exchange
70x100x12, $242 sq. ft:
PREPARE
am -l0 am. Previous reStudents and Host Fami80x100x12, $235 sq ft.,
staurant experience reFOR THE '90s
10010012, $232 sq. ft.
lies Supplemental Income
quired Wendy's, 1111
awl
in
Allied
Call 1-800 SIBLING
Steel
Chestnut St.
• AIRLINES
1-800-635-4141
• CRUISE LINES
WORK from home $60 per
AN OHIO OIL CO offers
• TRAVEL AGENCIES
1SS
preparing mail InforVv.
,to be • Prolm.onal
high income, plus cash 100
• SECRETARY
bonuses, benefits to ma- mation send stamp to K.S.
Appliances
Enterprises, P.O. Box
• EXECUTIVE SEC.
ture person in Murray area
5157-VCV, Hillside, NJ
•
WORD
PROCESSOR
GE CLOTHES Dryer Gold
Regardless of experience,
HOHE STUDY 51E S TRAINING
07205.
write S L Read, American
$100 Call 753-3903 after
FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
4 30p m
Lubricants Co . Box 426,
IF QUALIFIED
Dayton, Ohio 45401
090
JOB PLACEMENT
160
Situation
ASSISTANCE
Home
Wanted
DRIVERS Round num1 (800) 327-7728
Furnishings
c__,listinirc C cop
bers J B Hunt drivers
BABYSITTING In my area,
,I_ Pompano 11•Ath
make the best money in the
2 COUCHES, rust, brown
7a m -6p m Monday- Fnbusiness As a matter of
and cream striped, loose
day. Ask for Jean,
fact, some of the most expillows Matching love seat
437-4087
140
perienced professionals on
Rust recliner All in excelWant
our team make as much as HOUSECLEANING Referlent condition. Daytime
$50,000 per year. If you ences 436-2606
To Buy
phone 753-4660, after
have the desire to become
ANTIQUES by the piece or 6p m '489-2324.
a professional driver, Bowl- PHARMACIST. Interested
collections 753-9433 after 3
PIECE living room set,
ing Green State Transpor- in obtaining position in Mur5p m
tation Center in Bowling ray, or near by area Hospi$100. 2 piece bedroom set,
Green, Kentucky can give tal and retail drug experi- BATT., alum., copp., brass, $75. 753-6709.
you the training essential to ence All replies confiden- stain, appliances, body On,
COUCH & 2 Chairs: Green
a successful truck driving tial Refrences. Available cans rad, alum. rad, scrap
career. Financial assis- after Thanksgiving. D C iron Open 7 days, 94 East, and gold floral design,
$100. 759-4040 after
Harris, Jr. P0. Box 381, Post Oak
tance is available And J B
Drive, watch for 4 30p m
Hunt regularly hires drivers Inez, Ky. 41224. sign 753-0467.
who have completed the 606-298-4542, after 6 p.m.
GOOD, rust hide-a-bed
approved course. If you WILL Clean houses or of- BUYING 12 G I Joes,- and recliners, water founequipment,
Barbies,
Jems
think it's about time you got fices or will sit with elderly
tain, bookshelves, stain436-5608
paid what you're worth, Please call 759-4986
less steel table. Call
here's our number
BUYING: aluminum cans, 753-2967
WILL do housecleaning ir- battery, scrap
1-800-643-3331 J.B. Hunt
metal, cop- MATCHING couch and
oning
and
private
help
with
Where the driver matters
per and junk cars. KGA chair, carpet,
good condiAn equal opportunity ern- parties 753-2137
Recycling 492-8183 days,
tion Will sell cheap!
ployer Subject to drug
498-8785 nights
753-3178
WILL sit with elderly or wiW
screen.
clean houses or offices IF MOVING, cleaning out NEW Furniture Hide-aCall 753-7215 or 753-3635 house or sheds, used or bed couch and used
DRIVERS-Trainees antique furniture, glass,
Professionals. 24 cents/
electric and gas ranges
tools, quilts One piece or Ask for
100
mile, 25 cents after six
Neal at Starks
house
full
(901)642-6290
Business
months 1989 8300 Series
Brothers Mobile Homes
or
492-8594
Opportunity
Internationals convention753-2922.
Ws No sfipseating LayovOLD Oriental rugs wanted,
WATERBED. Queen-size,
ers, unloading-loadings, IMAGE 1 Hour Film Pro- any size or condition Call
Waveless Beautyrest by
breakdowns, vacations, cessing Lab, Mayfield, for free 1-800-553-8021
Simmons, excellent condibonuses pay Complete sale Well established
medical, dental, life insur- Price negotiable Perfect WE buy junk batteries. tion 753-5902 days,
753-2446 nights.
ance Out 2 weeks, Trai- for retiree (502)247-6341. Used batteries for sale,$15
exchange. Marshall County
nees out 3 weeks, OwnerWICKER CURLY 0 HEADLOOKING To Own A Busi- Battery Service 527-7122
operators to 90 cent/mile
BOARD. full-size, $50. 2
ness? We may have what
TABLE LAMPS beige, $15
314 781-7550
you'rv looking for! Mini stor150
each. 759-1293 after 5p.m.
age? Trailer park? Art proArticles
DRUMMER Silver Eagle
ducts retail/ wholesale
For Saba
165
Band Call after 5p m
store? We have others
437-4945
also Call Roberts Realty 20" BAND Saw. Surveyor's
Antiques
EARN MONEY watching 753-1651 or nights call Bob ribbon, etc , stakes, Christstands,
mas
pallets,
rebar,
TV! $50,000/ year income Haley 489-2266.
New Antique Mall
drums, kindling When
potential Details (1)
llOWN your own business!! empty, cleanup shop at
Now Open in
805-687-6000 Ext
All top quality The latest up Midway.
Redmon
K-10706
Mayfield
to date clothing & shoes 492-8400.
available Stout, misses, ju
OLD TOBACCO
LABORATORY Techni- ruor, & children Includes AMIGA 1000 Computer
TOWNE
cian Busy medical group is fixtures, inventory, & train- 512K memory software and
seeking a certified ted-ini- ing $14,900 to $29.900 desk Would make a nice
ANTIQUES
&
cian to join our laboratory Financing available Call Christmas gift. Price and
COLLECTIBLE
S
404-956-0695 The Fash- details, 759-1578
staff Daytime hours only
Apply at Morgan Haugh ion Image
North 12th &
ARROW storage buildings
Clinic, 220 West Walnut,
Dunbar St.
10)49
ft
with
building
door
Mayfield
110
3 blocks from
56' wide x 59 height,
Domino's Pi7211
LADY needed to live in with
$22999. 10x12 ft. building
Instruction
invalid lady Room, board
with door 56" wide x 61
Hours: Mon.-Sat.
salary 759-1661
BECOME A Paralegal Na- height, $29999 10x9 high
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
tionally accredited, attor- gable building with door 56'
•lleaters Wanted•
ney instructed, study at wide a 60' height, $289 99.
20,000 sq. ft.
NEED a job? AGED" Hope home, established in 1976. Coast to Coast Hardware,
10 booths now set-up
for the future? You may Financial Aid available. 753-8604
qualify if 'You do not have free
catalog,
Call 247.3317 Days
your GED or high school 1-800-668-2555, SCI, BREAKER Boxes, main
or 247-5332 Nights,
diploma, 'You have been Drawer 2158, Boca, Florida breaker included, 100 amp,
20 circuit, $49 99 200 amp
out of school 9 months or 33432
40 circuit, $99 99 Mobile
more, 'You we between
170
home 200 amp, $9999
the ages of 16 & 21 We are
Vacuum
Wallin
Hardware, Downan E 0 E This protect •
Cleaners
town Paris Open all day
funded by the Western
Kyle Oakley Field
Saturday's
Kentucky Private Industry
KIRBY Vacuum Cleaner, 1
Murray, Ky.
Council- JTPA Call
yew old Rug shampooer
DIAMOND Solitaire
J.T.P.A Out 01 School
carat set in 18 karat gold and other attachments
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
753-3811
ring Price negotiable
8a.m -1130a m
762-2574
Enfoy Kentucky
180
HARD Rock Cafe and
Lakes Spectacular
Sawing
OTR DRIVERS Hornady
Guess sweatshirts on sake
laschlnes
Autumn Beauty
Truck Line requires one
Call 75.3-5149
from the sky.
year experience, 23 years
Bring
your
friends
HERITAGE Buildings Tap- SEWING Machines Due to
of age Start 23-26 cents/
Us very affordable
ered I Bean, bolt up con- school budget cut the namile based on experience
struction steel "buildings, tion largest manufacturer
Excellent benefits
• Sightseeing
engineer stamped con- offers New zig zag s, many
ConventionelsiCabovers
Tours
struction prints, 3,000 stan- stitches blindhem, button1-800 6418- 9664
489-2874 or
dard sizes 30x40x10 - holes, everything 20 year
PEOPLE to distribute
489-2160
$347500, 40x60x12 - guarantee Originally $499
flyers Flexible hours, no
$627500. 50x75x12 - now $139 Heavyduty
• Gift •
selling Seniors. homemak$9186 00, 60x100x14 - keearms $30 more Credit
Certificates
ers welcome Send SASE
$13 895 00 Call tor free cards, COD free delivery
Available
Homeway. Box 1282,
brochures
Exchange
today
only
Flight Instruction
Bowling Green, KY 42101
315-593-8755
1 800 643-5555

Pro Flight

••, r-,y•

200
Business
Opportunity

Help
Wanted

210

BIRD I
436-22
PEG'S
breeds

270

••

Compare our quality
and prices--Watch for our special Christmas trees
coming soon--

Special Christmas
Gift
Lawn Mowers
No Payments
Until Feb. 1990

SERVICE
CENTER."
310 No. 4th St.
753-6863

2 BURIAL Plots Your
choice in Murray Memorial
Gardens, $600 Phone
753-3577
SHARP Copiers Local authorized dealer, sales, rental, lease and service Call
1-800-248-4319
TWO Grave sites Memorial Gardens Phone
753-4720
WORLD wide selection of
vacation properties Receive $2 on all inquires! Call
Resorts Resale today
1-800-826-7844 NATL
1-800-826-1847 in Fla. or
1-305-771-6296
260
Business
Services
CONFIDENTIAL Investigations Your needs, our specialty Call (502)753-26,41

COMMERCIAL Space For
Lease: Immediate availability, 3200 sq ft in active
high-traffic shopping center
near MSU campus in Murray, Ky Fully carpeted, 2
baths, 2 large display windows on 32' frontage Center includes Dollar General
Store, restaurants, pharmacy, other retail arid professional offices in Olympic
Plaza, North 12th St. Murray Call 753-9469 for
information
SMALL B0504358 Building
Prime Idcabon, intersection
of Sycamore and 4th
Streets Newly remodeled
Call 753-8809

Prime Office
Space For
Rent
Downtown, close to
square. Utilities and
janitorial services offered.

753-8302
or

753-5870

3 BEDROOM Carport, patio, Florida room, no pets
$450 month 753-6931
3 BEDROOM House Central air, ceiling fans stove.
microwave, dishwasher.
nice neighborhood Depo
sit required Available De
comber 1 753-4729

SMALL 2 bedroom house
641 S
1•4 miles
753-6156
SUPER nice 4 bedroom
home, dose to downtown
$600 a month 753-4109

1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment Close to campus, $150/ month
753-7276
1 BEDROOM Apartment
Partially furnishi.d, carpet,
no
0,1 'nth plus
ca,13.C' _3 days,
7!.
_iv nights

41/2
1-1w)
Iron
Mar
age
hou

Yi

Si
811
8

Items
Chris
tions.

MTV

slide
trays,

C

5 n
Jon
Sig!
Di
acros

370
livestock
Supplies
BEEFMATER Registered
Bulls, young heifers arid
cows for sale Top breeding
quality, service age, fast
growth, good calving results. 502-269-2306
HORSES for sale Buy
sale or trade horse
437-4681

Pets
I Supple*
Apartments
For Rent

I

.

510 SOUTH 6th Street
Gas heat, stove, refrigerator,dishwasher, $325 plus
deposit Coleman RE,
753-9898

380
320

410

•

"YOUR
NURSERY
AND—

We have a landscape service available---

•

GROOMINGDALE'S, 2513
Coldwater
Road,
753-6756. Clean, new,
modern facility
HAPPY JACK SKIN BALM
Checks scratching & relieves irritated skin without
stenods Promotes healing
and hair growth on dogs &
cats! CALLOWAY SERVICE, INDUSiRIAL RD

PAPER ROUTE
CARRIERS NEEDED

cond
Sellii
Te
Possi
Aura
Pe
piece
old t
religi
telep
old v
racks
avail

Li
Nim
room,
carpe
Mr
sellin
3263
Term

A

We are now accepting applicaations for county and city paper
route carriers.
We have an immediate opening
of a route in the area of M.S.U.
Please apply at

At
Lorin
Wi
r00111,

Te
Aucti

The Mugay Ledger & Times
Monday thru Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 noon
•

V

5.

7
5
.
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CLASSIFIEDS
360

th0

BIRD Dogs Searar-Poinier
436-2261
PEG'S Dog Grooming AM
breeds 753-2915
Ain

Public
tale

CHEASAPEAKE Reuter.
ers puppies, good blood
line, 7 weeks old Great for
Christmas 489-2416 or
489-2710 after 6 pm

Sale At
1668 Calloway

gr`

YARD
SALE
Fri., Nov. 10
8 'til 5
601 Broad
Extended

Picture & frames of
all kinds-some antique, table lamps, quilt
tops & more.

3 Party
Yard Sale

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-1 p.m.

Fri., Nov. 10
8 a.m.-?
803 Hurt

Garage
Sale

Off Fairlane

Yard Sale
Sat., Nov. 11
811 Sha-Wa Ct.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Items: kitchen tools.
Christmas
decorations, yard furniture,
camping equipment,
slide projector and
trays, misc.

Avon, clothes,
misc. items.

TWO Houses at 206 and
208 E. Poplar Assume
V A_Liortgage on 208 Poplar of approx 21,500 at
fixed 8% interest + $1,000
Large house at 206 Poplar
on corner lot $12,000. Both
houses in B-3 zone
759-4808 for appointment.

Moving
Sale

Fri. & Sat.

4.10

Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. •
602 Poplar

Nov. 10 & 11
1610 Magnolia

Lots
For Sala
21 ACRE NU 10 mile view of
tree tops (triangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Marshall County. Look down on
Benton's lights! Deer and
wild turkey. $62,500. Joe
W. Nanney, 753-9622.

Furniture, household items, antiques
& more!

Garage
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
1502 Glendale
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Bunk beds with
matching chest,
like new: children's clothes: lots
of misc

TASTEFULLY decorated
brick home with approximately 2900 sq ft Includes
full finished basement
Four/ five bedrooms 2'4
baths, family room, Irving
room, kitchen, dining room,
two fireplaces Several cell
ing fans, plenty of closets
including walk in Master
bedroom with dressing
area Natural gas heat
Garage All city conveniences East side of Frankfort Reasonably price
$8150000 Phone Beverly
Booker/ Better Homes &
Garden
Realty
502-875-5566

Winter clothes - men,
women & children's,
household items &
other misc.

Carport
Sale

Fri. & Sat.
41/2 miles east
Hwy. 94 across
from
Darnell
Marine on Heritage
Dr.
2nd
house on right.

NEW Condominiums For
Sale 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
1,380 sq ft plus wipe,all
applicancas included due
many other extras For
more information phone
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222

Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Rain or Shine.
1500 Belmont

Lots of winter clothes,
clothes,
maternity
newborn - 2T clothes,
toys, lots of misc.

4 Party
Indoor
Yard Sale

•

Public
Sale

BUILD SITES & FARM 3
mi N Benton:'3 adj tracts
totaling 13.78 ac @ 25033000/ etc; .1, few smaller
more expensive tracts.
45 ac farm % in fescue
clover, rolling, 800 feet E of
US 641, specimen trees
preserved, fenced, 30' unimproved access road
$66,450. Joe WI Nanney
753-9622/ 527-7864

130
Real
Estate
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all price‘
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
711L.

CLASSIFIEDS
areforeveryone!
Real Estate & Personal Prop.
Sat . Nov. 11 at 10 a.m.
5 mile West of Aurora on Highway 68 just across
Jonathan Creek Bridge on right. Watch for Auction
Sign.
Due to poor health Francis Woodard is forced to close her Antique Shop that is
across from Lakeland Wesley Village Retirement Center.
Will sell a nice 24x30 building setting on one acre of land ± bath, room air
conditioner. This property. has 2 drive entrance app. 190' of road frontage.
Selling by deed.
Terms: 20% down day of auction. Hal in 30 days, with passing of deed.
Possession with deed. Auction held jointly with Ruth Ryan Realtor & Broker in
Aurora, Ky., 502-354-8871. Dan Miller Auctioneer, 435-4144.
Personal Prop: Portable lighted sign, lot of old glass and china, cast iron
pieces,stone wear, brass pieces, old pictures & frames, wood boxes. Avon,Iir
old books, cook books, World War 11 books, children books, encyclopedia,
religious books. Christmas items, living room table and chairs, old rocker, desk
telephone table, kitchen work table, old piano bench,folding chairs,small chest,
old vanity, other items not listed. Will be an all day auction. Will sell shelving,
racks & table.Come see,lot ofmerchandise. Not responsible for accidents,lunch
available-

SHERWOOD Forrest,
shaded lot, city water,
sewer,_ natural gas.
759-9268.
.160
Homes
For Sale

HOUSES ON
DIETS
Now Reducing
2 bedroom, I bath,
vinyl sided on .8 acre.
Close
to
town.
Fenced back yard.
NOW $18,500.
1 bedroom lake area
heated cottage with
14'x24' garage. 1
block from subdivision lake access.
REDUCED TO
$19,900.
Waterfront lot in
Marshall
County.
100'x152'. Easy access from Aurora.
MARKED DOWN
TO $9,400.

PHONE
ROBERTS
REALTY

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

at 753-1651

Licened & Bonded in Ky. & TN. #1281
"My Service Doesn't Cost It Pays."

(Diets Never
Last Long)

Real Estate Auction
Sat. Nov. 18 at 10 a.m.
1209 Kirkwood Dr.
Nice 3 bedroom brick home, 2 bath, kitchen, dining room, living room, utility
room, large den & garage, central heat & air, storm doors & windows, fireplace,
carpet & drapes on large lot.
Mr. & Mrs. Roger Burgess owners, have moved to South Carolina and are
selling their home at Auction. For more information phone Wayne Wilson 7533263 or Dan Miller 435-4144.
Terms: 20% down day of sale. Bal. in 30 days with passing of deed.

Auction held jointly with Key Associates.
Wayne Wilson Broker.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays."

Real Estate & Personal Prop.
Sat. Nov. 18 at 11 a.m.
At the late Mr. lames Rogers home. From Murray, Ky. take 641 South to
Loring Road. Follow Loring Road app. 1.2 miles on paved road.
Will sell a nice 20 acre farm with 3 bedroom house, 2 bath, kitchen, dining
room, nice den, large sewing room, laundry room, double garage.
Tarim; 20% down day of sale. Bal. in 30 days with passing of deed.
Auction held jointly with Key Associates Wayne Wilson Broker 753-3263.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded
& Tenn. #1281
435-4144
"N1A cr-‘ict. Doesn't *ost. It I'a s -.•"

twe'4,r,

30
Used
Can

Back door Inside.

410

Put&

Mirrray Ledger & Times'--
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Ain

Pets
& Supplies

Pots
&8
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3 BEDROOM House &
Shop 9 miles southwest of
Murray in Lynn Grove area
Must see to appreciate For
more information call
753-7603 after 3 30p m
BY Owner Home beside
Oaks Country Club 3 bedroom, 2 bath, gas heat.
deck, 2-car garage, large
yard. beautifully landscaped Available immediately 753-5691, after 5p m
BY Owner: Very nice 3
bedroom brick on large
shaded lot on Edinborough
in Gatesborough 2 baths,
large living room, dining
room, den with wood burning insert in stone fireplace
Attractive brick work in
kitchen and den Washer.
dryer, and refrigerator stay
New central Trane gas unit
Beautiful in -ground pool
with equipment including
solar cover. winter cover,
and furniture. Screened-in
porch and 2-car garage
Privacy fence and storage
building Call for appointment 753-2280
COLDWATER Country
home at an affordable
price Good starter home
$21,900 1 acre lot, large
trees Call Roberts Realty
753-1651 or cell Bob Haley
nights at 489-2266
DEXTER 3 bedroom
house, 1500 so ft lying
area at a price anyone can
afford Roberts Realty
753-1651. nights Bob Ha
ley 489 2266 $18.6030

FOR Sale by owner 3 bedroom farm house on 1 acre
of land, 6 miles East of
Murray, $30,000 Call
1-615-648-0238

1988 DAYTONA Must sell
753-1713 9 to 5

sin

Services
Offered

Services
pared

1986 FORD T-Bird Turbo
Coupe 70,xxx miles, AM/
FM cassette player. blt.
cruise, loaded
Call
753-0120, after 6 pm

APPLIANCE SERVICE LEAF RAKING 753-2166,
Kenmore, Westinghouse, ask for David
Whirlpool 30 years expel
DUNE Buggy Must sell
ence Parts and service, QUALITY Construction
Good condition 759- 1 765
Used Appliances Bobby Alteration & remodeling
LAKE Cottage 2 car gar1086 OLDSMOBILE Cut- Hopper, 753-4872 or Porch & deck specialist
436 2617 or 753-1126
age, on 4 lots, near Cylass Supreme Low mi- 436-5848 (home)
TOYOTAS COST LESS
press. Owner wants to sell!.
leage,excellent condition
CLEANING Businesses ROCKY COLSON Home
IN MURRAY
$10,000 Call us today at
Take best ofter 759-4686 and residential
General Repair Roofing, siding
Roberts Realty 753-1651
after 6
painting, plumbing, con
deaning window washing
or nights Bob Haley
crate
Free estimates Call
floor
stripping
and
1987
carpet
COROLLA Sport
489-2266
Coupe SR-5 32,000 miles shampooing References 474-2307
supplies 753-6737
NEW House Well arair, $6,250 437-4723
STEWART'S Upholstery
TWOO
ranged 3 bedroom, 2 bath
BRICK block and con- Large selection of material
1987
TRANS
Am
T-tope,
house, lots of extras. Buy
loaded, 1 owner, 23,600 crete, basements, founda- new springs Jogs etc Rea
direct from builder and
miles,$9.800 492-8615 af- tions, driveways, sidew- sonable rates tree pick-up
save! Call 753-3903 after
alks, patios Free esti- and delivery 436 5236
ter
6 pm
4 30p m
mates Chimneys new and SUREWAY Tree Service
NUN ......
repaired 28 years experi- Topping, pruning tree re
NICE vinyl sided 2 bedence 753-5476
room, 1-car garage home
moval Aerial bucket truck
Have You Been
plus adjoining lot located on
ELECTRICAL installation Fully insured for your proquiet residential street in
Turned Down
tection Stump removal
and repair All gas installa
city Phone 753-2659 for
Don and repair Also refrig- with no lawn damage Free
Elsewhere?
appointment
estimates No obligations
eration Call 753-7203
753-5484
Credit Problems I OK
SPACIOUS 2 story, 4 bedELECTRICIAN Licensed
room brick located on large
No Credit V OK
contracbr, quality work Af- TELEPHONE wiring jacks
lot in Canterbury Estates.
fordable price. No charge installed- phones movedDivorce
V
OK
L.R , DR. Den whvood
residence
and business
servic_e_c_it
xpe
17
Bankruptcy V OK
burning bet:dace, breaknenceMP•Caff Bobby
"-Electric
ice
-5279
fast, Lg. foyer, 2,5 baths, 2
Wade 753-2220
We sell dependable,
car garage. Owner anxious
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
FENCE
sales
to sell. Phone 753-8050
at
Sears
affordable cars to
now Call Sears 753-2310 Service Center, cleaning between 9 and 4 or
people who want to
for free estimate for your servicing $15 most repairs
753-0914 after 6 p.m.
re-establish their credit,
$35 all brands 3rd Street,
needs
Almo, Open 9-12 1 5,
Low Weekly Payments
din
FIRE Extinguisher refill, re- Mon -Fri 753-0530
pair and checked Call
Motorcycles
Call Sammy
WET BASEMENT? We
759-1999.
make wet basements dry
for Details
1986 YZ 250 Good condiFOR most any type drive- Work completely
guaran
tion, $1,200 436-2984
way white rock also, any teed Call or
write Morgan
type gravel, din and sand Construction Company.
1987
WARRIOR
call Roger Hudson, Route 2 Box
4 Wheeler Excellent con409-A, PaduOF MURRAY
753-4545 or 753-6763
cah, KY 42001 or call
dition, red and black Need
S..12th
515
phone
to sell 753-5474
1-442-7026
GENERAL Repair plumb
Murray. Ky
753-4961
mg, roofing, tree work
WET basement bowed
ATV parts, accessories,
436-5895 or 436-2642
walls! Call All Dry Basetires & service for all
brands' Keith s Lawn &
ment Systems
Ky
GUTTERING By Sears
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Mur1984 CHRYSLER E-Class Sears residential and com- 1-800 992-5222 Outside
ray 759-9831
Similar to the New Yorker mercial continuous gutters 1-800-222-5008 Pressure
Loaded, excellent condi- installed for your specifica- Relief Drainage, Lifetime
dan
tion, new struts, shocks, tions Call Sears 753-2310 guarantee Wall Anchors
Used
71,000 miles, $2,995 for free estimate
WILL do plumbing installa753-6915
Cars
HAMILTON Cultured tion & repairs All guaran1984 DODGE Colt. hatch- marble and tile 643 Old teed Free estimates
972 DODGE Charger SE:
Phone 435-4169 or
back, Mick, air, cruise, roof Benton Rd 753-9400
Sharp, good condition.
753-1308
rack, 32,000 miles, very
HAULING, yard work, tree
Asking, $3,500. 753-0789.
dean. $3,450. 753-7863.
560
removal, roofing, painting,
Free
1972 VOLKSWAGEN,
1984 2-28: Leaded, good mowing. Free estimates
Cobbs
1969 Volkswagen
condition, low miles, 759-1683.
435-4194
$5,700 firm 759-1572.
KITTENS All males
INSULATION Blown In By 753-0789
1976 CADILLAC Seville:
1986 BUICK Sommerset Sears: TVA approved
Good condition, $1,500.
PS, PB, ear, AM/FM stereo, Save on those high heating
492-8254
570
red 753-7549
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
1976 DODGE Aspen StaWanted
tionwagon Reliable work
Now it's
12 QUALIFIED homeowcar, $400 Call after 5p m.
LICENSED Electrician
437-4945.
Doug Jones Electric Resi- ners to display thermally
dential wiring and electric sealed insulated replace1976 FORD LTD. A/C, V-8
'rw
80C-325-3229
ment windows(62UN) Demotor repair 759-4751
1980 Camoro. A/C, V-8,
luxe package $99 88 per
AM/FM stereo cassette
LICENSED electrician. window 7 windows $5900
Both excellent cars.
James Gallirnore electrical monthly. Financing Call
753-1104, after 3.30 p.m.
service. Commercial and 1-800-422-9872
residential. Fast, courteous
1978 TRANS Am, 400 Big
New 8, Used
DISPLAY Homes. Reyservice, 759-1835
Block with 373 postive
nolds Premium Vinyl Siding
GM Executives .4
track. 1977 Firebird, 305
MAPLE St Tailor Shop installed any one-story
Program Vehicles
engine. 437-4681.
500 Maple Suite A Conve- home $2,995.00, any two001-642-3000
nient location quality work story home $3,995 00 Lim1979 BUICK, 1982 MusHwy. 79 W - Parts
Compare our prices and ited offer 100% financing
tang, 1974 International
save 759-9332 8-5 Must have good credit to
Pick-up, 1979 Chevrolet
Mon -Fri 8-12 Sat
qualify Best financing in
Pick-up. 753-0080,
Kentucky.
MOBILE
SpecialistHOME
1979 CADILLAC Fleet1-800-456-1734 Leave
436-5255
wood Limousine Stretch
name and number.
Great condition Phone
NEED help with winter pre(502) 227-8015 after 530
parations? Home or yard HUNTING Dogs wanted
1983 CHEVY Conversion
Feed your hunting dogs
Call 492-8254
Van 32,000 miles, raised
1979 LINCOLN Town Car
Southern States High
roof, extra nice, $9,500. PLUMBING repairman with
Loaded, moon root, excelEnergy Big Red Nuggets
492-8956
lent condition Must selll
same day SOfveCe Call Contact your local South474-0115
4355255
ern States dealer
500
1980 PONTIAC Trans Am
Used
PS, PB, PDL PW needs
Trucks
motor, $1,200 firm Call
1976 GMC SIERRA
759-1849
Classic Pick-up 454 en1981 BUICK Regal $1,100
gine, 67,000 miles, PS, PB,
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
or best offer. 4.37-4329
A/C
Call 7-9a m
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
753-7046.
1982 OLDS Ciera Super
All Types Of
sharp, excellent condition,
1977 CHEW Truck. 1973
Custom
Woodworking
loaded, $2,750 Call after 5
Dobkin tuck. 1978 Oids
p.m
489-2600 or
Cutlass. Also do mechani489-2823
cal work. Reasonable 20
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
years experience
•Drop by II see our showroom
1983 BUICK LaSabre Cus759-1419
tom: Big V-6 with overdrive
AM/FM, tilt, cruise, new
Open til 7 p.m
•
1978 DATSUN PAJ, with
tires, immaculate inside
topper, straight shift
Reggie Young
and out, several highway
753-212*.
Aubrey Hatc'er
miles. $2,750 See at Gulf
Jim
Irby
1981 CHEVROLET Short
Station 16th & Chestriut
Sammy Brad J
wheel base, 4-wheel drive,
753-9181 or 753-2036
4-speed, $2,000
C"ad Cochran, Sacs MGR
1983 BUICK Skylark.
753-8558
42,000 miles, sharp and in
1987 S-I0 BLAZER 4x4
excellent condition. $2,750
With Tahoe package, lea
753-5612, call anytime
OF MURRAY
new. 753-0584
1988 BUICK Century
A PRIME OFFERING
515 S. 121h
Phone
1389 CHEVROLET 4x4
4-door, black, wires, rack,
Murray, Ky
Immaculate
753-4961
home built in 1984 offers outstanding
Siverado: Al options., extra
$6,300 109 North 7th St
qualitl and design, 3 bedrooms, 2,/, baths. One of
nice Must sell 437-4171
the finest homes on the market.
1989 CHEVY
SiNerado:wthFuly
boded, black
%g
maroon interior, 16,000
711 Main
now has
753-1222
miles. Call 753-8555 or
Prescription Records & Files
492-8123 and leave
from
IT10111611911

CARS
11 lora ka GT .....10,117
11
Cary .....
17 Toyota Corolla
'7,187
17 Tcpta Cika GT 1187
17 N'sun
_1,987
17 PIrnaith Relient '3117
11Pcntiac Grid A.m r1481
11 Nissan lora 12,917
17 Toyota Cob FI '1187
17 Cltvy Celebrty 5,187
Toyota 4ca
16,387
17 Toyota Tercel IN '6117
17 Toyota Cora
5,987
187 Ford ilustaig GT 1,987
'87 Toyota Cent DU 1187
16 Buick LeSabre
1187
186 Nervy Marqu's '8,487
16 Toyota Caolla LE '6117
TOYOTA
16 BIM 325
11487
186 Cheg !roc Z•29 10187
16 Olds Calais
'7,687
'85 Toyota Celia ST 5187
15 Olds Cita
5117
15 Callac Sidgefik 1,987
15 Toyla kola SR4... 1U81
14 Ford liustal GT if
184 Ford Tempo
14 Chevy Z•211
.1981
14 Pontiac Fier
13 Cts Delta 18 - 1,987
13 Toyota Corolla Wp 1,131
13 But Rniiera
5,917
13 Toyota Tercel SR-5 1,987
13 Toyota Suva
1,987
T2 Oils Delta ...
Dan Taylor
)32 Toycla Teal
Charm* Olds***
11 %lot Cook
1,487
Catillx, Ix. ol
10 To Coon/
1,417
Paris, TN
TRUCKS
19 Toyota PI
1187
18 SiNerado Slepsde... 11,481
18 Toyota Tr
¶181
18 Chevy PO
5,917
17 Toyota 1 Ton
'7,487
17 ToyotaP.IJ
5,987
17 Ford Ranger
'4,287
17 4-Runner .....
11,987
17 Toyota Vai
17 Ford F•250 Pt.__ 11,987
17 Toyota P.
5,987
'86bOstp Chirciee .........1,487
16 Toyota 4-Runner 1,187
16 Dim Cat Val 11,411
16 Topa 4X4
'1,417
16 Co* B-180
15 Pyocuth Volage-----

-

TOYOTA

111

Kopperud Realty

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
Payless Drugs of Murray

Hrs. 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-Fri.:
9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sat.:1-5 p.m. Sun.
Olympic Plaza Hwy. 841 N. 753-2380

LIKE A CORNER LOT?
Plus lots of room? Thu may be Just what the doctor
ordered Four bedrooms, two baths. living room,
dining room, family room, plus watt -out basement

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St

753-1222

1989 FORD Lariat 7,000
mites. 753-4663
PRICED RIGHT 1989
Silverado Choy custom
paint pob (2 tone) Fully
loaded with PAN, PM,
tailed glass, running
boards, custom wheels,
AkAfFM radio, with equaland booster, camper
shad,very low mileage Cad
now, 753-3640

SIMON

011sred
A-1 TREE Service & Stump
Removal 50' awed buckat
tuck Spraying end feeding 35 years experience
Glen Joiner owner Cal
753-0906 Free Estimates

Gregory's
Slaughter House
301 East 4th St. Benton, Ky. 527-3821

C.
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East German leader promises reform

OBITUARIES

By NESHA STARCEVIC

Ralph G. Brewer
the funeral for Ralph G. Brewer
ll be Friday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck and Cann Funeral
home, Benton. Todd Hawkins will
ol ticlate.
Burial will follow in New Zion
Cemetery in Marshall County.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
("I hursday).
Mr. Brewer, 67, Ri 1, Gilbertsa Ille, died Wednesday at 5:50 a.m.
at his home.
A member of New Zion Baptist

Astiockinid Pniee Writer

BERLIN — Communist leader
Egon Krenz has shaken up the
country's leadership and promised
swift and broad reform, but it
remains to be seen if he is gaining
enough credibility to prevent thousands more citizens from fleeing.
In a now familiar sight, about
40,000 people demonstrated for
free elections and an end to authoritarian one-party rule late Wednesday in Neubrandenburg and near
Karl-Marx-Stadt, the official news
agency. ADN said.
The exodus of thousands of East
Germans through Czechoslovakia
continued unabated, with new arrivals traveling by train, car, bus and
la Murray Thurmond; two daughters, Mrs. Cynthia Day, Memphis, even on foot to overflowing West
Tenn., and Mrs. Karen Rudd, German reception centers.
"There's no end in sight," said
Puryear, Tenn.; one son, Brin Murray, Buchanan, Tenn.; two sisters, Klaus Papcnfuss, spokesman for
Mrs. Cornelia Melvin, Si Louis, the Bavarian border police in
Mo., and Mrs. Bernice Wiseman, Munich. "We will reckon with
Dover, Tenn.; three brothers, Ken- another 10,000 in the next 24
neth Thurmond. Puryear. Orgil hours." He said about 50,000 have
arrived since Saturday, when the
East Germans opened a route to the
Thurmond, Dover, Tenn., and
Dawing Thurmond; five grandchil- West for the first time since the
-flettirt—Wervreft—ttly-irrIffrt:
dren,- five great-grandchildren. '
Krenz, who assumed power just
three weeks ago, took his most dramatic step yet Wednesday to try to
assert control and quell popular
discontent by purging much of the
old guard from the Communist Party's ruling Politburo.
month of the medium -security
The 52-year-old former chief of
Eastern Kentucky Correctional security said he realized the party
Complex near West Liberty will
would not regain the people's trust
absorb some of the felon surplus. It ovemighi
will house 512 inmates at first and
"The change that we want is by
more than 1,000 with a planned
no means complete yet, and we
expansion.
must reckon with resistance," he
But the subcommittee report said told the Central Committee, the
"new prison construction must party's policy-making body. The
proceed more quickly and more committee session continues today.
cheaply than past or current conIn an 86-page speech, Krenz
struction." It has taken more than seemed to offer a speeded-up verfour years to approve, design and sion of the political reforms introbuild the prison "at a final cost of duced in the Soviet Union since
$73,000 per bed," the report said.
In other states, new prisons have
been brought on line in less than
half the time and for as little as
Federal-State %Art News Sersice Now.itherl, 149
S25,000 per bed, the report said. Kentucky Purchase
Ares llos Market Report hassles 5
Slats:we Receipb. Act 50( Eel MI Barrows &
But Sen. Joe Meyer said the Cor- (B-2:154...
knew, Sows under 500 LikklaS blew, o'er
rections Cabinet is "simply a repo- 9X1 des4y-1.011 Iswer
LS
1-2
no-zso
so.75-412.5
be.
sitory" for felons sentenced by the
US 1-2 256125 be
S•175-C.75
courts and "has absolutely no con- US 2-3 TIO-254 lbs
$42.51141.1111
US 34 2562711 lbs.---$41.511-42-54
trol over who's coming to it."
Sows
"In some respects, it's hard to
US 1-2 271-351 lat
532.01-34.80
LS 1.3 300-401 Is
VL1I-33A
point a finger at the cabinet and
US 1-3 490-500 is..
532.1635.10
US 11 See and up
S36-01-31.00 kw lo *55
say they're responsible for all these
LS 2-3 3114-506 bs
$3401131.61
problems," said Meyer, DBain $24.04-3111
Covington.
The Corrections Cabinet, which
once was a branch of the Justice
Cabinet, perhaps should be merged
again to make it "one part of the
whole" justice system, Meyer said.
The prospect of having to spend
additional millions to keep criminals behind bars may force the
Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
General Assembly to consider
loosening some criminal statutes,
Shop, Compare Quality
said House Speaker Pro Tern Pete
Worthington.
and Prices.
He and other members of the
subcommittee pointed to laws
Round or Square Faced
requiring longer sentences for
14 kt GOLD NUGGET
"persistent felons" and making
theft of property worth as little as
$100 a felony.
Church, he was a retired employee
of Sears Roebuck and Co. and a
veteran of World War 11.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mildred Brewer; two sons, Ricky
Brewer, Nashville, Tenn., and Russell Brewer, Hardin; three stepsons,
Charles Fuqua, Si Louis, Mo., Jerry Seay, Sturgis, and James Kenneth Day, Gilbertsville; stepdaughter, Mrs. Verna Shumaker, Calvert
City; two brothers, Paul Brewer,
Benton, and Felix Brewer, Michigan; 15 grandchildren.

Ralph Elon Thurmond
Services for Ralph Elon Thurmond will be Friday at 2 p.m. in
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morti,.ians, Paris, Term. Burial will follow in Hillcrest Cemetery there.
Mr. Thurmond, 64, Paris, died
Wednesday at Henry County Medical Center, Paris.
A retired steamfitter for Tennes,ce Valley Authority, he was a
World War II veteran and attended
Jesus Saves Baptist Churcri.
Siirvivors are his wife, Mrs. Stet-

Officials say state needs
more prisons in future
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kentucky
ill need more prisons in the near
iature, but more quickly and at less
cost than the $45 million penitentiary that is afaout to open in Morgan
County. a legislative subcommittee
,las concluded.
But the state cannot "build itself
,ait of" its prison-crowding dilemma and - must make greater use of
alternative sentencing and private
prison contractors, a subcommittee
1,:port says.
The state also should consider
.aking over county jails, or at least
conkcjing for use of jail beds, the
report says.
Some members of the panel —
;he corrections operations subcommittee of the interim State Govern:lent Committee — said Wednesay the General Assembly also
needs to review the laws it has
passed in recent years to lock up
more felons for longer sentences.
"All this law 'n' order we're for
n't cheap," Ailid state Rep. Bill
Lear, the subammittee chairman.
Corrections Secretary John Wigdinton has said his agency will ask
the General Assembly next year to
authorize 3,000 new prison beds,
through construction or private
contracts. He said the cost could
top S100 million over the next twosear budget period.
The cabinet also has rung up
than $4 million in contemptourt fines for violating orders
state prisoners out of local
's. There were 1,253 such pris.srs as of Nov. 3, according to
-linet figures.
The scheduled opening next

Hog market
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PAT GOSSUM
753-Y166

IRPAY KENTUCKY

Dwain Taylor ChevroleI-Geo,Inc.
Good
P.1

HERITAGE
MONUMENT COMPANY
US 641 N. (2 mi. from MSU Stadium)
Murray, Ky. 42071

759-1333
"For Those You Love...Crafted by Those Who Care."

INSURANCE
NURSING1HOME
COVERAGE
FREE Claim Filing For
All My Clients

753-7890

LOU V. McGARY
The average cost of a nursing home is $1,500 to $2,000 a
month.
Who will pay the bill for a nursing home stay for you? Call
for free information on custodial, intermediate, and skilled
nursing home coverage.

Gift Certificates
to be given away
Nov. 11th & 18th
(Register Nov. 3-Nov. 17)

641 South
Palleareey
733-2417
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FREE Pair
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Vases Now
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elections, urged East Germans tc
stay home rather than flee West
saying, "Here we will build a new
house where everyone can feel
good."
East German state television,
meanwhile, broadcast an appeal
from well-known author Christa
Wolf, long a Communist Party
member, also urging young people
to stay put.
"To go now diminishes our
hope," she said. "We ask you to
stay in your homeland — stay with
us. We can't promise you an easy
life, but a useful and interesting
life."
She said she was joined in the
appeal by five democratic groups,
including New Forum, and other
well-known writers including longtime government critic Stefan
Heym.

Shop and Compare
Our Quality,
Craftsmanship and
Prices

OPEN
HOUSE

Stock Market

COURTSOU ARE

group was legalized by local
authorities, ADN said. Baerbel
Bohley, a New Forum leader, gave
her first public reaction to the
changes to West Germany's ARD
television station.
"There is hope," she concluded.
"But there are thousands of questions, everybody has them ... I've
gouen to know people who have
had much injustice done to them.
And this can't be swept under the
table."
Manfred Gerlach, leader of the
Liberal Democratic Party that until
a few weeks ago was little niore
than a junior partner in the Communist government, called Wednesday's personnel changes "a
good development, but not all that
radical."
Gerlach, whose party has backed
the demonstrators' call for free

Mikhail S. Gorbachev rose to power in 1985.
For example, he announced a
new two-term limit on state and
government offices and said he
plans to loosen Communist Party
control over the government.
But he went no further, and
promises of a new election law
from him and Politburo member
Guenter Schabowski left unclear
whether they really envisaged free
elections — a key demand of the
demonstrators who have taken to
the streets by the hundreds of thousands virtually daily since early
October.
Krenz has been making increasingly desperate attempts to boost
his leadership and restore the party's sagging authority.
The 21-member Politburo was
slimmed down to 11 members on
Wednesday and Krenz launched a
blistering attack on his predecessor
and longtime political patron, Erich
Honecker.
"Wrong judgments were made
about the situation and there was
no reaction to questions long posed
by daily life," he told the
163-member Central_ Committee
al'ter ft approved the reshuille.
Krenz said responsibility for the
nation's turmoil rested with those
party members "who made subjective decisions over the important
questions in the society by thinking
that this was the opinion of all party members."
The reshuffle swept aside nine
aging Politburo members and
brought in four new ones, including Dresden party chief Hans Modrow. Seen as a reformist, Modrow
was proposed as the new premier
when the 44-person Cabinet resigned en masse Tuesday.
Krenz promised new laws on
freedom of assembly, assocation
and the press, but gave no details.
However, he did allow that independent groups might have a role
in the nation's politics as East Germany tries to recover from the
shock of losing more than 200,009
mostly young, skilled workers to
the West this year.
"The Politburo thinks that citizens' movements that are within
the constitution should be legalized," he said.
Hours later, the Interior Ministry
announced it had accepted an
application by the main opposition
group, New Forum, to register as a
legal organization.
In Frankfurt-on-the-Oder, the
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